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Important Foreword:

This treatise sets out to demonstrate through rational investigation that this world must have a Creator who created it
from nothing and that it is impossible otherwise. In doing so, it also provides a fascinating introduction to G-d. Many
of the philosophical arguments used have been revised and reformulated over the generations. Thus, the
terminology and methodology of these proofs may seem antiquated or outdated even though they remain
philosophically sound.

There is a difference of opinion among the Torah authorities as to whether this section should be studied by the
typical student of the Torah. Many Torah luminaries maintain that one should not seek philosophical proofs of G-d's
existence. Belief in G-d should be based on the Mesorah (Tradition) that we received from our elders and mentors,
the study of G-d's wondrous Torah, and the many ways He manifests Himself in His creations and in our daily lives.
Indeed as the Pas Lechem commentary writes at the start of the next gate: "In philosophical inquiry, a man is not
assured from stumbling and erring in treading this path, as in truth, there are many, many casualties strewn along
the path of philosophical inquiry..."

For this reason, I have tried to add commentaries to provide a basic, but probably insufficient amount of guidance. If
something does not make sense, please investigate with a wise Rabbi first before drawing the wrong conclusions.
Also keep in mind, that it is important to study it in its entirety as many concluding points in the end tie everything
together.

I once heard Rabbi Zev Leff say in a lecture: "in the time of the Rambam people were really seeking, and bringing
intellectual proofs was beneficial, but today the biggest question on people's minds is whether to put ketchup or
mustard on their hotdogs". Tragically most people have become comfortable living superficially, content to spend
their few dozen years of life without thinking of who they are and why they are here. It is my hope that this translation
will arouse others and myself on these questions.

In translating this, I consulted with the classic hebrew commentaries and also the out of print translation by Rabbi
Moses Hyamson which came to my possession in a miraculous way. The translator studied in various yeshivas
under great Torah scholars such as Rabbi Dov Shwartzman zt'l (~2 years), Rabbi Nachman Bulman zt'l, Rabbi
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Nissan Kaplan (~5 years). He also completed a degree in physics at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst and
was a research associate in nuclear physics for a few years before heading off to yeshiva.

- Yosef Sebag, Jerusalem, June 2015 - Sivan 5775

Abbreviations used in this translation:
MH - Manoach HeLevavos commentary by Rabbi Manoach Hendel (1540-1611)
TL - Tov HaLevanon commentary by Rabbi Yisrael Halevi (1700-1777)
PL - Pas Lechem commentary by Rabbi Chaim Avraham Hacohen (1740-1815)
ML - Marpe Lenefesh commentary by Rabbi Refael Mendel (1825-1895)
LT - Lev Tov commentary by Rabbi Pinchas Lieberman (1929-2005)

*** Shaar HaYichud - Gate of Unity of G-d *** (with commentaries)
from Chovos Halevavos - Duties of the Heart
by Rabeinu Bachye zt'l

*** INTRODUCTION ***

The author says:
After investigating after what is the most necessary of the cornerstones and fundamentals of our religion, we found
that the wholehearted acceptance of the unity of G-d is the root and foundation of Judaism. It is the first of the gates
of the Torah, and it differentiates between the believer and the heretic. It is the head and front of religious truth, and
one who strays from it - will not be able to perform religious deeds and his faith will not endure.

(some commentaries:
even if he does good deeds, his acts will not be correct and built on a foundation, nor will they be whole and
enduring and if there is no foundation, the entire building will eventually collapse - Pas Lechem
"he will not have any merit for his religious deeds" - Tov Halevanon
"he will not be able to perform the service of G-d, since if one does not believe in Him, that He created the
world, and that He is alone in His world, and that it is befitting to serve Him, if so, one has no master that he
should serve, and there's no greater non-believer than this" - Manoach Levavos)

Because of this, G-d's first words to us at Mount Sinai were: "I am the L-ord your G-d...you shall not have other gods
before Me", and later on He exhorted us through His prophet saying: (Shema Yisrael..) "Hear O Israel the L-ord, is
our G-d, the L-ord is One" (Deut. 6:4)

You should study this chapter of Shema Yisrael until its close, and you will see how its words move from one matter
to another, encompassing 10 matters, that number corresponding to the Ten Commandments. The explanation is as
follows:

First there is the command to believe in the Creator, when it says "Hear O Israel the L-ord". His intent was not for
hearing of the ear, but rather for belief and acceptance of the heart, as the verse says "we will do and we will hear"
(Ex. 24:7), and "Hear therefore, O Israel, and observe to do it" (Deut. 6:3), and similarly for all other verses which
come in this way using a term denoting "hearing", the intent is only to bring to belief and acceptance.

After He placed us under obligation to believe in the reality of His existence (through rational investigation for those
capable as in ch.3), we are then called upon to believe that He is our G-d, as indicated in the word "our G-d", and
afterwards He commanded us to believe that He [alone] is truly one, in saying: "G-d is one" .
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(Marpe Lenefesh: "G-d is one" - that only G-d is truly one, but nothing else is truly one under any
circumstances, and even if we say on something that it is "one", it is not really one, except in passing
(relatively), rather it is more than one as will be explained.

Tov Halevanon: If the intent in saying "one" was merely to exclude multiple gods, it should have said "H-shem
yachid" (which, in hebrew, connotes specifically one and not many )...
"our G-d" - He granted us existence and formed us, and took us to be His people.

Marpe Lenefesh: "our G-d" - this eternal Being, who reigns supreme over all worlds, even so, He is
specifically "our G-d", for He chose us among all nations during the giving of the Torah to be His treasured
nation, and He drew us near to His service, and we undertook His sovereignty over us.

Translator: "After He placed us under obligation to believe in (1) the reality of His existence, we are then (2)
called upon to believe that He is our G-d" - The two blessings before reciting the Shema also correspond to
these two aspects. The theme of the first blessing is knowing G-d through His creating this vast universe and
the mystical worlds, etc. While the theme of the second blessing is that He is our G-d in having chosen us
and giving us the Torah, etc.)

After He bid us to believe and accept these three principles we mentioned, He proceeded to what is incumbent on us
to follow them with, namely, to love G-d wholeheartedly, in private and in public, with our life and with our might, as
He said: "And you shall love the L-ord your G-d with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might"
(Deut. 6:5). I intend to clarify this matter in the Gate of Love of G-d (Gate #10), with the Al-mighty's help.

Afterwards, He moved on to exhort on the duties of the heart, in saying: "And these words, which I command you
this day, shall be on your heart", which means to cleave them to your heart, and believe them in your inner being.

Afterwards, He proceeded to the commandments of the limbs which require both thought and action, as He said:
"you shall teach them to your sons".

(this refers to Torah study, which requires understanding of the heart (mind) and also physical acts, namely
moving of the lips and pronunciation of the tongue - PL
He started with the commandments of the limbs which are most important and most central, namely those
which employ the mouth and tongue combined with the heart - to learn and teach Torah and to recite the
Shema.)

And so that if you don't have a son, you will not mistakenly think that the (commandment of) verbally reading
depends on having a son, He said: "You shall speak in them".

(that on oneself is the primary obligation to study Torah - TL, another commentary: Do not think that since the
main purpose is understanding of the heart, if so, the need for verbally speaking it with one's mouth is only for
making them known to the sons, therefore he said that even by oneself one needs to verbally pronounce
them with one's mouth and tongue - PL)

Afterwards, He continued: "and you shall speak in them when you sit in your house, and when you walk by the way,
and when you lie down, and when you rise up", because the heart and tongue are never prevented from fulfilling the
duties which apply to them, unlike the other limbs (which depend on various times and circumstances). In the
introduction of this book, we have already pointed out that the duties of the heart are a constant duty.

And the purpose of all of this is to exhort on what He said previously: "And these words, which I command you this
day, shall be on your heart", which means that habitually having them on one's tongue always, brings to
remembrance of the heart, and to never turn one's heart away from always remembering G-d, and this is similar to
what King David, peace be unto him, said: "I have set the L-ord always before me" (Tehilim 16:8). And scripture
says: "But the word is very near unto you, in your mouth, and in your heart, that you may do it" (Deut. 30:14).
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(Marpe Lenefesh: because this is the primary goal of all the levels of the Tzadikim (righteous) and the
Chasidim (pious) - to not empty one's heart from remembering G-d always, as the Rama says in the first
halacha in the Shulchan Aruch, which are the words of the Morey Nevuchim (Maimonides' Guide for the
Perplexed) part 3 chapter 52, see there, and see also later on, and the Sefer Chasidim siman 35.

Tov Halevanon: The reason the Torah exhorted on doing this always even though it is not an obligation to do
this always, on this the author answered that the intent of the verse is on habituating the tongue on them
always...)

Afterwards, He proceeded to the duties of the limbs which consist of action only, and gave three examples, as He
said: "And you shall bind them for a sign upon your hand; And they shall be as Totafot between your eyes; And you
shall write them upon the doorposts of your house, and on your gates", which refers to the Tefilin of the hand and of
the head, and the Mezuza, all of whom cause one to remember the Creator, and to wholeheartedly love Him, and
yearn to Him, and as scripture says regarding how lovers keep their love in mind: "Set me as a seal upon your heart,
as a seal upon your arm" (Songs 8:6), and "Behold, I have engraved you upon the palms of my hands" (Isaiah
49:16), and "In that day, says the L-ord of hosts, will I take you, O Zerubavel, my servant, the son of Shealtiel, says
the L-ord, and will make you as a signet ring: for I have chosen you" (Chagai 2:23), and "A bundle of myrrh is my
beloved unto me; it (the myrrh) shall lie between my breasts" (Songs 1:13). G-d ordained three signs in order that
they be stronger and more enduring, as the wise man said: "a threefold cord is not quickly broken" (Eccles. 4:12).

(Manoach Halevavos: "he (the myrrh) shall lie between my breasts" - this hints to the heart, which is between
the breasts. The author renders the verse as referring to the practice of a man's beloved to give him a bundle
of myrrh to hang around his neck, until it reaches between his breasts. Thus he remembers his beloved
always since the fragrance continuously rises to his nostrils from between his breasts, and he keeps the
beloved in mind. The hint is to the precepts, which were given to us in order to remember G-d always, such
as Tefilin, Tzitzit etc.)

Hence, this chapter contains ten matters, five of them concern the spiritual (mind/heart), and five of them the
physical (the body).

The 5 spiritual: (1) That the Creator exists. (2) He is our G-d. (3) He is the true Unity. (4) That we love Him with all
our heart. (5) That we serve Him wholeheartedly.

The 5 physical: (1) You shall teach them to your children. (2) You shall speak in them (3) You shall bind them as a
sign on your hand (4) They shall be as Totafot between your eyes. (5) You shall write them upon the doorposts of
your house and upon your gates.

And our Rabbis taught: "why does the reciting of the chapter 'Hear O Israel' precede the reciting of the chapter "And
it shall be..."? (i.e.the second chapter. answer:) To teach that one must first acknowledge the sovereignty of G-d and
afterwards assume the duty to fulfill His commandments" (Berachot 13a). Therefore, I deemed it proper to precede
the Gate of Unity to the other gates of this book.

It will now be necessary for me to clarify on the subject of wholeheartedly acknowledging the unity (of G-d) ten
matters:
1. What is the definition of the wholehearted acceptance of G-d's unity?
2. how many divisions does the subject of unity divide into?
3. whether or not it is our duty to intellectually investigate the matter.
4. what is the manner of investigating it and which introductions must we know before we investigate the unity?
5. To clarify the premises which demonstrate that the world has a Creator who created it from nothing.
6. how we apply them to establish the existence of the Creator.
7. to bring proofs that He is one.
8. to clarify the matter of a conventional (relative) unity versus a true unity.
9. demonstration that G-d alone is the true Unity and that there is no true Unity besides Him.
10. the Divine attributes, those deduced by reason and those written in scripture and the ways in which these should
be ascribed to G-d or denied to Him.

*** CHAPTER 1 ***

The definition of the wholehearted acceptance of the unity of G-d is that the heart and the tongue are equal in
acknowledging the unity of G-d, after understanding, in the way of logical proofs, the certainty of His existence and
the truth of His unity. For acknowledgement of the unity of G-d among men differs according to their level of
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intelligence and understanding.

(Marpe Lenefesh: the meaning of the word "definition" is: "a correct and complete teaching on the thing that
one wishes to explain what it is". Therefore one must call it with a name which is specific to it, so that the
reader does not err that one's intent was for something else... for example, if we define a human being as a
"speaking being" - this is a comprehensive teaching without breaches, but if you define him as an "alive
being" - this is not a complete definition, and there is a breach in your words since animals are also called
"alive". So too for all things similar to this. Understand this. Now, likewise for the matter of the unity of the
Creator, when the tongue and the heart are equal, and a person understands by the ways of logical proofs,
that which a person says of the Creator that He is "One", how He is One, then the person's unifying (G-d) in
his heart is a complete teaching on G-d, but if the person cannot bring logical proofs, and he says on G-d that
He is "one", this is not a complete teaching on G-d, and there is a breach in his words, because there are
many things in the world which are also called "one", even though they are not truly one, since really they are
more than one, as will be explained. With this introduction you will understand this chapter and the next.)

Among them: One who declares the unity (of G-d) with only his tongue, namely, that he hears people say something
and he is drawn after them without understanding the meaning of what he is saying.

Among them: One who declares the unity of G-d with his heart and tongue, who understands the matter of what he
is saying through the Tradition that he received from his ancestors, but he does not understand the clarification of
what he received of this matter, and the truth of what he believes in this matter.

Among them: One who declares His unity after understanding through logical proofs the truth of the matter, but he
will conceive G-d's Unity like other unities to be found, and he will come to form a material conception of the Creator
and represent Him with a form and likeness because he does not understand the true nature of His Unity and the
matter of His existence.

Among them: One who declares G-d's unity with his heart and with his tongue after understanding the concept of
true unity versus relative unity, and he can bring proofs to demonstrate G-d's existence and true Unity - this class of
men is the complete (unblemished) group regarding the matter of unity of G-d.

Therefore, I defined the wholehearted acknowledgement of the unity (of G-d) - that it is the equalizing of the tongue
and the heart (mind)) in the unity of the Creator, after one knows how to bring proofs on it and understands the ways
of His true Unity through rational investigation.

*** CHAPTER 2 ***

(Marpe Lenefesh: Now he will explain from where came these different outlooks regarding the unity of G-d
mentioned in chapter 1, he answers: since this word became common language and became used in their
other affairs and needs.)

The author says: Regarding how many ways the unity of the Creator is conceived, I will answer as follows: Since the
word "unity" spread among men of the unity (Jews), they became accustomed to using it frequently in their tongue
and speech, until it became an expression of amazement whether for good or for bad.

(when some unusual amazing matter occurs to them whether good or bad, they will say it is a singular and
unique matter, with no equal in the way of exaggeration and singling out - TL)

And they use it to express their dread of great calamity, and to exaggerate it and to express amazement on it, and
they don't put to heart to understand the true matter of what passes through their tongue (when reciting the Shema),
due to ignorance and laziness. And they consider the matter of Unity is done for them when they finish (reciting) its
words, and they do not sense that their heart is devoid of His truth and that their mind is empty of its meaning
because they declare His unity with their tongue and in words. They will conceive Him in their hearts to be more than
One (i.e. with forms of "plurality" as will be explained) and represent Him in their minds with the likeness of other
"unities" to be found, and they will speak of His attributes in a way that cannot belong to the true Unity (such as
women and the masses who attribute to G-d love, hate, and anger as they imagine it in human beings - PL),
because they don't understand the matter of true Unity versus temporary unity, except for a treasured few who
plumbed the depths of wisdom and understood the matter of the Creator versus the created, and the characteristics
of true Unity and what G-d is singular in.

The philosopher spoke truth when he said: "no one can serve the Cause of causes and Beginning of beginnings
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except the prophet of the generation with his senses or the primary (perfect - TL) philosopher with the wisdom he
acquired, but others serve other than Him, since they cannot conceive what exists (without beginning - TL), but
rather can only conceive that which is composite (i.e. created things - TL).

Marpe Lenefesh: It is known that the prophets see, hear, and apprehend with their supernatural spiritual eyes
as if they saw and heard them with their physical senses - awesome things which the philosophers and
Sages would squander most of their lives to try to grasp correctly, and it is possible that they never manage to
grasp them correctly, as the Kuzari book spoke on this.

Translator: Many people mistakenly think the proofs of G-d have been refuted in our times. But these
"refutations" are mistakenly based on treating the Eternal with the same logic as the non-eternal. It is not at all
obvious what is implied by Eternal, as we will see.

Because of this the acceptance of the Unity falls into four divisions, corresponding to the different levels of
recognition and understanding in men:

(1) Unity of G-d in the tongue only. This level is reached by the child and the simpleton who does not understand the
matter of (true) religion, and in whose heart its truth is not fixed.

(2) Unity of G-d in the mind and in the tongue through Tradition, because he believes those who he received from,
but he does not understand the truth of the matter through his own intellect and understanding. He is like the blind
man who follows the seeing man, and it is possible that the one he follows received the Tradition from a receiver like
himself, whereby it would be like a procession of blind men where each one places his hands on the shoulders of the
fellow before him until at the head is a seeing man who guides them all. If the seeing man fails them or neglects
them and is not careful to guard them, or if one of the blind men in the chain stumbles or some other trouble
happens - all of them will share the same fate, and will stray from the path; and it is possible they will fall in a pit or
ditch, or they will stumble in something which blocks their progress.

(Tov Halevanon commentary: Certainly for a blind man who leans on a seeing man, it is impossible that he
will align his walking very straight like the seeing man, without straying a bit in his steps. And even though this
is not perceivable in the first blind man who is close to the seeing man, nevertheless, if there are many blind
men who follow the seeing man, then, when each of them strays a bit, the combined straying will accumulate
until it is possible that one of them will stumble. Furthermore, all of them will deviate from the straight path.
The analogy is that one who does not know the truth of faith through his own intellect but instead relies on
tradition, one man from another, for many generations up until the one who properly understood from his
intellect, behold, most of the time, it is possible that each one strayed a bit from the truth, until eventually, it
became a big straying...)

Similarly for one who proclaims the unity out of tradition, one cannot be sure he will not come to association (which is
the opposite of unity - PL), that if he hears the words of the Meshanim and their claims, It is possible that he will
change his outlook, and will err without noticing. Because of this our Sages said: "Be eager to study the Torah and
know what to respond to an apikoros (heretic)" (Pirkei Avos 2:14).

(Tov Halevanon: there was a man called Mani, yimach shemo, who would claim there are two gods, one who
does good and one who does evil, and those who went after him are called after his name with the term:
Minim. The word "apikoros" refers to the name of a man who was called "apikoros", yimach shemo, who
would completely deny the existence of G-d, the Moray (Maimonides' guide for the perplexed) mentions him
in the end of the first chapter, those drawn after his views are called "apikorsim", this term was also borrowed
to refer to those who denigrate the Sages, and falsely give misinterpretations of the Torah, or the like, as
brought in tractate Sanhedrin)

(3) The third group: Unity of G-d with the mind and the tongue after one can bring logical proofs demonstrating the
truth of His existence, but without understanding the matter of true Unity versus temporary unity. This is like a seeing
man who is travelling along the road, wishing to reach a faraway land. Even though he knows the general direction,
but the road splits to many uncertain roads, and he does not recognize the correct road which leads to the city he
wishes to reach.
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(Marpe Lenefesh: he knows without doubt through logical proofs that there is a Being who created the world
and that there is no other G-d, but he does not know the difference between the Creator and His creations.

Translator: his awe of the greatness of G-d will be weak, therefore his worship will be mostly by rote and
without zeal. Hence, he will not get far.)

He will greatly tire himself and will fail to reach his destination, because he does not know the (correct) road, as the
verse says: "the toil of the fool will tire him who knows not to reach a city" (Eccles. 10:15).

(Tov Halevanon: The term "fool" applies to a man who is able to understand with his faculties, however, he
does not want to toil but instead seeks comfort, as in "the fool does not desire understanding" (Mishlei 18:2),
this is what the verse says:
"the toil of the fool" - meaning the toil that the fool fears from and instead chooses comfort for himself.
"will tire him" - Just the opposite, it will tire him even more.
"who knows not to reach a city" - Just like he is lazy to study the roads properly, thinking he will manage
without knowing it well, he will tire himself even more, because he will bring himself to err on the road and will
not reach any city.

Pas Lechem: he is called a fool because he did not investigate and inquire which roads to take before setting
on the journey. He is the opposite of the wise man, who looks into the future, whose eyes are on the head of
every matter to contemplate beforehand every matter [and its consequences].)

(4) The fourth group: Acknowledgement of the Unity of G-d with the mind and the tongue after one knows how to
bring proofs on it, and to comprehend the truth of His Unity through intellectual derivation and correct, sound
reasoning - this is the complete and important group, and this is the level which the prophet exhorted us in saying:
"Know therefore this day, and set it in your heart, that the L-ord He is G-d" (Deut. 4:39).

*** CHAPTER 3 ***

Regarding whether or not it is our duty to rationally investigate on the unity of G-d, I will say as follows: For anyone
who is capable of investigating on this and other similar matters through rational inquiry - it is his duty to do so
according to his intelligence and perception.

I have already written in the introduction to this book sufficient arguments which demonstrate the obligation of this
matter. Anyone who neglects to investigate into it is blameworthy and is considered as belonging to the class of men
who fall short in wisdom and conduct (because there are things which touch on practical matters as clarified in the
introduction - PL). He is like a sick man (a doctor) who is an expert on the nature of his disease and the correct
healing method, but instead relies on another doctor to heal him who applies various healing methods, while he is
lazy to inquire using his own wisdom and reasoning into the methods employed by the doctor, to see whether or not
the doctor is dealing with him correctly or not, when he was easily able to do this without anything preventing him.
The Torah has already obligated us on this, as written: "know therefore today, and lay it to your heart[, that the L-ord
is G-d in heaven above and on the earth beneath; there is no other]" (Deut. 4:39).

The proof that "lay it to your heart" refers to intellectual investigation, is from what the following verse says: "And
none lays it to his heart, neither is there knowledge nor understanding" (Isaiah 44:19). So too David urged his son:
"And you, Solomon my son, know you the G-d of your father, and serve him with a perfect heart and with a willing
soul; for the L-ord searches all hearts" (Chronicles 28:9).

(Pas Lechem: Through knowing G-d with your intellect, your heart will be perfect and your soul will be willing
in His service. This is the meaning of "and serve him with a perfect heart and with a willing soul".

And David said: "Know you that the L-ord He is G-d" (Ps. 100:3).

(Pas Lechem: "the L-ord He is G-d" - this is the primary matter of the Unity - to know that even though He
exhibits different actions such as mercy and justice, nevertheless, in His essence, He has no plurality, rather
the L-ord (His Name of mercy) is G-d (Elokim, His Name of justice)...

And "Because he has set his love upon Me, therefore will I deliver him: I will set him on high, because he has known
My Name" (Ps. 91:14), and "But let him that glories glory in this, that he understands and knows Me" (Yirmiya 9:23),
and our Sages said: "be diligent in the study of Torah and know what to answer a heretic" (Avos 2:14), and the Torah
says: "Keep therefore and do them; for this is your wisdom and your understanding in the sight of the nations.."
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(Deut. 4:6).

And it is impossible for the nations to admit to our claims of superior wisdom and understanding unless there are
proofs and evidences which can testify for us along with the testimony of the intellect on the truth of our Torah and
our faith. And our Maker has already promised us that He will remove the veil of ignorance from their minds, and
show His magnificent glory as a sign to us on the truth of our Torah when He said: "And the nations shall walk by
your light" (Isaiah 60:3), and "And many peoples shall go and say, Come you, and let us go up to the mountain of the
L-ord, to the house of the G-d of Jacob.." (Isaiah 2:3).

(Marpe Lenefesh: He wrote this point so that you would not wonder, "behold, here are all the proofs and
evidences, and the testimony of the intellect and the tradition are faithfully in our hands, which they are not
capable of refuting, and they still do not retract from their error??".. For this he said that the "veil of
ignorance", which refers to the overpowering of the lusts of this world (over their intellect)..as explained in the
Gate of Abstinence... it is what separates between them and the truth, that they will not recognize it until G-d
removes from them the veil of ignorance from the face of their intellect)

It is now clear from logic, scripture, and tradition that it is our duty to investigate into this of what we are capable of
clearly grasping with our minds.

*** CHAPTER 4 ***

Regarding what is the way to investigate on the truth of the unity, and what introductions we need to know before we
investigate on this unity, I will say as follows.

Any matter which one would like to understand when one is in doubt of its very existence, must first ask "does it exist
or not?" After one has established its existence, one must then enquire as to what it is, how it is, and why it is. But
regarding the Creator, a man may only ask whether He exists. And when His existence is demonstrated through
rational investigation, we may further enquire whether He is one or more than one. And when it is clear that He is
one, we may enquire on the matter of unity, and on how many ways this term is used, and in this way we will
establish for ourselves the complete recognition of the unity of G-d, as the verse says: "Hear O Israel, the L-ord is
our G-d, the L-ord is One" (Deut. 6:4).

Therefore, we must first enquire whether or not this world has a Creator. When it becomes clear that the world has a
Creator who created it as something new, we can then further enquire whether He is one or more than one. Then,
when it will be established that He is one, we can investigate into the matter of true (absolute) Unity and temporary
(relative) unity, and then consider what we can say of the Creator regarding His true matter, and through this we will
have completed the matter of acknowledgement of the unity of G-d in our hearts and minds, with G-d's help.

*** CHAPTER 5 ***

INTRODUCTION TO LOGICAL PROOFS (excerpt from Gate 5)
Tov Halevanon: It is known that through two ways a [logical] proof is established. One, through true premises.
Two, through conclusions that necessarily follow. i.e. if there is a foundation of premises which are
undoubtedly true, then when the premises are combined with each other, the conclusions that are drawn from
them must undoubtedly follow... a spurious and faulty proof is due to either one of the premises is not true or
that the conclusion does not follow these premises on proper consideration.

Pas Lechem: For example, if we start with the premise that Reuven is taller than Shimon and Shimon is taller
than Levi. Then the conclusion that necessarily follows is that Reuven is taller than Levi. However, it is
possible that the premises are not true, that Reuven is not taller than Shimon or that Shimon is not taller than
Levi, and the conclusions are automatically null and void. The second example, if we establish that Reuven
loves Shimon and Shimon loves Levi, and we want to draw the conclusion that Reuven loves Levi. Even
though the premises are true, the conclusion does not necessarily follow.

There are three premises which lead to the inference that this world has a Creator who created it from nothing:
1) A thing cannot make itself.
2) Beginnings (causes) are limited in number; therefore, they must have a First Beginning (First cause) which had no
beginning (cause) before it.
3) Anything composite must have been brought into existence (cannot be eternal, i.e. without beginning).

When these three premises are established, the inference will be, for one who understands how to apply them and
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combine them - that the world has a Creator who created it from nothing, as we will demonstrate with G-d's help.

(Tov Halevanon commentary: Understand, that to clarify the roots of religion, there are many different ways,
but the central pillar which everything depends on is the logical demonstration of the "chidush haolam" (this
world was brought into existence from nothing). When this has been clarified, then automatically, it will be
demonstrated the existence of G-d who created it. Many of our Sages already endeavored in this route such
as Rabeinu Saadia Gaon, and Rambam (Maimonides). Behold, Rambam in part 1 chapter 73 of the Moray
Nevuchim started to show the logical demonstration of the existence of G-d and that He is the absolute Unity
and not physical, but he brought the proofs from the words of the philosophers, and he spoke at length
denigrating their views and all of their proofs. He then returned at the beginning of part 2, after mentioning the
words of Aristotle who believed in the existence of G-d while also believing in the eternal existence of the
world, and along the same line of reasoning which Aristotle brought for the existence of G-d and that He is
one and not physical. The Rambam rose to argue with him and refute his proofs on the eternity of the world,
and to demonstrate that Aristotle has no proof on this, until just the opposite - one can prove the creation.
However, the author here, of blessed memory, sifted the truth from the words of the philosophers, and added
strength and pure hands to revive the proofs for creation and to mend their breaches, and automatically the
existence of G-d will be demonstrated.

Regarding the necessity of all three premises, since the main proof stands on the "chidush haolam" (that this
world was brought into existence from nothing), and from there we begin to clarify the existence of G-d,
namely, from the visible to the invisible, therefore it was necessary to bring these three premises, because
from the first premise alone, the non-believer can claim: "whatever created this world was itself created from
another cause, and that cause also has a cause, and so on endlessly". Therefore, he added the second
premise. And lest the non-believer refute saying that this world is without beginning (eternal), he added the
third premise.)

The proof of these three premises is as follows.

PROOF OF FIRST PREMISE
Anything that exists, after it had not existed, cannot escape one of two possibilities: Either it created itself or
something else created it.

If it created itself, then, also it cannot escape one of two possibilities: Either it created itself before it existed or after it
existed.

Both are impossible, because if we suppose that it created itself after it existed, then it did nothing, since it was not
necessary to make itself because it already existed before doing anything, therefore, it did nothing.

If we suppose it made itself before it existed - at that time it was "efes v'ofes" (absolutely nothing - TL), and that
which is efes (nothing) cannot perform any action nor preparation (potential) for action, because nothingness cannot
do anything. Therefore, it is impossible for something to make itself in any way.

The first premise has been clarified.
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(Tov Halevanon commentary on "efes v'ofes": this means that which is absolutely nothing, with no potential
nor any way that would leave a possibility of existence in it. He doubled the term merely to emphasize the
matter.

Translator: Modern Physicists have discovered that transient "virtual particles" appear and disappear in
vacuum space for extremely brief time intervals (quantum fluctuations). Some prominent atheists claim this is
a refutation to the premise that a thing cannot create itself and propose that it is possible for the universe to
simply appear out of nothing. In the USA, The Discovery channel's first episode of the first season of Curiosity
(entitled "Did God Create the Universe?" by professor Stephen Hawking) said the following:

"...you enter a world where conjuring something out of nothing is possible (at least, for a short while).
That's because at this scale particles, behave according to the laws of nature we call 'quantum
mechanics', and they really can appear at random, stick around for a while, and then vanish again to
reappear somewhere else."

Another example: Professor Lawrence Krauss, a high profile American theoretical physicist and cosmologist
with a long list of important positions and best selling books, claims in his best selling book A Universe from
Nothing:

"Just the known laws of quantum mechanics and relativity can produce 400 billion galaxies each
containing 100 billion stars and then beyond that it turns out when you apply quantum mechanics to
gravity, space itself can arise from nothing, as can time. It seems impossible but it's completely
possible..."

Answer: First of all, quantum mechanics allows, and even requires temporary violations of conservation of
energy. The virtual particles are a well established and well understood consequence of quantum mechanics -
not something out of nothing. They are not uncaused events in the vacuum but rather properties of the
spacetime vacuum. The virtual particles "borrow" for a very short amount of time the ground energy that is

already available from time/energy uncertainty principles and converts that to virtual particles with E=mc2.
Neither does this actually violate the conservation laws because the kinetic energy plus mass of the initial
decaying particle and the final decay products is equal. To make these 'virtual particles' in the vacuum real
(longer lasting than time-uncertainty permits), you have to put in energy.

Furthermore, they don't magically disappear into nothing, but rather fluctuate in and out of observable
existence due to quantum mechanical uncertainty laws (without the uncertainty principle, electrons would
collapse into protons thus destroying the world). In quantum mechanics there is an extremely tiny grey area of
observable uncertainty. They merely fluctuate in and out of this grey area - not that they disappear and
reappear from nothing. (In truth, nothing has ever been found to be lost. Even for black holes. When light falls
in, the Black Hole increases in mass. When it radiates out (Hawking radiation), it decreases in mass.
Everything always balances out.) Hence, the above claims are wild and misleading extrapolations.

To summarize, a spacetime vacuum governed by quantum mechanics is still something. It is not nothing. It
has a curvature which varies in proportion to whatever matter and radiation is present as has been posited by
Einstein's general relativity theory and confirmed by experiments. Vacuum space even has a positive mass
resulting from the cosmological constant and a positive expansion rate. There can be no property associated
with "nothing" for that would be a contradiction. Likewise, only a thing can have states, and only a thing can
be described in terms of physical law.

The author already guarded from these types of wild claims in saying "efes v'ofes", the double language to
emphasize "absolutely nothing", as the Tov Halevanon commentary pointed out. Hence, there is no way
whatsoever to describe quantum fluctuations or the like in non-existent space-time.

This fallacy is well explained by the American philosopher Edward Feser, here's an excerpt:

"This is, of course, a summary of the argument of Krauss's book. And the problem with it, as
everybody on the planet knows except for Krauss himself and the very hackiest of his fellow New
Atheist hacks, is that empty space governed by quantum mechanics (or any other laws of physics, or
even just the laws of physics by themselves) is not nothing, and not even an "example" of nothing
(whatever an "example of nothing" means), but something. And it remains something rather than
nothing even if it is a "good first approximation" to nothing (which is what Krauss presumably meant by
"good first example"). When people ask how something could arise from nothing, they don't mean
"How could something arise from almost nothing?" They mean "How could something arise from
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The full version can be read online here.

This is sufficient grounds to dismiss the "proofs" of the atheist professors (actually they call themselves "anti-
theists") and no further proof is necessary. Other physicists invoke the framework of string theory which states
that there are multiple universes and that what we call matter and energy is a product of the collision of two or
more of these universes. this leads to a new universe with its own laws of physics. This, they propose,
because the physics of our universe break down at the time of the "Big Bang", but of course this assumes the
"multiverse" already exists and only leads to more questions... This is similar to the eminent scientists who
upon realizing the enormous complexity of even the simplest possible living organism come to the conclusion
that it could not possibly have arisen randomly. So they propose that aliens may have planted life on earth. Of
course this just raises the question of where did those aliens come from? (besides being more science fiction
than science)

Among other misleading claims one may come across is something like: "we have observed matter and
antimatter collide (ex. positive charge electron with negative charge electron), annihilating each other and
disappearing into nothing. Therefore, the opposite could also happen - that matter and antimatter could
simply pop out of nothing." The trick in this claim is that matter and antimatter do not magically disappear into
nothing like some kind of rabbit trick. Rather they transform into energy radiation (photons).

The bottom line is that no matter what the method of creation of the universe, "Something" must have always
existed in some fashion. This fundamental reality is "G-d" as we will see. The physicists deny there is a G-d,
and yet they spend their whole lives futilely trying to quantify who and what G-d is, whether or not they realize
it. No matter what space, energy, and mass relationships are, and regardless of whether those quantities are
finite or infinite, it follows logically that "something" must be eternal and un-caused. Scientific inquiry can take
you to the border, to the edge of the physical realm. At that border, it is apparent that something lies beyond.

As we will see, that which is eternal is of a completely different "type" of existence than anything we are
familiar with. It's not like it can be held in the hand or looked at under a microscope. The Eternal exists above
time, and that which is above time is also above space since the two are inextricably intertwined. If so, then it
must also be unchangeable at least in the way we understand change. Since change as we know it happens
in spacetime. Hence that which is eternal is inherently unknowable, unreachable and unscientific. We cannot
perceive it or examine it in any way and can only deduce its existence through rational investigation and
through the effects it manifests in our world. i.e. the existence of our non-eternal world. And when we
examine the universe and especially life forms, we come to know that the Eternal has the characteristics of
wisdom and also ability. If we reflect more, we may come to see G-d's manifestation as an over-all
Intelligence, an ever-present, all pervading Spirit - which creates and sustains everything and gives life to
everything.

Tov Halevanon commentary on "efes v'ofes": (continuation.)
Some want to explain his intent in doubling the term to refer to two types of nonexistence:
(1) that which is nonexistent in actuality but has the potential for the thing, such as a seed from the fruit of a
tree, which is nonexistent from being a tree but is not nonexistent in potential, since it has the potential when
placed in the soil to produce a tree.
(2) that which is nonexistent in potential and in actuality, such as a rock, which will never produce a tree.
For this he added the word: "ofes", but if so, we need to complete the proof of the author, because that which
he went on to say: "because nothingness cannot do anything", even though it clarifies that something which is
completely nonexistent cannot do anything, but we still don't know that the "ofes", which is something which is
non-existing in actual but exists in potential cannot do anything. To clarify this, we need to bring the
eighteenth introduction from the beginning of part 2 of the Moray (Rambam's Guide for the Perplexed):
"anything which comes out from potential to actual must necessarily have been taken out by something else
which is external to it (i.e. you cannot have something existing eternally in potential and then suddenly - "Big
Bang" all by itself. Rather, there must be something external to it which took it out to actual - translator).
[Proof:] because either way,(1) if the thing which took it out from potential to actual was internal to it, and also
that there is nothing [external] preventing it from coming out to actual - then it would never be in a state of
potential.

(Translator: Later on he explains that it is impossible for such a potential to not come to actual if an eternity of
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(Translator: To summarize: "efes" - nothing, i.e. something with no potential to become anything whatsoever,
namely, that which is absolutely nothing, can certainly not produce anything, as earlier. "ofes" - Not only that
which is absolutely nothing, but even something which existed eternally as a potential for something - that
also cannot produce anything on its own, namely, it cannot come out from potential to actual on its own,
without something which is external to it taking out of its potential to its actual.)

Tov Halevanon: Now the proof of the author is established, that something cannot make itself, and even
something which exists in potential needs something else to bring it out [to actual]. End of Tov Halevanon
commentary.

Manoach Halevavos: That which a thing cannot make itself applies only to something created but that which
is Kadmon (eternal, without beginning) and infinite, behold, in truth, it did not make itself. This is the reason
why the question of "how did G-d make Himself?" is not relevant.
(Translator: Once we have established that there must be something Eternal, otherwise nothing would exist in
the present, then you cannot ask "well, what created this Eternal thing?" or "who designed this Eternal
thing?". Both questions are irrelevant since the Eternal by definition always existed.)

PROOF OF SECOND PREMISE - (Beginnings are limited in number)
The proof of the second premise is as follows: (commentaries to follow)
Whatever has a limit/end (i.e. is finite) must have a beginning, because it is evident that something which has no
beginning (i.e. existed eternally) has no limit/end (i.e. is finite), since it is impossible for man to fathom the limits of
that which is without beginning.

Therefore, that which was found to have a limit/end, we know that it must have had a first beginning which had no
beginning before it, and a starting with no starting before it. And when we consider the finite character of all the
beginnings found in the world, we must conclude that they had a first Beginning with no beginning before it and a
first starting with no start before it, since there cannot be an infinite chain of (non-eternal) beginnings.

SECOND PROOF THAT BEGINNINGS/CAUSES MUST BE FINITE IN NUMBER
(commentaries to follow)
Furthermore, it is evident that anything which has parts must have a whole, since a whole is merely the sum of its
parts. It is not conceivable for something infinite to be comprised of parts, because a part, by definition, is an amount
separated from another amount, and through the part the whole is measured, as Euclides mentioned in the fifth
treatise of his book of measures.

Pas Lechem : "through the part the whole is measured" - through the part, one can know the amount of the
whole. For example, if we know that one third of an object's length is 4 cubits, from this we know that it's
whole length is 12 cubits.

If we consider in our thoughts something which is infinite in actuality, and we take a part from it, the remainder will
undoubtedly be less than what it was before. And if the remainder is also infinite, then one infinite will be greater than
another infinite, which is impossible.

Alternatively, if the remainder (of the whole) is now finite, and we put back the part that we took away - then the
whole will be finite, but it was originally infinite, if so the same thing is finite and infinite which is a contradiction and
impossible. And therefore, it is impossible to take out a part from something which is infinite, since whatever is
comprised of parts is undoubtedly finite.

Now of all things (individuals) that have ever existed in the world, if we take out a part of this total number, such as
all the individual things that came into existence from the days of Noah to the days of Moses. The total number of
individual things of this part is finite, therefore the whole together is also finite. And since the whole of this world is
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finite in the number of its individual things, it must also be that the number of its beginnings (causes) is also finite,
and perforce this world has a first Cause which had no previous cause, and it is necessary because of this, that the
beginnings reach an end.
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(some commentaries on this second premise)

THE PROOF OF THE SECOND PREMISE IS AS FOLLOWS:
WHATEVER HAS AN END MUST HAVE A BEGINNING, BECAUSE IT IS EVIDENT THAT SOMETHING
WHICH HAS NO BEGINNING (i.e. existed eternally) HAS NO LIMIT/END (i.e. is infinite), SINCE IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE FOR MAN TO FATHOM THE LIMITS OF THAT WHICH IS WITHOUT BEGINNING.

Manoach Halevavos: "whatever has an end must have a beginning" - "end" refers to some finiteness/limit,
whether those two endpoints (beginning/end) are in time or in causes (that it appears as the definite effect of
a cause). Likewise any physical thing has limits in 3 dimensions, namely, its physical dimensions. If so, it is
obvious that whatever has limits must have a beginning (is not eternally existing) (more on this in ch.7).

"something which has no beginning has no limit/end" - it it evident and also explained in books of wisdom that
any power which is without beginning has no limit/end (i.e. is infinite). Just like it existed forever, infinitely,
eternally back, so too it will continue infinitely, forever. This is a sound deduction which the intellect accepts.
An intelligent person cannot claim that something without beginning is bound, and that he can fathom its
limits. This is what he meant by "since it is impossible for man to fathom the limits of that which is without
beginning", i.e. for man's intellect to fathom it... It must be indestructible since it has no cause and behold a
thing cannot make itself. (i.e. if a thing cannot make itself, and it has no cause, then how can it possibly exist?
Therefore, its essence must be beyond the limits of our finite human logic.)

Pas Lechem: Since the thing is eternal, without beginning, therefore, its power is infinite, since whatever is
finite ceases when its finite power ceases. Therefore, it would have already ceased if it were finite (and would
never have reached the present). Hence that which is without beginning cannot be finite, and since it is
infinite, therefore it will never cease to exist forever, just like it did not cease eternally. And this is the meaning
of "since it is impossible for man to grasp...", i.e. it is impossible for man's [finite] intellect and understanding
to grasp the limit of its power and to investigate and consider how much longer it will continue to exist and
when it will cease, according to the limit of its power - since it must be that its power is completely without
limit.

Translator's note: If you ask: "it does not consume energy for something to exist. A rock can exist forever in
the past and still not be infinite in power". Answer: A rock can theoretically exist forever as a rock but at some
point it must have not existed as a rock since a rock cannot make itself, therefore something else caused its
existence, such as energy, and that energy also cannot make itself and so forth until you reach a totally
different "kind" of existence, of infinite power, and without beginning.

Furthermore, a rock cannot really exist forever on its own power but exists through the power of a higher
Force as the Manoach Halevavos commentary points out: "some claim that even though the world is created,
nevertheless, it is possible that it will exist forever, and will never cease. This is incorrect since that which the
world would never cease to exist forever is not "in actual", but rather "in practice" (i.e. caused by something
else), and that if the will of G-d is that it continues to exist, obviously it will continue just like He created it by
His will, and if His will is not for this, it is impossible for it to continue to exist by itself. See the Moray
Nevuchim part 2 introductions 1,2,3 with the commentary of Rav Shem Tov for a clearer explanation of this)

Similarly, regarding the "virtual particles" mentioned earlier, even if they did appear out of "nowhere" in space
(which they don't), but even if they did, it would still not necessarily prove that they are uncaused events like
some scientists claim. It just means we cannot see any cause. But the cause could well be there, we just
don't see it. Indeed, all the strangeness and contradictions one encounters in quantum mechanics goes away
once one realizes the physical does not have any independent existence - they is a higher Force pulling the
strings and keeping track of everything. To quote Max Planck, one of the most important physicists of the
twentieth century:

"As a man who has devoted his whole life to the most clear headed science, to the study of matter, I can tell
you as a result of my research about atoms this much: There is no matter as such. All matter originates and
exists only by virtue of a force which brings the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most minute
solar system of the atom together. We must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and
intelligent mind. This mind is the matrix of all matter".

THEREFORE, THAT WHICH WAS FOUND TO HAVE A LIMIT/END, WE KNOW THAT IT MUST HAVE HAD
A FIRST BEGINNING WHICH HAD NO BEGINNING BEFORE IT, AND A STARTING WITH NO STARTING
BEFORE IT. AND WHEN WE CONSIDER THE FINITE CHARACTER OF ALL THE BEGINNINGS FOUND IN
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have a beginning, i.e. a start [of its existence], because something which has no end [to its existence] is only
that which is infinite from all perspectives (i.e. no finiteness whatsoever). This matter also applies to [finite]
things which do not actually exist together simultaneously, but rather follow each other, when this one comes
[to exist], the other ceases [to exist] (such as living things where offsprings outlive parents) - that it is
impossible for this to go on countlessly in endless stages until one can say that they have no first beginning,
because then even the thing that is here in the present would not exist, similar to the familiar saying among
the philosophers: "if the first did not exist, the last (present) would not exist", which means to say, if there was
not a first beginning to the thing, then it would be impossible for the thing to exist in the present also.

(Translator: This means if you have something non-eternal in the present, you cannot explain its existence by
saying that it was the effect of something else non-eternal (its "cause"), and that also was the effect of
something else-non eternal (its "cause"), etc. endlessly, in an infinite regress, because this is an attempt to
get something from nothing.

Fallacy of Infinite Regress of Causes
Infinite regress of causes is sometimes invoked to negate the need for a first eternal cause.

So instead of saying the universe is eternal or that it was created by something eternal, we can simply say
that the universe existed and evolved from one form to another, in an infinite chain of non-eternal forms. An
analogy for this: if we want to explain the existence of a chicken in the present, then instead of saying the
chicken lineage had a first beginning, we can simply say that there was infinite regress of chicken/egg
/chicken/egg etc. infinitely back, without beginning, where the chicken/egg/etc. regress is an analogy for the
various forms of the universe.

Hence there is no need for anything eternal and the universe simply existed and evolved from one form to
another, in an infinite chain of non-eternal forms. This is known as infinite regress of [non-eternal] causes.

However this is logically incoherent.
If we think of causes and effects as links in a chain, then consider that every link in the chain depends on the
previous link. hence, the chain as a whole depends on something which does not even exist.

As an illustration, consider a chain hanging down from above almost touching the floor.
One asks, what is the chain fastened to?
Answer: The next link.
And what is that fastened to?
Answer: The one before that.
And that one?
Answer: The next one before, and so on...

I think it can be seen evidently that it doesn't matter whether there are a million or infinite links - there is
nothing to hold up the chain. Without some tangible, real support the chain cannot hold even if it is infinitely
long.

So too here, if you don't have something eternal, then a chain of non-eternal links will not help to explain the
existence of something in the present, even if it is infinitely long.

Furthermore, the result of an infinite regress is indeterminable unless there is some eternal source.
As an illustration consider a square room with mirrored walls reflecting an image of a human being in an
infinite regress simulation.
If there is no source, i.e. a real human being then the picture being reflected infinitely is indeterminable. Why
should it be a human face, or a chicken, or whatever?

The only possible solution would be if there is no picture in the mirrors.

So too here, unless there is "something" eternal, nothing would exist in the present. The infinite regress is
just an attempt to push off the same problem indefinitely, never solving it.
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of the imagination.

(In the above mirror analogy, we simulated the two types of "things" in existence. One, a thing which is
possessed of its own intrinsic cause (not caused by something else). Two, a thing which is dependent for its
existence upon extrinsic causes (other things). There is no intermediate alternative between the two types of
things. In the mirror system, the reflections appearing in the mirrors are all of the second type since their
existence depends on either a previous reflection or on the human being in the room. The human being in the
room is the intrinsic primary cause, since his appearance does not depend on the reflections in the mirrors.
From this analogy it should be evident that a system cannot be comprised of only the second type of causes,
since it as a whole would be dependent on something indeterminate (and which does not even exist!). Rather,
there must be some kind of source (i.e. an intrinsic cause, something real) for the reflections otherwise
nothing would exist.

To Summarize: The infinite regress is fallacious reasoning. Essentially, it attempts to account for a
phenomenon in terms of the very phenomenon that it is supposed to explain. This creates an endless
repetitive argument that actually explains nothing. Manoach Halevavos: (later) Anything that we see that must
be the effect of a cause and that its existence is impossible without a cause (i.e. that it is not eternal) it must
be that either (1) its cause is eternal or (2) that its cause is the effect of another cause, and that one to
another, and so forth until you reach a first cause which is eternal. Because if this were not so, then the whole
thing would collapse. Because since we see the effect [in the present] cannot exist without a cause, how can
its cause in turn possibly exist without some firm origin which everything depends on. This is just like one who
ties one rope to another and another to another in order to hang a weight on its end. It cannot work unless the
other end is firmly attached to a ceiling. This is self-evident.)

SECOND PROOF THAT BEGINNINGS/CAUSES ARE FINITE IN NUMBER

(Manoach Halevavos: This is a second proof. The first proof relied on "self-evident" truths, namely, that it is
evident that there is a limit to the number of beginnings... Now he will bring a second way in the form of a
logical proof which demonstrates that the universe has a finite number of beginnings.

FURTHERMORE, IT IS EVIDENT THAT ANYTHING WHICH HAS PARTS MUST HAVE A WHOLE, SINCE A
WHOLE IS MERELY THE SUM OF ITS PARTS. THEREFORE, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR SOMETHING
INFINITE TO BE COMPRISED OF PARTS, BECAUSE A PART, BY DEFINITION, IS AN AMOUNT
SEPARATED FROM ANOTHER AMOUNT (where a small part is separated from the whole - ML), AND
THROUGH THE PART THE WHOLE IS MEASURED, AS EUCLIDES MENTIONED IN THE FIFTH
TREATISE OF HIS BOOK OF MEASURES.

(Tov Halevanon commentary: If we have before us many things together, then the nature which each part has
on its own, will also be contained in the combined whole since the whole is the sum of its parts, and through
the part we measure the whole, namely how many parts are in the whole, and since each part is finite then it
must be that the combined whole is also finite. This is a clear proof that it is impossible for many combined
[finite] measures together to be infinite.) (Translator: i.e. you cannot have something of infinite character from
infinite finites of non-infinite character (except in the imaginary world of mathematics), since infinity is not a
sum of parts but rather a special "unbounded" character. this will be explained.)

IF WE CONSIDER IN OUR THOUGHTS SOMETHING WHICH IS INFINITE IN ACTUALITY, AND WE TAKE
A PART FROM IT, THE REMAINDER WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BE LESS THAN WHAT IT WAS BEFORE. AND
IF THE REMAINDER IS ALSO INFINITE, THEN ONE INFINITE WILL BE GREATER THAN ANOTHER
INFINITE, WHICH IS IMPOSSIBLE.

(Translator: In mathematics it is possible for an infinity to be comprised of a set of units such as the infinite set
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impossible things. The Kuzari says in treatise 5 section 18: "it is within the power of the mind to consider
thousands, and thousands of thousands multiplied over endlessly, this is in potential, but for this to come to
the realm of actuality - no", see there." (End of Marpe Lenefesh commentary)

Hence some things are possible in the realm of mathematics, but are nevertheless impossible in reality. This
is because mathematics is pure [human] logic and logic is not truth. Logic is merely a tool which we use to
investigate topics, but anything it has to say on the subject is from premisses which we supply. So what is
logically possible depends on the premisses we adopt. If, for example, we start with the premise that we have
an infinite set of numbers, then mathematics can take this and work with it logically, despite that the premise
may be impossible in actuality.

In reality, you cannot have an infinite quantity because infinity is not a number. It's not like it is somewhere on
the number line. When you start walking now, you will walk 1 mile, 2 miles, 3 miles, and so on further, but
you'll never reach the point that you've actually walked infinity miles. You cannot think of infinity as the
amount of a set of items. You cannot have infinity apples - in reality, that is. Therefore, you cannot think of
decreasing and increasing that "amount".

Hence, infinity is a description not a number. Infinity describes a thing as having no end, no limit, no
boundary or edge, it literally goes on forever, ad infinitum. Because infinity is not a number, large numbers are
no 'nearer' to infinity than small numbers. Number 1 trillion for example is no nearer to infinity than number 1,
because the two, numbers and infinity, are in no way related. It is then impossible to approach infinity, a thing
is either infinite and immeasurable, or finite and measurable, it cannot be part way towards infinity.

Hence, if you try to treat an infinity as a set of finites and try to manipulate it like removing or adding a part
from it, you will be trapped with contradictions.

Even in the world of mathematics, you can sometimes run into trouble if you treat infinity as a number.
For example consider the infinite sum: S = 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16...
Now multiply both sides by 2 so that 2S = 2 + 4 + 8 + 16... = S-1 (since it is equivalent to S without the 1)
Subtract both sides by S, and S = -1 which is an absurd conclusion indeed.

Another simpler example: infinity + 1 is still infinity since you can't make it any larger.
Therefore infinity + 1 = infinity
and we subtract infinity from both sides proving 1 = 0

Another example, consider if space were infinite. If we draw a number line and label it 0,1,2...Infinity
Drawing a line from 1 to the end = Infinity
Drawing a line from 2 to the end = Infinity
Substracting both lengths, you get 1=0, since the first line is 1 greater than the second.

Another example, consider an infinite amount of apples. Removing an apple should not decrease the amount,
since infinity cannot be decreased. If so, I can remove many apples and create a new infinity from the first.
Then, do the same with the second infinity and create a third infinity, and so forth infinitely, which seems
absurd.

Nevertheless even though infinity is not considered a "real" number, it is a useful concept to help
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existence - the root framework, the Framework of all frameworks. This "Framework" is also fundamentally
different than other frameworks since the existence and the framework are one and the same, unlike us for
example, where the existence (body) is separate from the "framework" (space) it exists inside of. Hence, the
Eternal cannot be grasped in any way. It is a completely different "type" of existence than anything we are
familiar with. There is an interesting analogy brought by Rabbi Nechemia Coopersmith in an article which
illustrates this distinction. Here is an excerpt:

There is a scene in Kurt Vonnegut's novel, "Breakfast of Champions", The main character, Kilgore Trout, is
having a drink in a bar, minding his own business. Suddenly he senses an awesome presence about to enter
the bar. He breaks out into a cold sweat. Who walks in?

Kurt Vonnegut. When the author of the book steps into the novel to visit his character, Kilgore's perception of
his world turns upside down. He realizes that he does not exist independently. Rather, every moment of his
life requires a new stroke of the author's pen. Without the author, he ceases to exist.

He also realizes that his universe exists only in the mind of the author, and that beyond his ephemeral world
there is a higher dimension -- the realm of Kurt Vonnegut - that is more real than his own. (End quote)

With this introduction we will hopefully understand the commentaries better:

Author's words: "If we consider in our thoughts something which is infinite in actuality, and we take a
part from it, the remainder will undoubtedly be less than what it was before. And if the remainder is
also infinite, then one infinite will be greater than another infinite, which is impossible"

Marpe Lenefesh commentary: "If we were able to take out a finite part from something infinite then
perforce it must be composed of two opposite characters - finite and infinite, and this is an
impossibility..."

Tov Halevanon: i.e. before we took a part from it undoubtedly it was greater than it is now. And since it
is now also infinite therefore it must be equal to what it was before we took out the part since anything
infinite cannot be made less (i.e. X - 1 = X which is impossible for any number.)

and earlier:
Tov Halevanon: If we have before us many things together, then the nature which each part has on its
own, will also be contained in the combined whole since the whole is the sum of its parts, and through
the part we measure the whole, namely how many parts are in the whole, and since each part is finite
then it must be that the combined whole is also finite. This is a clear proof that it is impossible for many
combined [finite] measures together to be infinite. (i.e. something of infinite character cannot be
comprised of infinite finites of non-infinite character, rather only something intrinsically infinite can have
infinite character.)
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(Translator: The Manoach Halevavos commentary writes that this last analogy is not correct for this proof.
See there. He concludes that really this whole lengthy proof is not necessary, since if a thing cannot make
itself, then it is obvious that there must be an Eternal Creator which created the world from nothing [since as
we will see, an eternal universe is not possible]. On the other hand, the Pas Lechem commentary learns that
this last analogy is going on "time". That time itself can be divided and quantified hence it cannot be infinite
and eternal.

Translator: Perhaps the author's intent is to refute the views of some religions, especially eastern ones, which
are of the view that the way things are is the way they've always been. What comes around goes around.
Nothing ever changes - just like there are human beings now, so too there always were. Hence, by
demonstrating that infinity cannot be comprised of a sum of finites, then this view is incorrect.)

some interesting points:
Manoach Halevavos commentary: One cannot refute from the years of G-d, namely that He and His years are
infinite (i.e. we see that an actual infinity can be quantified and comprised of a set of units, since G-d's
existence can go back infinitely in time yet every year is finite. ANSWER: no), because there (in the realm of
G-d), there is no separation or division - everything is one "entity", and it is incorrect to call some of His years
a "part", because they cannot be divided in actuality but rather only in thought...furthermore time does not
relate to Him, and He is not subject to it, and time does not even apply to Him because time is a creation.
This is well-explained in the Moray part 2 intro 15,26.

(Translator: If you ask, we see in mathematics an infinite number of points between 1 and 2 therefore it is
possible for something infinite to have parts. Answer: each point is not a part since it is defined as infinitely
small. So really this is circular logic. A point is just a convenient hypothetical mathematical abstraction, and
since it is defined as zero width you cannot look at it as a "part".

If one also tries to refute from "space" saying: "perhaps space can stretch infinitely yet I occupy a finite space,
therefore something infinite can indeed have a part". One could answer this by saying: 'I occupy a finite
space' is from the human perspective - a decidely finite perspective, not from the 'infinite perspective'. Your
perception of something called 'finite space' is simply because you are finite and have no other way of
experiencing Space. But that has no bearing on the true nature of space.

Alternatively, space is not really infinite but is some kind of finite sphere to contain space/time, as we see from
Einstein's general relativity theory that space/time can "curve". Or from black holes, that intense gravity can
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Shema and Barush-shem verses (something which is impossible to do here and now [i.e. it must be learned
in person]) - sensing the infinitely bigger/smaller levels of infinity - how they are in comparison one to another
- this is the practical exercise of yichuda-ila'ah and yichuda-tata'ah and their mutual simultaneous existence -
this IS the ONLY meaning of KNOWING H-shem.

Not so clear exactly what he meant. We see from his words though that there can be more than one thing
which is truly infinite. The explanation must be as above, that it refers to different levels of existence which
G-d created in the chain of worlds until our finite character world. Afterwards, I asked him whether space is
finite or infinite and he said: "space is not and cannot be infinite." I asked for an explanation and he said: "If
(physical) space would be "infinite" it will "compete" so to speak with the Infinite BB"H...The only levels which
are truly infinite are the realms of HBB"H (G-d) Himself so to speak - so called "olamot-ha'ein-sof" - all the
levels of Elokut (G-dliness) which are truly Infinite in some aspect - as "light" or (going higher) as "luminary" or
as "ability"/"yecholet" etc. - many different levels and sublevels of distinction in G-dliness - all truly Infinite only
on different levels of Infinity as we already communicated about. Of course HBB"H can do "whatever" He
wishes - but here - He determined the borders of expressions of what Infinity is and what are the true Infinites
that are "His" levels so to speak and what are the limited realms, realities, and worlds." (End quote)

Another time, I asked him to explain the practical exercise of yichuda-ila'ah and yichuda-tata'ah. Here is an
excerpt of his reply:

(1) in Kriat-Shma shacharit and arvit at the end of the shma verse think for some time (still with eyes
closed and hand over eyes) the thought: how the entire Creation (creations worlds etc.) - all are total
nothingness zero and annihilated dust in comparison to His Infinity (yichuda-ila'ah). Make this as REAL
as you can while thinking very quietly and "softly" about it.

(2) Then say the verse of "baruch-shem"... - at its end - think for some time more (all still in the same
position) how the entire Infinity of HBB"H - the ONE you just thought of at the end of the shma - "that-
one" - is now as if being entirely "squeezed" into each and every infinitely small element of Creation
(yichuda-tata'ah). (This is the opposite of the first yichud - infinity of HBB"H is also [simultaneously] in
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in ashuris script (sefer Torah hebrew), and every letter should be large in his eyes without limit. This
means that when you put the letters of the primary Name in front of your eyes, the eyes of your
imagination should be on them (i.e. picture them), and the thought of your mind and your heart on the
"Ein Sof" (infinite), everything simultaneously, the seeing and the thought - both of them together. And
this is the secret meaning of the true clinging mentioned in the Torah "and to cling to Him" (Deut. 30:4),
or "And in Him you shall cling (Deut. 10:20), or "And you who cling to G-d" (Deut. 4:4).) End Quote.
Translator: Perhaps this exercise is comparable to the above, if instead of thinking of the two
simultaneously, one switches back and forth between the two - not as a real meditation, but as a "light"
thought whenever one's mind is free. Warning: Frequently practicing these exercises without being
sufficiently spiritually ready may damage a person or make him "strange". See the book "Path of the
Just" by Rabbi Luzzato for the correct order of ascent up the rungs of the spiritual ladder.

PROOF OF THIRD PREMISE
The demonstration of the third premise: Anything composite is evidently composed of more than one thing, and
these things which it is composed of must precede it by nature. Likewise, whatever assembled the compound must
also precede it by nature and by time.
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(Tov Halevanon: The composite thing occurs in one of two ways, (1) either its parts precede it also in time,
such as water and flour, whereby the water precedes the dough in time, and they also precede it by nature,
namely that the water and the flour can exist independently without the existence of the dough, while the
existence of the dough cannot exist without the existence of the water and the flour. (2) Or, the parts do not
precede the composite [in time], such as the composite of a living man, for example, [1] the physical body and
[2] the "life spirit" in a man, even though both were created simultaneously, nevertheless they precede the
formation of man by nature, since the formation of these parts does not need the existence of man but the
existence of man needs them. Therefore the author only wrote that the parts precede the composite by
nature, while the composer precedes the composite by time and by nature)

Translator: If you ask, are elementary subatomic particles composite? Answer: They can be converted to
radiation whose energy can be combined and divided, hence it is in a sense plural and composite. (Also, in
kabala anything physical is viewed as a composite of physical and spiritual forces).

In later chapters the author will demonstrate that ultimately, everything is inherently composite in some sense.
The only exception is that which is Infinite in all respects.

The kadmon (that which always existed), is that which has no cause, and that which has no cause has no beginning,
and that which has no beginning has no limit/end (as before). Consequently, that which has a beginning is not
kadmon, and anything which is not kadmon is mechudash (created, brought into existence from nothing), since there
is no third term that can be between eternal and created which is neither eternal nor created. If so, anything which is
composite is not eternal, and therefore must have been created. Since the third premise has been demonstrated, all
three premises have been established.
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Summary of the Three Premises:

First Premise - a thing cannot make itself. If there is no framework for existence, i.e. no spacetime, no laws of
physics, absolutely nothing whatsoever, then a thing cannot just pop into existence.

Second Premise: You cannot have an infinite regress of non-eternal beginnings.
This means if you have something non-eternal in the present, you cannot explain its existence by saying that
it was the effect of something else non-eternal (its "cause"), and that also was the effect of something else-
non eternal (its "cause"), etc. endlessly, because this is an attempt to get something from nothing.

Similarly, if you have something non-eternal in the present, it can be the cause for something else which is
also non-eternal, and it could be again the cause for something else which is non-eternal, but it can never be
the cause for something which is eternal and it cannot last forever - such cause and effect chains will always
and must reach an end to it, otherwise - it will also be an attempt to create "something" (i.e. "infinite","eternal")
out of "nothing" (i.e. "finite","non-eternal").

From these 2 premises, there must be something eternal (and ONLY ONE such "thing" as we will see)

Third Premise - Anything composite cannot be eternal. Later chapters will show that everything with any kind
of finiteness is inherently composite, which rules out anything physical or more than one eternal being. End of
Summary.

Note: that there are ways to attack the premises found in this gate such as that the notion of time did not
exist before the Big Bang and therefore, the concept of cause/effect may be obscure (we will discuss this).
Philosophers even propose avoiding the problem of an infinite cause/effect regression chain using a cycle of
causes, where A=>B=>C=>A, and the like, including potentially complicated networks of mutual-causation, or
they propose that really an infinite regress of causes is indeed possible or even an uncaused event is
possible, since the whole problem is a paradox anyways. After all, the two premises: (1) a thing cannot make
itself (i.e. everything must have a cause), and (2) there cannot be an infinite regress of causes are conflicting
statements. The only way to resolve the two is if there exists something Eternal. Since they prefer not to
acknowledge this, therefore, they propose, that human logic itself is questionable as to its reliability due to the
flaws in our assumed premises of what is logical. Hence, according to them, we cannot rule out infinite
regress or uncaused events, etc. even though these things do not seem rational.

This approach is not an attempt to answer what must be but rather to escape into endless and inconclusive
speculation as to what might otherwise be. Indeed, the oracle at Delphi said that Socrates was the wisest
man in Athens simply because he realized that he knew nothing. For without acknowledging the inevitable (G-
d) one is doomed to run around in circles exchanging one theory with giant holes for another.

Translator: Some other evidence of G-d's existence:
INTELLIGENT DESIGN - Our universe seems to be extremely fine-tuned to allow for the existence of life.
Furthermore, modern advances in microbiology have provided materials for a new and enormously powerful
argument to design. By observing diverse life forms we can know that the Eternal Source is not some kind of
natural phenomenon, but rather is an intelligent Thinker of awesome wisdom, awesome power, and awesome
ability.

HASHGACHAH PRATIS (Divine providence) - Everyday stories from life; both from the lives of others (who
one knows and trusts) and from one's own life. If a person pays close attention to what happens around him,
he cannot help but note the Hand of G-d in so many events in our lives. There is no need to elaborate here.

PRAYER - If a person prays to G-d regularly, he will see G-d answer him. That does not mean that every
prayer is answered, but it does mean that if we turn to G-d regularly, we see totally unexpected turns of
events that can only be attributed to prayer. This can be seen (sometimes even more vividly) with regard to
the prayers of others as well.
The prayer of a Tzibur (congregation) carries more weight that that of a Yachid (individual), and its effects are
equally more evident.

PROPHECY - Even today, the power of prophecy can be seen when pondering the Torah's promises (can a
nation exiled from its homeland and splintered into a dozen minor ethnic groups for 2,000 years, have the
ability and resolve to return en masse to their homeland and become a universally recognized world power?).
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*** CHAPTER 6 ***

The application of the previous premises we mentioned to demonstrate the existence of the Creator, is as follows.

When we contemplate on this world, we find it is composite and compound. There is no part of it that does not have
the character of composition and coordination. For to our senses and intellect it appears like a built and furnished
house, whereby all its needs are prepared. The sky above like a roof, the land below like a carpet, the stars in their
array like candles. All the objects gathered in it like treasures - everything has its need (every land has things
needed for the needs of the people of that land - TL). Man is like the master of the house who uses all that is in it.
The various types of plants are prepared for his benefit; the various kinds of animals serve his use, as David said:
"You have made man to have dominion over the works of Your hands; You have put all things under his feet; All
sheep and oxen, and the beasts of the field; The birds of the air, and the fish of the sea, and whatsoever passes
through the paths of the seas" (Ps. 8:7).

(Kuzari 5:10 - Even though we don't know what benefit can be derived from most of the creations, just like we
don't know the purpose of all the parts of a ship and consider some unnecessary, while the maker of the ship
understands them. Likewise, we would not know the purpose of many of our organs and bones if they were
detached in separate pieces and placed before us, even though we use them, and it is clear to us that if one
of them were missing, our actions would be lacking and we would be in need of it, so too every part of the
world is known and counted by their Creator, and there is nothing to add or to diminish.

Tov Halevanon: There are no plants created for nothing. Every one is for man's need, whether for his food,
his animals' food or for healing purposes [or clothing material, etc], likewise for animals, or for the benefit of
their skin or for various types of healing.

Translator: If you ask - what possible benefit can there be for creatures long extinct such as the dinosaurs?
Answer: the purpose of creation is human free will. Hence, it is necessary that there be room for a naturalistic
explanation for everything, including life. This is why we have evidence in nature of common ancestry
(evolution), or that the world appears billions of years old as a result of some cosmological accident, etc.
Likewise, today we have things which don't seem to be of use to man, such as mosquitos, deep-sea
creatures, or a vast universe. It's all necessary to make an environment where human free will can function.
Furthermore, another purpose of nature is to teach us about G-d as mentioned in chapter 1 of Gate 2. The
vast variety of creatures, teaches us about His vast wisdom. The vastness of the universe teaches us about
His almighty power, how He moves these huges galaxies, etc. Hopefully with these lessons, man will learn to
feel humble..

And the order of the sunrise and sunset - to establish the daytime and nighttime, and the rising and lowering of the
sun to establish the heat and the cold, the summer and the winter, for the matters of the seasons and their benefits,
and their continuous changing according to this order without interruption as written "Who commands the sun, and it
rises not; and seals up the stars." (Iyov 9:7), and "You make darkness, and it is night" (Ps. 104:20).

And the orbits of the planets, with their various movements and periods, and the stars and constellations who follow
precise movements and exact order, without straying and without changing, and the purpose of everything is for the
benefit of mankind, as Solomon said: "To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the
heaven" (Eccles. 3:11), and "also He has set the world in men's hearts" (Eccles. 3:1).

And everything, whether in part or as a whole, can be observed to be composite and compound. When we examine
a plant or a live creature, we find them composed of the four elements - fire, air, water, and earth, which are separate
and different.
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(Tov Halevanon - This we can observe after burning something, the fire can be seen, the air which is the
smoke rises, the moisture in the smoke is the element of water, and the ashes are the element of earth)

Excerpt from Morey Nevuchim 3:14 (Rambam's Guide for the Perplexed): "Do not ask me to reconcile all
matters of astronomy that they (the Sages) stated about astronomy with the actual reality, for the science of
those days was deficient, and they did not speak out of traditions from the prophets regarding these matters.
Rather, because they were the wise of that period in these matters or because they heard them from the wise
of that period." i.e. the Rambam is telling you not to try to reconcile his approaches with our conventional
scientific understanding. Like the Sages, he was basing his teachings on the knowledge of the philospophers
and mathematicians of the time period in question. (from: judaism.stackexchange.com/questions/29886)

Also, Rabbi Avraham Kook notes (regarding evolution and the age of the universe) that some scientific ideas
are intentionally kept hidden, as the world may not be ready for them, either psychologically or morally:
"G-d limits revelations, even from the most brilliant and holiest prophets, according to the ability of that
generation to absorb the information. For every idea and concept, there is significance to the hour of its
disclosure. For example, if knowledge of the rotation of the Earth on its axis and around the sun had been
revealed to primitive man, his courage and initiative may have been severely retarded by fear of falling. Why
attempt to build tall buildings on top of an immense ball turning and whizzing through space at high velocity?
Only after a certain intellectual maturity, and scientific understanding about gravity and other compensating
forces, was humanity ready for this knowledge." from: ravkookTorah.org/NOAH60.htm

(Translator's note: (Note that our "fire" is not the same as the element of fire as will be explained.) In
Midrashic literature, the world is viewed as being constructed of four basic elements: earth, water, air and fire
(Bamidbar Raba end of 14:12; Zohar 1:27a, 2:23b-24b; Tikunei Zohar intro; Sefer Yetzirah Ch. 3; Ramban
Bereishit 1:1; Etz Chaim kitzur aby'a ch.10 and many others). Some mistakenly attribute this system to
Aristotle, but we know this is incorrect since they are mentioned in the Sefer Yetzira which is attributed to
Abraham who lived well before him. The Sefer Yetzira was reportedly used by master Kabalists to create life
forms. According to the Talmud (sanhedrin 65b,67b), the Rabbis of the Talmudic era used its system to
miraculously create a calf every friday and eat it on the Sabbath (sanhedrin 65b,67b). Mystics assert that the
Biblical patriarch Abraham used the same method to create the calf prepared for the three angels who
foretold Sarah's pregnancy in the Biblical account at Genesis 18:7 (Chesed L'Avraham Mein Chamishi). All
the miraculous creations attributed to other rabbis of the Talmudic era are ascribed by Rabbinic
commentators to the use of this book.

The earth, water, air, fire, system is aligned with and incorporates the physical as well as the spiritual roots of
this world, while modern science's system, which combines everything with E=mc2 describes only the
physical side of reality. This is good for engineering purposes but it is merely the tail of the elephant of what
constitutes reality.

The spiritual side of reality cannot be detected by physical instruments. This is because they are driven not by
physical forces but by spiritual forces, namely, virtue and morality or their opposite, both of which have no
place in the scientific paradigm. In many places throughout the book, the author hints at these forces such as
in Gate #8: "And when you do this with a faithful heart and a pure soul, your mind will become illuminated... A
new, strange, supernal sense will arouse in you, unfamiliar to you of all the senses you are used to
knowing..". I have personally met some rare individuals in Jerusalem with varying degrees of such "sixth
sense", best not to elaborate... Generally, these people shun publicity at all cost and certainly never advertise.
Those who "advertise" are always charlatans or worse. For the skeptics out there, I refer you to the words of
the famous Kabalist Rabbi Yaakov Hillel, who is considered the expert on the subject in the Jewish world. He
even wrote a book against such things called "Faith and Folly". Nevertheless, even he concedes that such
things do exist. Here is an excerpt of his words from an audio lecture he gave:
http://audio.ohr.edu/track/id=521
(at 46:01) "sometimes some of these people seem to have some sort of power of intuition. they can be quite
prophetic. impressively. they can know hidden things. sometimes I've checked it out and I found out they have
a well organized system of obtaining information (i.e. they are charlatans) ... but others really have this type of
power... (skipping to 51:18) we should not be impressed when we see someone who knows hidden
things...there are these types of things. It exists. but that's not what impresses us."

In the purely physical plane (the realm of science), the four elements parallel the four primary states of matter
- solid, liquid, gas, plasma (some say energy). Further still, they parallel the four dimensions of space-time
(space=3+time=1), four fundamental forces in physics (gravitational, electromagnetical, strong nuclear, weak
nuclear), four main particles (proton, neutron, electron, photon, all governed by the four fundamental
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only feel about 4 bases in the DNA double helix. It has often been said that G-d is a mathematician; on the
evidence of molecular biology we might add that He is keen on the number four".

Likewise, in the life plane, they parallel the four types of life forms - inanimate (earth), plant (water), animal
(air), human (fire). For in truth, the underlying reality is not atoms and subatomic particles as scientists
believe, but rather - life. Life is the underlying reality. It is manifest to different degrees in this world, namely,
the four degrees mentioned above. The lowest being inanimate objects where it is concealed to the utmost
degree. As we go up to plants, the hand of G-d begins to be noticeable as the machine analogy breaks down.
Something else is manifest there beyond the molecules. It grows and builds itself autonomously. Order seems
to prevail over disorder. There is a creative Power manifest. Further up, we find consciousness in animals, a
higher form of life and further still free will and morality in humans. In all these things, the machine analogy
breaks down... G-d is life in its most true form, most real form - eternal life. He is the source of all life.

In the human lower soul, they parallel the four traits which must be rectified before connection with higher
spiritual forces is possible - sadness (earth), lust for indulgence (water), useless speech (air),
arrogance/anger (fire). Ascending higher to the higher soul, they represent the four levels of soul - nefesh
(earth), ruach (water), neshama (air), chaya (fire). These are rooted in the four spiritual worlds which in turn
are rooted in the four levels of Torah interpretation and ultimately in the four letter Tetragramaton Name of
G-d, who continuously gives life and sustains all of creation. (see the book Shaarei Kedusha for more details).

THE MYSTICAL FIRE
Translator: In truth, the fire that we know is not the element of fire in its pure form. The only place where this
special, elemental fire manifested in the physical universe was on the altar of the first temple in Jerusalem, as
the Maharsha comments on Yoma 21b "because it (the fire on the altar) was the elemental fire, unlike our fire
which is a composite of other elements, hence it can be extinguished by the other elements, such as water.
This is what the Talmud means "the fire of the altar was never extinguished by rain", this is because there
was mixed with it, the higher form of fire, the elemental fire. And that which the Torah says (Lev. 6:6) "Fire
shall be kept burning upon the altar continually; it shall not go out" (which implies that it is possible to
extinguish) - This refers to the second kind of fire, namely "our fire" which the Kohen brought wood, since it
was a commandment to bring fire from below." End quote. Hence, the fire on the altar contained both types of
fire. One, our fire which the Kohen kindled with wood and two, a higher form of fire, the elemental fire. The
elemental fire cannot be extinguished through "physical" water. Hence, despite that the altar was outdoors
and exposed to rain, snow, and the strongest winds of the Jerusalem winter, the weather was incapable of
extinguishing the fire on the altar.

The Talmud says there (Yoma 21b) that this kind of fire did not produce smoke, and it consumed water just
like it consumed dry things. The fire consumed at a supernatural speed thousands of sacrifices each day,
since behold, King Salomon alone brought 1000 burnt offerings every day despite that the area of the fire was
only a few square meters and despite that only two logs of wood were added to the daily arrangement each
day (Yoma 39a). Hence, it consumed the flesh and bones of entire animals at a miraculous rate.

The Talmud in (Yoma 21b) discusses the different types of fire:

The Master said: 'And the [smoke arising from the] pile of wood on the altar'. [Question] But was there
smoke arising from the pile of wood? Has it not been taught: Five things were reported about the fire of
the pile of wood: It was lying like a lion, it was bright like the sun, its flame was of solid substance, it
devoured wet things like dry things, and it caused no smoke to arise from it? [Answer] What we said
[about the smoke] referred to the wood from outside [i.e. our type of wood-kindled fire mixed inside].
For it has been taught: And the sons of Aaron the priest shall put fire upon the altar - although the fire
comes down from heaven, it is a mitzva to bring fire from outside too.

'Lying like a lion'. But has it not been taught: R. Hanina, deputy high priest, said: I myself have seen it
and it was lying like a dog? - This is no contradiction: The first statement refers to the first Temple, the
second to the second Temple. But was the fire present at the second Temple? - Surely R. Samuel b.
Inia said: What is the meaning of the scriptural verse: And I will take pleasure in it [we-ikabed] and I will
be glorified? The traditional reading is 'we-ikabedah', then why is the [letter] 'he' omitted [in the text]?
To indicate that in five things the first Temple differed from the second: in the ark, the ark-cover, the
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(4) 'consumes dry as well as wet matter': the fire of the pile of wood [on the altar of the temple];
(5) 'fire which pushes other fire away': that of Gabriel (the Midrash explains that when Abraham was
hurled in a fiery furnace, the angel Gabriel came, whereby the fire was repelled out of the furnace and
burned everyone in its outside vicinity);
(6) 'fire which consumes fire': that of the Shechinah (divine presence), for a Master said: He put forth
His finger among them and burned them (the angels, which are made of a kind of spiritual fire, who
advised against creating man). [It is stated above], 'But the smoke arising from the pile of wood, even
all the winds of the world could not move it from its place'.

Some other sources on this subject:
Ramchal - Mevo L'Sefer Haklalim:

The philosophers and scientists can grasp only the external surface of the world, namely, the physical
world, according to what appears to their physical eyes. However, this is merely the outermost garment
of the spiritual roots, namely, the sefiros who govern the world and are the innermost spirituality inside
the physical... Just like the form of man alludes to the entire system of Divine governance, so too it is
alluded from all the parts of nature, and every creation is an expression of one detail of His
governance...

And on this are based most of the sayings of the Sages which refer to the Creation and to all matters
of the world, whether in heaven or on earth and all of their derivatives, this is also a broad and
important subject.

When our Sages instruct us on matters of nature and of this world, they are referring to its inner aspect
- not on its external garment. Therefore, sometimes in their words we find things which appear strange,
and which appear to be clearly false from what we perceive with our senses. But the truth is that they
are speaking according to the true governance which is hidden from human eyes, which they received
from the prophets and from the holy Torah...

Sefer HaBris (Maamar 5 ch.3)

"the early philosophers agreed with the view of the Kabalists regarding the four elements fire, wind,
water, earth..... The later philosophers then rose up to completely destroy the view of the early
philosophers and denied it saying it is not so. This is their way, one builds and another destroys, one
dreams and another interprets... Some completely denied the matter of physical and form, and slashed
mercilessly, others denied the four elements, others still held there are 3 elements... either way all of
the later philosophers held there is no element of fire... and after time, they agreed that there is fire in
the depths of the earth...and this view is supported by the volcanos in Italy and other places.... The
bottom line is that all of their views are completely unreliable... and we have already received a
tradition that there indeed exists four elements fire, wind, air, water like the view of the ancient ones,
and that they are joined from physical and form, because thus wrote the man of G-d, Rabbi Chaim
Vital zt'l in Etz Chaim (shaar kitzur aby'a ch.10), and his words are living, enduring, and faithful forever
and ever.

If you ask: "if this four element system is superior why were the ancients so ignorant technology wise. Modern
science has brought us far superior advances in medicine, and technology etc.?" The answer seems to be
that G-d withheld the discovery of technology for so long to protect man from destroying himself, like a child
who is given a toy plastic hammer instead of a real metal hammer so that he won't hurt himself. Man is much
too dangerous to be given access to nuclear weapons. Technology may seem good to us now, but after 50 or
100 years we may look back and see that it was not a good thing - it can really bring TREMENDOUS
destruction. As to why G-d allowed it in our times, this is because we are near the end of days, as we can see
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(back to the book)
We do not have the capability to join the four elements, in the natural way we find them compounded in nature
because they are different and even repel each other. If we attempt to artificially combine them, the result rapidly
changes and disintegrates, while the synthesis brought about through nature is complete and endures until the
(appointed) time of its end.

Some of the philosophers thought that the planets, stars, supernal Ishim (type of spiritual beings - PL) are from the
element of fire (this was the accepted scientific view among most in his time - TL), and similar to this David said:
"Who makes winds His messengers; Flames of fire His ministers" (Ps. 104:4), and this is a support for this view, and
that they are not of a fifth element (quintessence) as Aristotle held.

(And since there is a proof from reason and scripture that they are from the element of fire, it is no longer
necessary to bring a proof that they are not eternal - TL)

Since all existing things that we find are from the elements, and composed of them, and we know that they were not
combined on their own, and by their inherent nature do not join together because of their repelling characteristics, it
is clear to us that something else must have joined them and bound them, and fused them together against their
nature, by force - this is their Creator, who joined them and ordained their union.

If we investigate the four elements, we will find them to be composed of Matter (chomer) and Form (tzura) which are
the Essence (etzem) and Incident (mikre).

(Marpe Lenefesh: There was already much discussion from the early Sages, the philosophers, and receivers
of the true tradition on the subject of "physical and form", as you can see in the Moray, the Kuzari book, the
Raavad's introduction to the book of Yetzira, and the Ramban's commentary on the verse: "And the earth was
without form, and void" (Gen. 1:2), see them. The summary of what comes out of all of them is as follows:
When G-d wished to create the world, He first created a primordial physical without form (energy?), similar to
clay in the hands of a potter, or raw metal which the metal smith uses to make various objects of different
forms, but of the same material. So too regarding the four elements, before each one received the form
visible to us, it was first composed of the primordial substance, which is called by the Greeks, "hiyuli", and in
the kabalistic books, "nefesh yesodot", since the form requires the underlying physical, without which it
cannot hold its form, and the substance is the essence of the thing while the form is the incident (mikre),
because sometimes it is embodied in this form and sometimes in another. The physical and the form of the
four elements always existed simultaneously, because their existence preceded that of all the creations, and
from them all creations were composed...now you will understand well the author's coming words)

The [formless] Matter of the elements is the primordial matter, which is the root of the four elements, the physical or
"hiyuli" of them.

(For other creations, their physical is a combination of the four elements, but the physical of the four elements
is the primordial physical which has no underlying physical before it, it is the root of the four elements, and it
is simple, not composite - PL)

Translator: Ultimately, later on we will see that everything is in some sense composite (except the underlying
essence of all - G-d)

Their Form is the primordial form which comprises all forms, and which is the root of all forms, whether essence or
incident such as heat (which is essence in fire but incident in other things - ML), cold, wetness, dryness, heaviness,
lightness, movement, rest, etc.

[To summarize], combination and union are apparent throughout the world, as a whole and in all of its parts, in its
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roots and in its branches, in that which is simple (i.e. even in the four elements which are a union of only two things,
namely the primordial matter and the Form - ML) and in that which is complex, in that which is above and in that
which is below. Therefore, based on our previous premises, it follows that the world is entirely mechudash (created),
since it has been clarified that whatever is composite must have been brought into existence. Therefore it is proper
for us to conclude that the world is mechudash, and since this is so, and that it is not possible for something to make
itself, therefore it must be that there was a Maker who started it and brought it into existence.

(Marpe Lenefesh: And even the supernal realms (angels, mystical worlds) are also composite from the four
spiritual elements. They are composed from the four letters of the tetragrammaton (YHVH, G-d's primary
Name as He manifests Himself to His creations), which is the source of the four spiritual and the four physical
elements, and there is nothing whether in the upper realms or in our world which is not composed from the
four letters of the tetragrammaton, and the Ein Sof ("light" of G-d) which dons them, as written in Shaarei
Kedusha part 3 gate 1, and the Alshich on parsha Bereishis, see there)

And because we have demonstrated that it is not possible for there to be an infinite chain of causes, it must be that
there was a first Cause without a previous cause and a Beginning without a previous beginning - and He is the one
who formed it and brought it into existence from nothing, not with the help of anything nor for anything.

(Marpe Lenefesh: that there was nothing forcing Him to create the world, neither was it for His benefit, but
rather, He created everything to bestow good to another, like the nature of the good to bestow good. For, we
saw that of everything He created, it is only that which is needed for man and not more. While according to
G-d's infinite power and ability, this entire world is as nothing. For He bestows good on everything according
to what it is capable of receiving)

As the verse says on this matter: "I am the L-ord that makes all things; that stretches forth the heavens alone; that
spreads abroad the earth by Myself" (Isaiah 44:24), and "He stretches out the north over the empty place, and
suspends the earth over nothing" (Iyov 26:7). He is the Creator, Whom we have investigated and sought with our
reasoning and intellect. He is the Kadmon (Eternal) which there is no beginning to His beginning, and the First,
whose eternity is endless, as written: "I am first and I am last" (Isaiah 44:6), and "Who has performed and done it,
calling the generations from the beginning? I the L-ord, the first, and with the last, I am He" (Isaiah 41:4).

There are some people who claim that the world came into being by chance, without a Creator who created it and
without a Maker who formed it. It is amazing to me how a rational, healthy human being could entertain such a
notion. If such a person heard someone else saying the same thing about a water wheel, which turns to irrigate part
of a field or a garden, saying that it came to be without a craftsman who designed it and toiled to assemble it and
placed each part for a useful purpose - the hearer would be greatly amazed on him, consider him a complete fool,
and be swift to call him a liar and reject his words. And since he would reject such a notion for a mere simple,
insignificant water wheel, which requires but little ingenuity and which rectifies but a small portion of the earth - how
could he permit himself to entertain such a notion for the entire universe which encompasses the earth and
everything in it, and which exhibits a wisdom that no rational human intellect is capable of fathoming, and which is
prepared for the benefit of the whole earth and everything on it. How could one claim that it came to be without
purposeful intent and thought of a capable wise Being?

It is evident to us that for things which come about without the intent of an intender (i.e. an intelligence) - none of
them will display any trace of wisdom or ability. Behold and see, that if a man suddenly pours ink on clean paper, it
would be impossible for there to be drawn on it orderly writing and legible lines like it would be with a pen, and if a
man brought before us orderly writing from what cannot be written without use of a pen, and he would say that ink
was spilled on paper, and the form of the writing happened on its own, we would be quick to call him a liar to his
face. For we would feel certain that it could not have happened without an intelligent person's intent.

Since this appears impossible to our eyes for mere symbols (the alphabet) whose form is merely conventional, how
could one entertain the notion for something whose engineering is far more fine, and whose formation is infinitely
more fine, deep and beyond our comprehension, to say that it is without intent of an Intender, and without the
wisdom of a wise and powerful Being.

What we have brought to establish the existence of the Creator from the aspect of His deeds should be enough for
anyone who is intelligent and admits the truth, and it is a sufficient refutation to the group of kadmut, who claim the
world is kadmon (always existed), and to disprove their claims. Know it well!
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Translator: - If you ask, if so what brought G-d into existence? Why is He the exception to this rule? Answer:
G-d is eternal. You cannot ask what brought the eternal into existence. All these author things cannot be
eternal as the author will explain the things which disqualify something from being possibly eternal. This will
leave out everything except the true Unity.

If you ask, "hasn't Darwin's theory of evolution refuted the argument by design?" Answer: not in the least. If
you look closely at the evidence, you will see that none of them ever address this point. Everything they bring
is for side issues, such as proving common ancestry through DNA similarities or the like and then
extrapolating to this point. But as for random processes making new engineering of non-trivial complexity -
there is always a trick to their words. If you can't see the trick in an example they bring or theorize, email me
and I'll show you.

(Final words from Marpe Lenefesh commentary: In the Moreh Nevuchim (Rambam's Guide for the Perplexed)
Chapter 13: "I say that any work done with intent must have a purpose for which it was done... and likewise it
is clear that the thing which was made with intent is mechudash (created) after there was not... And Aristotle
already clarified that the plants were created for the creatures, and likewise for other things, each one for the
other, and all the more so for the limbs of the creatures. Know that this existence of plan and purpose in
natural matters brought the philosophers to believe in a beginning beyond nature... Know that the greatest
proof to the chidush of the world, for one who admits the truth, is from the natural world around us, since all of
them have a purpose and that each one is for the other - this is a proof on intent from an Intender, and intent
which is carried out..." End of the Rambam's words.
I wrote this because even though the Rambam greatly engaged in debating and refuting all the different
viewpoints, whether for kadmon (eternal existence of the world) whether for creation, as you can see in that
entire book, this is what he found most proper in his eyes from all the proofs, and he brought it as his final
words. In truth, it is a foundation and root. Therefore, the author (of this book) also built all of his building on it,
since they are things which can be [tangibly] grasped intellectually - but to delve deeper in these matters is
extremely dangerous, as the Rambam wrote in the Moreh part 2 chapter 16: "When it became clear to me
[that arguments can be made against each of the proofs that Aristotle brought to show that the world was
eternal (and not created), and therefore] the question of whether the world is kadmon (eternally extant) or
created remains unresolved [through philosophical proofs], I chose to resolve the question based on the
prophecy of the prophets, since prophecy is able to clarify matters that are beyond the power of the intellect
to resolve and even those who believe that the world is eternal do not deny the existence of prophecy....", see
there.

And in part 2 chapter 17, he brought a very powerful analogy against the heretics who believe in kadmut
(eternal existence of the world), and he said that all of their proofs and logic are only from the nature which
exists in the world after the Creator has already created them in perfect form from all angles as they are now.
But how can we possibly bring a proof from this as to how it was before it was created and called to existence
from nothing: "the analogy of this is to a child who was born in a deserted island, and then his mother died,
and this orphan never saw a female. When he grew up and matured intellectually, he asked his father how a
man was formed. His father answered him 'each person among us, came to be and was formed in the belly of
a female, who is of our kind, like us, of such and such form, and the man was in her belly, small, and his body
was closed. And he grew there slowly, slowly, for fixed months until the time he was forced to go out from her
belly through an opening which opened for him. Afterwards he grew until he became mature in his limbs,
senses, and intellect, as you see now.'

The orphan started to deny all of this, and built proofs against all these true things, saying that "they are
impossible and are lies, because how is it conceivable that a live man can breathe through his nostrils inside
a container which is closed on all sides, and it appears impossible that one can live for any time without
breathing, or if one cannot excrete the waste of his food, he will die a painful death, and how could his mouth
be shut and his navel open, and his eyes closed and his limbs constricted together for such a long time, and
when he comes out of there, all of his limbs and his eyes should be intact". This is a clear proof that the
formation of man could not have occurred in this way, even though it is truly so.

He ends off: "contemplate this analogy and test it, and you will find the two matters to be identical, and that
we are of these who pursue Moshe Rabeinu, peace be unto him, and Avraham our forefather. We believe the
world came to be in such and such a way, and it was such and such, and it was created such and such, and
afterwards Aristotle came to refute our words, and he brought proofs from the laws of this nature, which are
complete and with us, here in the present, but which are not comparable to what existed at the time of
creation, for this was after absolute non-existence..."
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*** CHAPTER 7 ***

The demonstration of the Creator is one is as follows. Since it has been clarified to us, through logical proofs, that
the world has a Creator, it is incumbent on us to investigate on Him, whether He is one or more than one and we will
demonstrate the truth of His unity from seven arguments.

FIRST ARGUMENT FOR THE UNITY OF G-D

The first, from our examination of the causes of existent things. When we investigate on them, we find that causes
are always fewer than their effects, namely, the higher up one ascends into the chain of causes, the fewer the
number of causes, and the more and more one ascends this chain, the fewer and fewer will be their number until
eventually one reaches one Cause, which is the Cause of all causes.

The fuller explanation of this: Individual things (Ishim) that exist are countless. When we investigate the kinds
(minim), which comprise them, we will find their number to be fewer than the individuals under them, because each
kind includes many individuals, and they are not countless. And when we categorize the kinds into (broader
category) "types" (sugim) which includes the kinds, we will find the number of types to be fewer than the number of
kinds, since each type includes many kinds, and the more one ascends the fewer the number, until one reaches the
primary types.

(Translator: The commentaries will now bring a lot of background information which will be useful throughout.)

(Tov Halevanon: Every thing and every creature by itself is called an "individual" (Ish), such as one man or
one living thing like a horse or mule or a grass or a tree. The term "kind" (min) refers to a group of individuals
such as the species of man or the species of horses. The term "group" (geder) refers to something which
includes many "kinds" such as "living creature", which includes the species of man and all the various living
things (animals, birds, fish, etc). The term "type" (sug) is more general, as you would say the term "growing
(thing)" includes all the trees and plants and all the living creatures. There is a higher "type", namely
"composite" (murkav of the elements) which includes inanimate objects like stones, metals, and all growing
(living things). There is another type even more inclusive, such as the term "physical" (geshem), which also
includes the four elements, but which only includes physical things, until the term "essence" (etzem), which
includes every existing thing, whether physical or spiritual. This is the type which is over and above (most
general) and is called the supernal type.

Pas Lechem: If I were to properly explain the following matter, our discussion would become very lengthy.
One who wishes to know should get a hold of the book "Ruach Chen" and the book "Milot Higayon"; there he
can quench his thirst.

Tov Halevanon: The intent of the author is to ascend to the first cause, therefore I did not need to explain here
the matters of Mikre (incident).

The philosopher (Aristotle) already said that the general types are ten: Etzem, Kama, Eich, Mitztaref, Ana, Matay,
Matzav, Kinyan, Poel, and Nifal. (explanation in below commentaries)
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MIKRE (incidental/accidental properties) VS. ETZEM (essence)
Pas Lechem: In order to understand the following things, you need to know that all the philosophers agreed
that everything that exists in the world is composed of Etzem (essence) and Mikre (incident). The Etzem is
the essence of the thing, which never changes as long as the thing exists, through it we are able to know
what it is and what is its essence.

Tov Halevanon: (from beginning of Chapter 8) Mikre is something which is not essential for the thing and it
can exist without it, sometimes it is attached to it and sometimes not, while something which is in its essence
is found on it always.
Translator: For example, hotness is something found in hot water as Mikre (incidental property), but in fire it is
essence, since you can remove the hotness from water without destroying the water but you cannot remove
the hotness from fire without destroying the fire.

(Pas Lechem:
The Mikre (incident) is that which could happen or occur to the Etzem (essence), sometimes like this and
sometimes like that. The Etzem is always one thing while the Mikre divides into nine parts through which all
things are included. They are upper types... Rabbi Yaakov the son of the Chacham Tzvi wrote that they
correspond to the "ten sayings" (through which the world was created as brought in Pirkei Avot) and the "ten
sefirot" (in kabala), and he explained them there one by one, examine there (Lechem Shamayim Ch.2
Chagiga). Perhaps they (the gentile philosophers) found them from an early book of one of our Sages, and
stole and denied and put it in their bags as they did for other wisdoms they ruled over and called it on their
names, as written in the Kuzari book (maamar sheni ot 1).

(THE 9 ATTRIBUTES OF MIKRE (incidental properties, non-essence)

Kama: This is when you describe a thing by its measure, namely, when you wish to label it by its measure
and you call it "the long" or "the short", "the tall" or the "low height". This is an internal measure. An external
measure is for example when you say "the one" or "the two", or "the three".
Eich: This is when you describe and label something by one of its physical or nonphysical properties, for
example, you describe it "the white" or "the black", or "the solid" or "the liquid". (not sure what he means by
nonphysical - translator).
Mitztaref: When you describe this thing and label it relative to something else and through this label, both are
described, such as when you describe this one as a "father" or a "master". From this label we know for certain
that he has a son or a servant, since there is no father without a son and no master without a servant..
Ana: This is when you describe something and give a sign by its place. For example: Mr. X who lives in house
Y or in city Z.
Matay: Describing and labeling a thing by a known time, for example, Mr. X born at date and time Y.
Matzav: Describing something through its situation, for example "the sitting" or "the lying down" or "falling on
his face".
Kinyan: Describing a thing by the possessions it acquired for itself, for example "he is wearing X clothing" or
"with hair X", as long as it is not separated from it, it can be described through this.
Poel and Nifal: All the books have these two in reverse order.. this refers to describing the Etzem (essence)
by one of the changes in it, or that it divests itself of one form and dons another, such as earth which changed
to a mouse (through food, etc ingested by its mother), or through an incident that it's measure changes, that it
was small and grew, or that it was white and darkened.
Nifal: That you describe the "doer" through changes which occurred to the thing "done unto". Because
everything "done unto" has an external "doer" which causes it these changes. For example, that you say that
from the tree was "done" a chair, the changes to the etzem of the tree happened indirectly and the craftsman
who caused the changes is the one who did them. Likewise for something which existed in potential and went
out to actual, and changed from potential to actual - there must have been an external "doer" which brought
out this potential to actual.

For the rest of their details, divisions, and explanations, see the Moreh and the "Ruach Chen" chapter 10, and
the other books dealing with them. The summary of all of them is what I wrote, and this is enough to
understand the author's words)

The causes of these ten general types are five: Motion and the four elements - Fire, Air, Water, and Earth. (since
without motion nothing can come to be or change - PL).

The causes of the four elements are found to be two: Matter (chomer) and Form (tzura), and if we further examine
on the cause of these two, undoubtedly it will be less than them. This (cause) is the will of the Creator, and there is
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no number less than two but one, if so, the Creator is one.

And likewise David, peace be unto him, said: "Yours, O L-ord, is the kingdom and You are exalted as head over all"
(Chronicles 29:11), which means that G-d is exalted above all that is exalted, lofty above all that is lofty. He is the
First of all beginnings and the Cause of all causes.

THE SECOND ARGUMENT FOR THE UNITY OF G-D

The second argument is drawn from the perspective of the signs of wisdom manifested in the universe, whether
above or below, in the inanimate, plants, and animals on it.

When we contemplate the world, it will become apparent that - it is the design of one Thinker, and the work of one
Creator. We find its roots and foundations to be similar in its derivatives and uniform in its parts. The signs of wisdom
manifested in the smallest of the creatures as well as the biggest testify that they are the work of one wise Creator. If
this world had more than one Creator, the form of wisdom would exhibit different forms in the different parts of the
world, and vary in its general character and divisions.

Pas Lechem : Even though the creatures are different in size, they are very similar in the amount of the
Creator's wisdom exhibited by them. Just like the elephant and the camel have a mouth, legs, and a belly to
receive food, so too for the mosquito and the moth.

Marpe Lenefesh: Each Creator would have created different creatures which are not at all similar to the
creatures of the other, and each Creators' works would have demonstrated a different form of wisdom, so that
all can recognize that it is from a different Creator. But now that we see that they are all similar to each other -
it must be that one Wisdom made all of them.
Translator: All known living things are closely related. For example, they all, share a similar DNA system.
Likewise, even the simplest bacteria are enormously complex and are given the poor scientists quite a run for
their money. For the more they study, the more and deeper the complexity they confront (even for the
"simplest" bacteria), and the more they are baffled by the divine wisdom before them.

Furthermore, we find that it is interdependent for its maintenance and welfare, no part is completed without the help
of another part, like the links in a coat of armor, the parts of a bed, the limbs of the human body, or other things which
have interdependent parts for their functioning.

(Marpe Lenefesh: Every creation in the world depends on something else for its existence and welfare, plants
and anything which comes from the ground needs water, and animals need both, and man needs all of
them...)

Can you see that the moon and the planets need the light of the sun, and the earth needs the sky and the water, and
that the animals need each other, and some species feed on other species, such as predatory birds, fish, and beasts
of the forest all need each other? And Man's need for everything, and the rectification of everything through man
(man gives a higher purpose to everything). Countries, towns, sciences and trades are interdependent (each country
has special resources/skills unique to it - TL).

And the Divine wisdom appears in the tiny creatures as well as the large ones, because the wisdom manifested in
the formation of an elephant, despite its huge body, is no more wondrous than the wisdom manifested in the
formation of a tiny ant. On the contrary, the smaller the creature the more wisdom and power it appears to reflect,
and the more it testifies to the wondrous ability of the Creator. (since its tiny limbs and sinews are more amazing due
their small size than they are in the big creatures - TL)

This teaches that they are all the design of one Designer and Creator, since they are similar and alike in furthering
and completing the natural order and maintenance of the world in all of its parts. If there were more than one
Creator, the form of wisdom exhibited would be different in some of its parts, and things would not be
interdependent. Since the world, despite its being different in its roots and foundations, it is equal in its derivatives
and compounds, one can see that its Creator who put it together, its Governor, and Designer is one.

A philosopher once said: "no part of what G-d created is more wondrous than another part". Which means the
wisdom in a tiny creature of this world is similar and equal to that in a large one, as David, peace be unto him, said:
"O L-ord, how manifold are Your works! with wisdom have You made them all: the earth is full of Your possessions"
(Ps. 104:24), and "O L-ord, how great are Your works! Your thoughts are exceedingly deep" (Ps. 92:6).
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(Translator: Even in the tiniest segment of the inanimate world, there is an infinite character of wisdom as the
Nobel prize winning physicist Richard Feynman said (from his book: The Character of Physical Law - Chapter
2 - the relation of mathematics to physics):
"It always bothers me that according to the laws as we understand them today, it takes a computing machine
an infinite number of logical operations to figure out what goes on in no matter how tiny a region of space,
and no matter how tiny a region of time. How can all that be going on in that tiny space? Why should it take
an infinite amount of logic to figure out what one tiny piece of space/time is going to do? So I have often made
the hypothesis ultimately physics will not require a mathematical statement, that in the end the machinery will
be revealed and the laws will turn out to be simple, like the chequer board with all its apparent complexities.
But this is just speculation." End quote. (Hence, in truth, the scientists don't grasp ANYTHING fully, because
who can understand the work of G-d? If this is so for even the tiniest speck of empty space. How much more
so, for an electron, or beyond to living organism, whose design is perfectly coordinated from the atomic level
up. Go and see how scientists worldwide are dumbfounded at fully understanding even the simplest viruses
which are far less complex than cells.

(Michtav M'Eliyahu vol 3, pg.167: "The scientists rely solely on what is detectable by the physical senses.
Through this [scientific method] does one save himself from error or, on the contrary, he will fall in greater and
more extreme error? Let us imagine: if a man receives letters from unknown people who come from different
places. From one place, all the letters come written with green ink (since green ink is common there). From
the second place, all the letters come in black ink. The letters are different in content. Those written with
green ink are all full of nonsense and foolish matters. While those written with black ink are all words of
wondrous wisdom.

An intelligent person will realize that the writers of the letters with wisdom are wise men. While the writers of
the nonsense are fools. But a scientist will come and say: "I cannot say on the writers of the letters. For I
cannot actually see them, much less can I say anything on their thoughts since it is concealed in their brains.
Therefore, if I investigate their wisdom according to the content of the letters, this is not the scientific way.
Rather, I am forced to examine their difference based on physical evidence that I can detect. Through this
clear evidence, I will resolve the solution. Based on the evidence, I will hypothesize that the green ink is the
cause of the foolishness in the letters from one place, while the black ink is the cause of the wise words from
the letters of the other place.

So too, for the matters of our world. If we don't give thought to the inner side of the matter which is grasped
by the heart (intuition), inside our soul, and we restrict our sight only to the superficial appearance of things,
we will certainly not at all draw closer to the truth... we must look with an inner eye and look at the matter from
all perspectives.

THE THIRD ARGUMENT

(Tov Halevanon: The scientist/rational investigator, from the role he assumes as rational investigator, it is his
way to believe only that which he has clarified through logical proofs. While the "believer", who believes that
which has not been clarified to himself through logical proofs, has already gone out of the role of
"scientist/investigator" and has no business debating with them. And now that we are here today, and we
have permitted ourselves to delve in the sea of rational investigation in order to clarify through logic the
existence of G-d, to affix faith in Him in our hearts, in addition to the faithful tradition of our Torah. We have
already attained an understanding of a logical proof of this, through which, out of love for Him, we can fix in
our hearts.)

The third argument, from the chidush (non-eternal nature) which applies to the entire universe. Since our previous
proofs demonstrated that the world is created (see chapters 5-6), it follows from this that it must therefore have had a
Creator. For it is impossible for something to come into existence by itself. And when we see that a thing exists, and
we are certain that at some time it did not exist - we will know through the testimony of a sound intellect that
something other than itself created it, brought it into being, and formed it. (The intellect convinces our minds and
testifies to us that it must be so, it is not possible in any way that there is not a Creator who created all that exists -
TL)

Since we have established that the world has a Creator who created it and brought it into existence - we need not
deliberate whether He is more or less than one since it is impossible for the existence of the world without at least
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one Creator. And if it were possible to conceive that the world could have come into existence with less than one
Creator, we would consider this. But since we cannot conceive that something less than one can bring anything into
existence, we conclude that the Creator must be one. Because in the case of things which were established through
logical proofs, and the proof of their existence is impossible to deny - we do not need to assume more than what is
necessary to account for the phenomena which the proof demonstrates.

(Pas Lechem: Since the logical proofs necessitate the existence of one Creator, why and from where do we
need to consider that He is more than one, since this logical proof on the existence of the Creator is
completed and suffices also without more than one.

Tov Halevanon: It is not proper for one to look to the ends of the earth, and consider more than what the proof
requires him to believe in order to resolve the difficulties raised in his rational inquiry.

The analogy of this: When we see a letter of uniform handwriting and style (that the handwriting style and the
spacing between letters and words is uniform from beginning to end - PL), it will immediately occur to us that one
person wrote and composed it because it is not possible that there was not at least one person. If it were possible
that it could have been written with less than one person, we would consider this possibility. And even though it is
possible that it was written by more than one person, it is not proper to consider this unless there is evidence which
testifies to this, such as different handwriting style in part of the letter or the like.

(Marpe Lenefesh: If you see discrepancies in handwriting style, then you can say that perhaps two people
wrote it due to the variation and the non-uniformity of the handwriting. But all the time that you don't see any
irregularity or non-uniformity, what pushes you to say that perhaps two people wrote it? - on the contrary, the
fact that there is no irregularity testifies that one person wrote the entire letter.)

Since this is so (that we do not need to consider more than one Creator - PL), it is not necessary to know Him face to
face, if this is not possible (just like it is not necessary to know the writer face to face in order to determine whether
the letter was written by him alone or with someone else - PL), and it will suffice for us to see the letter, accepting as
proof the writer's acts, namely, the form of the writing, instead of seeing the writer himself. From this, we will know
with certainty that there exists a writer, who knows how to write and is capable of writing, who wrote this letter.

He did not partner with someone else in writing it. This we can see from its orderly form and uniform handwriting,
since the work of two makers varies. It is not uniform and orderly in one manner, and it changes in quality and
character.

(Tov Halevanon: Therefore when we see a legal document (in court), orderly and of uniform handwriting,
behold there is a strong likelihood that only one writer wrote it, and we will judge the case assuming so. And if
someone claims that it is the work of two scribes, the burden of proof will be on that person. And even though
this is not a complete proof, nevertheless it is sufficient proof. Because it is not proper for us to ask a man to
bring proofs and verify strange and remote possibilities, but rather only for normal and regular cases. The
author will soon bring clearer arguments. He also brought this argument in order to strengthen the matter, like
the usual way of investigators/philosophers.)

Similarly we will say regarding the Creator, since the signs of wisdom in His creations are similar and uniform, we
must conclude that one Creator created them, and that without Him they could not have come into existence,
although the Creator is not something that can be perceived either in Etzem (essence) or Mikre (incident). And since
He cannot be seen, it is impossible to find Him and know Him except through the proofs and observations of His
handiworks which point to Him. Then will our belief stand firm that He exists and that He is One, that He is Kadmon
(eternal), who was and will be, the First and the Last, Mighty, Wise, Living.

(Pas Lechem: He began with the title: "Mighty" because according to our understanding, He existed before
everything, since immediately after we grasp that there exists a Creator who created the world from nothing,
we will immediately recognize His Might, namely, the act of creating something from nothing... After this,
when we reflect on the details of creation, and we study them and their parts - we will see signs of His
wisdom and we will know that He is wise. Afterwards, we contemplate His providence in governing the world,
we will know that He is living and among us always. Understand that all of these descriptions are obligatory
and follow one after the other, with the creation of the world as their first source.)

Since He is not among the things which can be seen, the proofs regarding Him will stand for us in place of seeing
Him.
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(Pas Lechem: That the rational proofs stood for us to bring us to believe in His existence, as if we had
grasped what He is and as if we had seen Him... Perforce, we are forced to suffice with our limited grasp, by
accepting the logical proofs instead of actually seeing Him because He is not among the things which can be
seen.

Therefore, it is necessary for us to conclude that one Creator created the world, because the existence of created
things is impossible without Him. The assumption of more than one God is superfluous and unnecessary. Therefore,
one who claims this - his claim cannot be considered legitimate unless he brings a sound logical proof other than
that which we have brought. But it is impossible to establish such a proof, since two sound logical proofs do not
contradict each other (and we already brought sound proofs that He is one - PL).

All the evidence thus testifies on His unity, and negates the attributing to Him of any plurality, association or similarity,
as G-d Himself declares: "Is there a god besides me?" (Isaiah 44:8), and "I am the First and I am the Last" (ibid
44:6), and "My hand has laid the foundations of the earth, and My right hand has spread out the heavens" (Isaiah
48:13), and "a just G-d and a Savior; there is none besides Me" (Isaiah 45:21).
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(Manoach Halevavot: Since G-d is not visible, He wanted His handiworks to testify on His existence and
wisdom. It is the way of a craftsman to desire that it be known that the craft was made by him. Therefore
perforce He is one, because less than one is impossible and for more than one, the proofs don't hold, and all
the evidence testifies only on one Creator..

Pas Lechem: "Plurality" refers to another of similar essence. "Association" refers to associating another in His
deeds. "Similarity" refers to His deeds, namely, that none can make other deeds similar to His.

Translator: If you ask: I read on the news that scientists have created new living bacteria in the laboratory.
Answer: if you research the claim, you will see that the scientists merely modified a living bacteria and then
hoped it survived. Alternatively, their new "bacteria" does not grow and reproduce autonomously like actual
living things. For to implement the latter is enormously complicated, requiring many systems such as energy,
information, growth, import/export, transport, regulation, timing, etc. etc. We are nowhere near getting
anywhere close to even making a blueprint for such a device. Way too many reactions and no known
prototype other than the cell itself.

Just briefly, to get a feel for what even the "simplest" bacteria needs to do, let us consider the basic
autonomous cell whose only task is to reproduce and synthesize the parts it needs from raw materials.

1. Information System - to build something which can reproduce and synthesize its own parts from raw
materials requires a coordinated series of steps. Chemicals cannot do this. On their own, they just combine
chaotically or crystallize into regular patterns such as in snowflakes. Hence, there must be information (ex.
RNA or the like) storing the instructions to orchestrate the assembly.

2. Energy System - information by itself is useless. To implement the instructions requires energy. A system
that cannot generate or source energy just drifts chaotically or crystallizes into simple forms, forced to follow
the path of least resistance. Hence, a system of producing or sourcing energy is necessary along with
subsystems of distribution and management of that energy so that it goes to the proper place.

3. Copy System - in order to reproduce itself, the device must be able to implement the instructions of the
information system using the energy system. This includes the ability to rebuild all critical infrastructure such
as the information and energy systems and even the copy system itself.

4. Growth System - Without a growth system, the device will reduce itself every time it reproduces and vanish
to zero-size after a few generations. This growth system necessitates subsystems of ingestion of materials
from the outside world, processing of those materials, and assembling those materials into the necessary
parts.This alone is a formidable chemical factory.

5. Transportation System - the materials must be moved to the proper places. Hence, a transportation system
is needed for transporting raw materials and products from one place to another within the cell. Likewise, a
system for managing the in-coming of raw materials and out-going of waste materials of all these chemical
reactions.

6. Timing System - the growth system must also be coordinated with the reproduction system. Otherwise, if
the reproduction occurs faster than the growth, it will reduce size faster than it grows and vanish after a few
generations. Hence, a timing or feedback mechanism is needed.

7. Communication System - signalling is needed to coordinate all the tasks so that they all work together. The
reproduction system won't work without coordination with the growth and power systems. Likewise, the power
system by itself is useless without the growth and reproduction systems. Only when all the systems and
"circuitry" are in place and the power is turned on is there hope for the various interdependent tasks to start
working together. Otherwise, it is like turning on a computer which has no interconnections between the
power supply, CPU, memory, hard drive, video, operating system, etc - nothing to write home about.

Hence the "simple" task of reproducing and synthesizing parts is by no means simple. A cell is a marvelous
entity no less mind-boggling than a full fledged organism. And this is just for the basic cell. Furthermore, all of
this complexity is just for the basic cell. Consider for instance, all the processes that need to occur in the
human egg cell after fertilization. It magnifies its size in only a few weeks or months thousand-folds and more.
It self-organizes into some trillion specialized cells. What system known in reality is able to do so, only with
mother's food and air digested and moved through the blood? Nothing like it even a tiny bit 1000 times exists
anywhere ever. Such brilliant ability to magnify a structure by such an enormous factor, such sophistication
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Things that look designed must have a designer - but designers look designed too. And designers are more
improbable than the things they design. Hence, this premise is false.
As an illustration, my coffee mug looks designed, so it must have a designer. That designer was a production
line, which is more improbable than the mug. A factory production line looks designed, so it must have had a
designer. The designer was a team of human beings, which is more improbable than the production line.
Human beings look designed, so they must have had a designer. That designer was G-d, which is more
improbable than humans. G-d is the termination point of this regress, because nothing can be more
improbable than G-d because G-d is Infinitely Improbable. Since G-d is Infinitely Improbable, He is impossible
and does not exist. Therefore, the original premise of the argument is false.

Answer: This argument is based on ignorance regarding what eternal implies. You cannot ask what designed
something Eternal. By definition the Eternal always existed. The argument from design only applies to
something we see cannot be eternal. If we see some intelligent design and we also know that it cannot be
eternal, then we can reasonably conclude that it must have had a designer.

Human beings cannot be eternal (since they are composite, finite, etc.) therefore they must have had a
designer. But G-d is eternal so we cannot ask what designed Him. We can say that we don't understand how
something can be eternal. That's valid and correct, and it stems from our inability to understand and relate to
the Eternal because we are non-eternal. On this, Maimonides wrote, "if I could understood Him, I would be
Him". In truth though, when you think about it, the mystery is not "how can the eternal exist?", but rather "how
can the non-eternal exist?".
To summarize, one cannot ask "what brought G-d into existence?" for in truth He is existence/reality itself as
explained next argument...

THE FOURTH ARGUMENT

(Translator: Important Note. In this argument, we are talking about spiritual matters which are exceedingly deep. You
can't think on them the same way you think on physical things. The author already warned in chapter 2 that only a
select few can grasp these very subtle arguments. commentaries to follow!)

The fourth argument: We will say to anyone who thinks the Creator is more than one as follows. It must be that the
essence of all these (supposed creators) is either one or not one.

If you say, that in essence they are one, if so, they are one thing, and the Creator is not more than one. (since
certainly for the Etzem of one thing it is not applicable to attribute plurality - PL)

If you say that each one of them is, in essence, different from the other, it must therefore be there is some distinction
between them due to their difference and non-similarity. If so, whatever is distinct is limited/bound. And whatever is
limited/bound is finite. And whatever is finite is composite - and whatever is composite was brought into existence,
and whatever is brought into existence must have a Creator.

Therefore, one who thinks the Creator is more than one must also assume that this creator was brought into
existence. We already demonstrated, however, that the Creator is Kadmon (without beginning), and that He is the
Cause of causes and the Beginning of all beginnings. Therefore, He must be one and as the verse says "You are the
L-ord, You alone" (Nechemia 9:6). (end of proof)
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some commentaries
(Tov Halevanon: there is a consensus that mikre (incident properties) do not apply to spiritual matters, (the
nine attributes of mikre brought earlier): "Eich", "Kama" (brought earlier in this chapter), etc., because it is not
relevant to speak of movement, place, or situation. Hence for spiritual things the only difference is in their
Etzem/essence).
"whatever is distinct is limited/bound" - i.e. any difference is a border. For once there is a difference between
two things, namely, that one has something that is not in the other, this difference limits it in that it does not
attain the matter in the other thing.
"whatever is finite is composite" - i.e. you cannot have finiteness in something, namely, that its matter is
different (less) than the other thing, unless it is the effect of some cause. And an effect is a composite of two
matters. Firstly, its own existence. Secondly, from the aspect of its cause. Therefore, it is necessarily
mechudash (non-eternal).

Manoach Halevavos: The explanation of "limited/bound" is as follows. The matter of "limiting" something is to
limit/bind it into its "type" and "difference". For example, a human being is a "living creature" that is
"speaking". "Living creature" is its type which includes human beings, animals, and other living creatures,
while "speaking" differentiates him from the animals and other living creatures. Hence, a man is necessarily
composite of two things, namely, "type" and "difference". This is what he meant by "whatever is distinct is
limited/bound", i.e. anything separated out of a group must have some matter which is "different" between it
and what it was separated from which distinguishes it. And anything distinguished between itself and
something else must be similar to it in some respect, namely, the "type" which included them together...
"whatever is finite is composite", i.e. since it has a "type" which includes it and a "border", namely, its
"difference", if so, it is composite of "type" and "difference"... (see there)... This matter is exceedingly deep.

He brings the Moray Nevuchim Part 2, ch.2. which the Shem Tov Commentary there explains: "if there were
two creators, then there would necessarily be some matter which they would share in common in their both
being "creators". Because if we say there are here two human beings, it is necessary that these two human
beings share in common the matter of "being human", and it must also be that there is some matter for which
they are separated from each other. Because if they were not separated, then they would not be two. And if
there is in each one something which is not in the other, then each one is a composite of two things (since
each one has what it is in common with the other and what separates it from the other. [note that these are
deep spiritual ideas and should not be looked at in physical ways.], and neither one can be the First Cause
nor of necessary existence. Therefore, each one is subject to causes (i.e. is an effect of a cause)...)

Pas Lechem: If the Creator is more than one, it must be that each part (supposed creator) has its own etzem
(essence) by itself. If so, we must say that there is a separation between them, namely, some boundary which
separates between their etzem since they are split...if so, since there is a boundary between them which
separates them, and behold, each one is limited, since each one does not spread out infinitely, since that
would leave no existence for the second. Therefore each has an end and a limit, if so, each has the attribute
of extent and spreading out since behold its limit is the extent of its spreading out, and anything which has the
attribute of extent and spreading out can receive divisioning (i.e. it is not of infinite character), and whatever
can receive divisioning is composed of parts, and anything composite must be brought into existence, as we
clarified earlier, that the parts precede it. And anything brought into existence has a Creator since a thing
cannot make itself..

Marpe Lenefesh: ... Here is a quote from the Rambam (Yesodei Torah 1:7): "This G-d is one. He is not two or
more, but one... If there were many gods, they would have body and form, because like entities are separated
from each other only through the circumstances associated with body and form. Were the Creator to have
body and form, He would have limitation and finiteness, because it is impossible for a body not to be limited.
And any entity which itself is limited and defined [possesses] only limited and defined power. Since our G-d,
blessed be He, possesses unlimited power, as evidenced by the continuous motion of the spheres, we see
that His power is not the power of a body. Since He is not a body, the circumstances associated with bodies
that produce divisioning and separation are not relevant to Him. Therefore, it is impossible for Him to be
anything other than one. The knowledge of this concept fulfills a positive commandment, as [implied by
Deuteronomy 6:4]: [Hear, Israel,] The L-ord is our G-d, The L-ord is one." End quote.

(Translator: I had some email correspondence with a great Chasidish Torah scholar/teacher which sheds light
on this exceedingly deep subject. Since this is an important part, I am including the transcript of our
correspondence (Disclaimer: I cannot defend or guarantee the accuracy of his answers. Also note that he
often puts words in quotes "like" "this" because he is careful not to utter or write any words which he deems
are not completely true):
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skip this correspondence
[QUESTION:] the Shaar Yichud of Chovot Halevavot says that whatever is not totally infinite must be
composite and hence mechudash (created/not eternal). Cannot understand clearly why. can you please
explain?
---------------
[ANSWER:] (filled in)
(Rabbi F.) Something which is not totally infinite has to have some kind of a border or limitation like beginning,
end, etc.

As such it has a "measurement" of some sort and "size" and "dimensions" also of some sort.

As such - it has to be composite - at least from what it "is" and its "borders" of limitations/definitions
/descriptions etc.

And as such - it has to be a result of a previous "something" that either "made" it or "shaped" it or "defined" it -
something which CAUSED its "borders" to be what they are.

And if so - there has to be a point of "time" where it did not "exist" and then started to exist by the "definitions"
of its "borders"/"limitations" and alike - i.e. not "everlasting" and "infinite" - but "mechudash" - something that
showed up somewhere along the time axis as "new" (HKB"H (G-d) never showed up on the time axis C"V as
"new" that wasn't there beforehand.).

End of "proof."
---------------
[QUESTION:] trying to understand this. but what it "is" and its "borders" seems to be within itself, no?

for example, a square has its area, and its borders (perimiter). but both are within the area of the square, so
there is no real distinction between inside the square and its borders. so how is this a composite of itself and
its borders?
---------------
[ANSWER:] (filled in)
(Me:) trying to understand this. but what it "is" and its "borders" seems to be within itself, no?

(Rabbi F.) that is the entire point (!) - for something truly Infinite - you are right - for something which is not -
these are 2 different things - that is the whole point.

(Me:) for example, a square has its area, and its borders (perimiter). but both are within the area of the
square, so there is no real distinction between inside the square and its borders. so how is this a composite of
itself and its borders.

(Rabbi F.) a square is a very general definition. There is infinite (really) number of possible squares. The
specific borders derive the specific square. The "border" and "limit" the general concept into its specific
measure. The "concept" and its "borders" are 2 separate entities.
---------------
[QUESTION:]
just to make sure I understand what you're saying, it sounds like anything finite is composite in that it was
preceded by the framework which set its borders.

So it is not really composite by itself, just that it must be preceded by the framework which limits it, hence it
cannot be eternal.

If so, it is composite in the sense that it needs a framework, not that it itself is composite in its constitution. For
example, matter needs space, so space must precede matter. Is this correct?
---------------
[ANSWER:] (filled in)
(Me:) It sounds like anything finite is composite in that it was preceded by the framework which set its
borders.

(Rabbi F.) yes.
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(Me:) if so, it is composite in the sense that it needs a framework, not that it itself is composite in its
constitution. For example, matter needs space, so space must precede matter.

(Rabbi F.) correct in principle - WITH the correction above - matter is (obviously) composite in its
"constitution."

(Me:) is this correct?

(Rabbi F.) now it is :)
---------------
[QUESTION:]
(I wrote earlier:) it sounds like anything finite is composite in that it was preceded by the framework which set
its borders. (And you responded: "yes". kind of like saying an idea must be preceded by its inventor since the
idea's existence depends on the inventor.)

so HBB"H is the framework of existence, or more precisely, existence itself, correct? (Hence, it is not relevant
to ask "what created Him?" since He Himself is existence.)

If so, then why must He be infinite? Perhaps He is just infinite only in the sense that there is no existence
besides Him. But perhaps existence itself is finite. Hence, HBB"H is everything, but everything is not
necessarily infinite.
Like space. Space holds everything physical but it is not infinite (as he explained earlier and which I quoted in
chapter 5).

---------------
[ANSWER:] (filled in)
(Me:) so HBBH is the framework of existence, or more precisely, existence itself, correct? (Hence, it is not
relevant to ask "what created Him?" since He Himself is existence.)

(Rabbi F.) yes - HE is the existence - HE is the framework - and HE is the borders.

(Me:) if so, then why must He be infinite?

(Rabbi F.) because there is ONLY ONE TRUE MEANING of INFINITY - and this IS HE - so HE has to be
INFINITE.

(Me:) Perhaps He is just infinite only in the sense that there is no existence besides Him.

(Rabbi F.) that is a built-in-contradiction!! "Infinite" in only "one" sense - or even in huge finite number of
senses - is already a limitation that limits HIS TRUE INFINITY (which is in INFINITE ("number" of) senses).

(Me:) But perhaps existence itself is finite.

(Rabbi F.) existence of the creating is finite - HIS existence is INFINITE in ALL INFINITE ("number of")
senses.

(Me:) Hence, HBB"H is everything,

(Rabbi F.) true.

(Me:) but everything is not necessarily infinite.

(Rabbi F.) if the line above is correct (and it is) - then this one cannot be correct.
"Everything" is INFINITE in HIS senses of "Everything" - the "everything" we know - even all the worlds etc. -
it is NOT HIS EVERYTHING.
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is not a "constituent" but sounds more like a conceptual idea.

Electrons or quarks for example, have no internal structure and are basically point-particles so they cannot
have any kind of physical border encircling them. so what is their border? is it something tangible or is it just a
concept?

For example two electrons are identical in every respect. the only difference between the two is that this one
is not that one. is this what you mean by border?

Basically, I'm just having a very hard time understanding what this "border" is and how it is considered a
"constituent" to make the thing a "composite".
---------------
[ANSWER:] (filled in)
(Me:) have been thinking alot about this border thing, and even asked around but nobody seems to know.
1. This whole idea that whatever is finite is intrinsically composite as a "being with borders". Normally the
word "composite" is used to say something is made up of two or more constituents. This "border" is not a
"constituent" but sounds more like a conceptual idea.

(Rabbi F.) correct - in a way - because truly - even an "idea" - IS a SPECIFIC "something" - "knowing"
"something" is ALREADY "fitting" it into "frames" of words thoughts or anything that the soul uses in order to
RELATE to "it."
So REALLY - the existence of a "border" and ANY type or sort - IS already 100% classified as "composite."

(Me:) Electrons
(Rabbi F.) not a good example - see further here. :)
(Me:) or quarks
(Rabbi F.) same comment.
(Me:) [Electrons] for example, have no internal structure and are basically point-particles so they cannot have
any kind of physical border encircling them. so what is their border?

(Rabbi F.) they have numerous REAL borders - momentum - speed - position - energy - spin - color - charge -
mass - weight - SO many parameters (and more) that border them to be each one what they are!

(Me:) is it something tangible or is it just a concept?

(Rabbi F.) VERY tangible! - how else would you be able to write me this email (one out of "trillion" examples
of how and where the knowledge of their borders (= and their characteristics) is known used and applied)?!

(Me:) for example two electrons are identical

(Rabbi F.) no.

(Me:) in every respect.

(Rabbi F.) no. see above

(Me:) the only difference between the two is that this one is not that one.

(Rabbi F.) no. see (again?) above

(Me:) is this what you mean by border?
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generosity) for essentially EVERY single FINITE concept - such a "built-in" contradiction - the reason you on
your own is able with a blink of an eye to dismiss the stupidities of the goyim as you do it so well below (and
so did the KUZARI king! What a SMART guy he was!).
---------------
(comment: As a crude analogy, a video game has certain characters, each one having certain properties,
abilities, or position on the screen, etc. These things must have been set by a computer programmer. They
cannot just exist eternally, without beginning.

Hence, the only thing that can be Eternal (without beginning) is that which has no properties or limitations in
any way. It is completely infinite and boundless in all respects. It has no parts or boundaries. This is a
completely different "kind" of existence than anything we are familiar with. Anything else which has some sort
of limitation or property cannot be eternal.)

[QUESTION:]
why can't we say the infinite framework is eternal and also the finite "squares" inside it are also eternal.

---------------
[ANSWER:]
If you have a square - it has boundaries - correct?

If the square is infinite - does it have boundaries?

Of course not it is - infinite.

If the square is at any possible size - but finite - it had boundaries - that define it - yes - of-course!

If it is finite - it has boundaries - if it is not finite - infinite - it has NO boundaries.

Obviously - square - is merely a - mashal (analogy) to everything - NOT - just - a "square".

It therefore seen - proven - to ANYONE who just has a minimal common-logical sense - that - the
BOUNDARIES are always - GREATER - LARGER - BIGGER - BROADER - than - what's in them - in any
number of dimensions! - even in math - in abstract structures and so-called by their spaces - their bounded
spaces etc - ALWAYS - the boundaries - contain the space-volume-structure-etc!

Hence - there is no way for anything to be greater than its boundaries!

If HAVAYAH-EINSOF has boundaries even one - it means - the boundary - is coming - from something -
greater - bigger!
Therefore - its uniqueness - is limited - finite - enabling-permitting empty spaces or existence of another G-d -
G-D-FORBID!

[QUESTION:]
Just a question about how "anything which is finite (i.e. is not everything) must be preceded by the framework
of its existence."
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minded" behavior of time - namely - linearly. The theory "insists" - on inserting a non-linear process in it -
while keeping the time-ticks linearly - "squeezing" different amounts of events into the same "ticks" of time.
The more you go "back" - the more you need to squeeze into smaller and smaller segments of time. It is
inevitable - that there is a point of singularity where there are infinite amounts of "events" in zero amount of
time! In equivalent words ("inversion" of the space-time coordinates) - it is like saying that there are finite
amount of events within infinite time - precisely the concept of Creation. So how do they go around it - simply
- they IGNORE the existence of the singularity - they have NO explanation for it WHATSOEVER except
TOTALLY WILD and CRAZY ideas - ideas that they CANNOT EVER check OR prove - they get away from
the singularity by "inventing" more and more of those crazy ideas - sounding so "beautiful" and "inspiring"
("free leap of the vacuum" "quantum leap" "strings and sheets" and so many others - totally far-fetched and
assumptions - just in order to justify their ideas of the expanding universe - deceiving everyone that they
"know" everything that happened after it began (which is also ALL FULL of assumptions and a composite
structure of pieces of theories that have NO (!) continuity (!) between them - only MORE assumptions) - and
no matter how close you can get to the singularity - you can never "reach" it - and they make you "believe"
that because they supposedly "traced" everything back to the first 10^-35 of the "first second" or so (and that
process itself is FULL of assumptions and holes) - then it means they "know" "everything" - where EVERY
child that knows basics of math will tell you that no matter how "short" and "tiny" the time-interval - you can
dissect it "infinite" amount of times and still remain with something finite. Even though it is small, but still there
is infinite "ROOM" there for Infinite amounts of events - but they make you "believe" (and "suppress" by this
the REAL problem) that if you are "SO" close - it must be that you actually "know" everything - while the truth
is that this is NOT the case - they can't really hide the singularity and the fact that it IS their main unresolved
problem.

(comment: i.e. no matter how close you are to the big bang, you are still infinitely far from explaining what
happened at point zero.)

(Me:)Also, there was no time before the supposed "Big Bang" so there is no notion of "before and after". How
can one answer this?

(Rabbi F.) there was time - "order of times" - no time in the sense of ticks we know now - but there was "order-
of-times/events."
Namely, sequence of events did take place - even before the "time" when time as we know it began to "tick."
This sequence of events (which are various type of process in the Infinite BB"H like the emanations of higher
realms and even prior to it - definitions of certain borders levels etc. as part of certain levels of Infinity where
elements of "measurements" of some sort were already part of it as preparation for the lower worlds etc. -
these will also exist and take place after the end of the "ticking" era that we know from our limited borders of
sensation and connection with Divinity.

We are in the "midst" of a limited era in which the borders and limitations are maximized. And part of it is the
existence of the sensation of the "ticking" of time - [which is] one "certain" type of "time-sensation." But there
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and nature - something that the limited concepts of it, including accepting its pace of ticking as "constant"
"eternal" and "axiomatic" by the limited scientists - are merely "linear" approximation of the actual truth.

(Me:) Can we say that "precede" means its existence depends on the framework, hence the framework
"precedes" it in some non-time sense?

(Rabbi F.) I believe that the above "teaching" covers and explains the meaning of the "yes" to this question.
Good for you to think in this manner!
END OF THREAD

In a separate correspondence, a friend of mine asked him the question: "How can I remember (or even better
-- be naturally motivated) to ask G-d for help throughout the day?", he answered:

(Rabbi F.) with the thought that HE is the ONLY ONE, that is the ONE and ONLY - i.e. there are those that are
only one of them (like people - each one there is only one) - namely - there are those that are one but not the
only one because there are others that are also people - but HBB"H is not only ONE - but he is truly the ONE
and ONLY ONE - NOTHING like it exists. This is why HIS "existence" as the Sages call it is INTRINSICALLY
NOT as all other existences - that HIS PRESENCE is NOT like any other presence - and therefore HIS
EXISTING PRESENCE is ALWAYS there to speak ask and communicate - in INFINITE (!) ways and forms
that are ALWAYS available to one that seeks it truly with his kavanah and knowledge of HIS BEING as the
ONLY BEING.
END OF ANSWER

With these introductions, we will understand the following passage in the Tanya (Likutei Amarim ch.22):
"However, The nature of G-d is not like that of a creature of flesh and blood. When a man utters a word, the
breath/sound emitted in speaking is something that can be sensed and perceived as a thing apart, separated
from its source... But with the Holy One, blessed be He, His speech is not, separated from His blessed Self,
for there is nothing outside of Him, and there is no place devoid of Him. Therefore, His blessed speech is not
like our speech."
Back to the Shaar Yichud...

THE FIFTH ARGUMENT

The fifth argument, from the concepts of plurality and unity as follows.
In his book, Euclides defined unity as: "Unity is that property through which we say of any thing that is one". This
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means that by nature, unity precedes the individual thing, just as we say that heat precedes a hot object. If there
were no "unity", we could not say of anything that it is one.

(Marpe Lenefesh: If we see some unity and we call it "one", it must be that there is something else which
exists whose unity is absolute, and from which stems this characteristic to also call the thing we see as a
"unity", as we say on an object which is now hot, that there must be something intrinsically hot (fire/energy)
from which it received its warmth, and that we also call "hot", as he will explain later)

The idea which we need to form in our mind of unity is of oneness that is complete, a uniqueness, that is absolutely
devoid of composition (that we cannot join anything to this unity - ML) or resemblance (there is nothing similar to Him
- ML). Free, in every respect of plurality or number, that is neither associated with anything nor dissociated from
anything.

(Pas Lechem: since association or dissociation only applies to things with some form of similarity, but He is
the singular Unity which has no resemblance in any form whatsoever.

Marpe Lenefesh: No "number" means the concept of numbers does not apply to this unity, since it is absolute
unity which has nothing after it. But if we describe Him as "one", we would be standing by Him since "Ein Od
Milvado" (there is nothing besides Him), because if there were other things like this, we would be able to
count them, hence the true Unity has no number. The idea of plurality is the opposite of this...)

The idea of plurality is that of a sum of unities. Plurality therefore cannot precede unity of which it has been formed. If
we conceive something plural with our intellect or perceive it through our senses, we will know with certainty that
unity preceded it, just like when counting things, the number one precedes the rest of the numbers. Whoever thinks
the Creator is more than one, must therefore nevertheless concede that there was a preceding unity, just as the
numeral one precedes the other numbers, and just like the notion of unity precedes that of plurality. Hence, the
Creator is absolutely One, and Eternal (Kadmon), and none is Eternal but He as written: "Before Me no G-d was
formed, nor shall any be after Me" (Isaiah 43:10).

(Tov Halevanon: The number one precedes all of them since, for two things, there is something which
precedes them by nature, namely, unity. And that which is Eternal (without beginning) cannot have any matter
whatsoever preceding it.

THE SIXTH ARGUMENT

The sixth argument, from the Mikre (incidental) properties that attach to everything that is plural. Plurality is an
incidental property ascribed to the Etzem (essence), and comes under the category of "Kamus" (quantity). Since He
is the Creator of essence and incident, none of these attributes can be ascribed to His glorious Being. For, it having
been clearly demonstrated through scripture and reason that the Creator is above and beyond all comparison with,
and similarity to, any of His creations, and seeing that plurality which adheres to the essence of anything that is
plural is an incidental property - this property cannot be fittingly ascribed to the Creator's glorious Essence. And if He
cannot be described as plural, He must certainly be One because there is nothing in between the two possibilities,
as Chana said: "There is none holy as the L-ord: for there is none beside You" (Shmuel I 2:2).

THE SEVENTH ARGUMENT:

If the Creator were more than one, then either each one of these hypothetical creators is capable of creating the
universe by itself or could not have done so without the help of the other.

If any one of them is capable - the other Creator is superfluous, since the first is capable without him and does not
need (the help) of the other. (and since he is not needed, and there is no evidence for more than one Creator, why
should we be in doubt or be concerned for his existence? - PL)

And if the creation of the world cannot be completed without their partnering together, then no single one of them
had full and complete strength and capacity. Each lacked the necessary power and ability and was weak. What is
weak is finite in strength and essence. What is finite is bound. Whatever is bound - is composite. Whatever is
composite has been brought into existence, and anything brought into existence must have some one who brought it
into existence (a Creator).

Hence, what is weak (finite) cannot possibly be Eternal since the Eternal does not fall short in any respect nor stands
in need of another's help. Therefore, the Creator is not more than One.
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(Tov Halevanon: This proof was similar to the fourth proof, except that there he built the proof from the matter
of difference or boundary that must exist between them. There, he did not get into the matter of finiteness but
instead came from the aspect of difference and border. Here he started from the argument of finiteness,
namely that its power must be finite, and then ended with the argument of border - because it's all the same
thing. (i.e. its a different way of saying the same thing). He repeated it [differently] to strengthen it and impress
it in the mind of the reader.

If it were possible for the Creator to be more than one, it would also be possible that there would be disagreement
between them in the creation of the world and that the matter would not have been completed. Since we find that all
of this world follows one order, and a uniform movement for all of its parts, which does not change over generations
nor does it seem to change in the nature of its conduct, therefore, we know that its Creator and Ruler is One, and
that none besides Him alters His work or changes His rule, as scripture says: "And who, as I do, shall call, and shall
proclaim it, and set it in order for Me" (Isaiah 44:7), and David said: "Forever, O L-ord, your word is stands fast in
heaven; Your faithfulness is unto all generations: You have established the earth, and it abides" (Ps. 119:89-90)

The Creator's perfect governance which we observe in His creatures (also indicate His unity - Rabbi Hyamson). For
government can be perfect and abidingly consistent, smoothly in one way only when there is a single individual
making decisions and conducting the matter, as in the king ruling a country or in the soul controlling the body.

Thus Aristotle said in his book on the subject of unity: "it is not good to have many heads, but rather to have only one
head". So too Solomon said: "For the transgression of a land many are the princes thereof" (Mishlei 28:2).

Pas Lechem: That when the people are rebelling and sinning to G-d, G-d will appoint on them multiple rulers,
and automatically the governance will fail and the country will fall apart and be ruined...as in the second
temple era where the governance fell in the hands of 3 strong rulers...as mentioned in the book of Josephus
until the land became corrupted and destroyed through them.

If we had evidence of any disagreement in the creation or conduct (ex. laws of physics change sometimes) of
the world, it would be possible to suspect that perhaps there is a second G-d...

What we brought here should be enough for the understanding person (and not stubborn to hang on to wings of
stubbornness and far off, stretches of the imagination answers - TL), and this should suffice to answer the believers
of dual gods or the trinity gods of the Christians, and others. For when we establish the unity of the Creator of the
world, all those who claim that He is plural will be automatically refuted (since in clarifying the unity there are no
difficulties and no far off answers - TL). Note it well.

*** CHAPTER 8 ***
The distinction between true (absolute) unity and conventional unity is as follows.

Tov Halevanon - "conventional" (lit. passing) - that this term is said in passing only, without intent of its precise
meaning.

The term "one" is derived from the concept of "unity". The term is used in two senses. One of them is mikri
(incidental), which is the conventional unity. While the second is in essence and enduring - this is true (absolute)
unity.

Tov Halevanon - For example, one man does not have absolute "unity" due to his being joined and composite
of many parts. But he has some unity relative to two people

Tov Halevanon - Mikre (incidental) is something which is not essential for the thing and it can exist without it,
sometimes it is attached to it and sometimes not, while something which is in its essence is found on it
always.

Incidental unity subdivides into two divisions. In one of these the character of multitude, collectivity, and aggregation
is apparent in it, such as one genus which includes many species or like one species which includes many
individuals, and like one man which is comprised of many parts or one army which includes many men.

Or like we say one Hin (measure), one Rova (measure) or one liter (ex. of rice or water) which contain smaller
measures, each of which is also called "one" (even though each smaller measure can be broken down further - TL).
Every one of these things we mentioned are called "one" conventionally, because the things included under the one
name are alike. Every one of them may also be called "plural" since it includes many things which when separated
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and isolated will each be called "one". Unity in all these manners we mentioned is Mikre (incidental). Each is a unit
from one perspective and plural from another aspect. (The term "absolute unity" does not apply to it since from one
perspective it is correct to refer to it as plural - PL)

The second division of incidental unity is the unity attributed to a single individual, who though seemingly not plural
and not a collection of several things, yet is essentially plural, - being composed of matter and form, essence and
incident, susceptible to "creation" and "destruction", division and combination, separation and association, change
and variation. (see commentaries)

Plurality must be attributed to anything for which any of these things we mentioned applies to, for they are
contradictory to unity. Unity ascribed to anything essentially plural and variable in any way is undoubtedly Mikre (an
incidental property) (not in its essence - PL). It is unity conventionally, but not in a true sense. Strive to understand
this.

Pas Lechem "it is susceptible to creation and destruction" - if so it changes from one form to another since it
goes through many forms in its formation and likewise in its destruction until it ceases completely, as is
known. Its formation is not completed suddenly in one instant. Likewise, its destruction does not occur
suddenly without stages, one form to another. Hence, it is correct to ascribe to it plurality, since it necessarily
has a "beis-kibul" (ability to receive) all of its potential stages. understand this.
"division and combination" - i.e. that the thing can be divided. Hence, one can divide it or leave it as is in its
assembled state. This is from the aspect of itself.
"separation and association" - is from the aspect of relative to something else. That it can be separated from it
by distance or associated with it by being in close proximity...

True (absolute) unity is also of two kinds. The first in abstract thought and the second in actual reality.

The abstract thought version is numerical unity, namely, the root and beginning of all numbers. It is the sign and
symbol of a beginning unprecedented by any other beginning. For every true beginning is termed "One", as for
example: "And there was evening and there was morning, one day" (Gen. 1:5). Instead of saying "the first day", the
verse uses the term "one (day)", because the term "one" refers to any beginning unprecedented by any other
beginning. When repeated, it is called "the second", and when repeated again - "the third", and so on until the
number "ten", "a hundred", "a thousand", which are also units of new series, and so on to infinity.

(Pas Lechem: In his fine words, he incidentally answered the question of Rashi in Genesis 1:5, who asked:
"according to the order of creation, the verse should have said 'first day', but according to the author's words,
the intent of the verse was to teach on absolute creation, which was the beginning of everything, including
time...

"the first abstract and the second actual" - the first is unity grasped conceptually in the mind, not associated
with any real object. The second is unity on something which actually exists. This only applies to the Creator,
as he will explain.

"numerical unity, namely the root and beginning of all numbers" - "one" is the root of all counts since every
count is comprised of a sum of ones. Hence, "one" is the root and foundation on which one builds a counting.
It is also the beginning of the count for it is impossible for a counting not to start with one.

Tov Halevanon: The "one" with which we count some number is itself not really a number, because a
"number" is basically: the grouping together of matters. And also, "one" never makes plurality, as you say
"one multiplied by one", "one multiplied by two", everything remains unchanged, unlike the number two and
above which always multiplies over, since two multiplied by two is four, two by three is six, and similarly for all
numbers. Therefore "one" is only the foundation of numbers and the sign of beginning....there is nothing truly
one besides G-d, if so, perhaps this term was borrowed to refer to a beginning without prior beginning.
Likewise the Midrash Bereishis Raba says: "the verse did not say 'the first day', but rather 'day one', to teach
on the unity of G-d")

Therefore the definition of number is that it is a sum of units. The reason I called it "abstract thought" is because the
notion of number is not perceived by the physical senses. Rather, it is grasped only in thought. It is the "numbered"
object (ex. eggs, nuts - PL) alone which is perceptible to the five senses or by some of them.
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Pas Lechem: "perceptible to the five senses or by some of them" - some things are perceptible to all the
senses. For example, a goat has an appearance perceived by the sense of sight, a sound perceived by
hearing, a taste, when eating its meat, an odor by the sense of smell, and a texture to the sense of touch.
Some things are perceived only by some senses such as an apple which is not perceived by the sense of
hearing. A rock is perceived only by sight and touch.

The second kind of true unity exists actually. It is that which is neither plural nor susceptible to change or variation, is
not described by any of the corporeal attributes, is not subject to "creation" (rather He is Kadmon/without beginning -
TL), destruction or end. Does not move (from place to place - TL) or waver (this refers to any change whether in
Etzem/essence or Mikre/incident - TL), does not resemble anything nor does anything resemble it, and is not
associated with anything. It is from all possible perspectives - true Unity and the root of everything plural. For as we
already pointed out, unity is the cause of plurality.

(Pas Lechem: "nor susceptible to change or variation" - it is not correct to ascribe to the true unity any change
from one form to another, nor is it correct to ascribe variation to say it is the opposite of something else... a
rock for example, cannot be termed "speaking" nor can it be termed "mute". So too, for the true Unity, it is
incorrect to associate it with anything nor to say it is the opposite of something.

"not described by any corporeal attribute" - such as anger, mercy, etc. whatever is said of Him is only
metaphorical, as is known.

destruction or end - he added "end" because there exists some things which don't become destroyed but they
end, such as a specific time. It is incorrect to say that time was destroyed, but rather to say it was completed
and ended.

"It is, from all possible perspectives - true Unity" - i.e. from all possible perspectives of plurality that we turn to,
we find Him completely devoid of it.

Tov Halevanon: "does not resemble anything" - That He has no comparison whatsoever to any of His
creations. For example, for one grain of sand versus the universe and everything in it, even though this is
extremely tiny and this is extremely big, nevertheless there is a comparison between the two and a shared
characteristic...and the difference between them is only in size, but relative to Him, one cannot make any
comparison by any trait or measure, just like one cannot compare a voice to a picture)

The true unity has neither beginning nor finiteness because anything which has a beginning or finiteness necessarily
must be subject to origination and destruction. And anything subject to these is also subject to change, and change
is inconsistent with Unity. Hence, it would be more than one since it had existed as one thing and then changed into
a different thing, and this necessarily implies plurality.

(Tov Halevanon: A thing which changes must have two powers, namely, the power that it is now, and the
power for that which it has the potential to become, and this contradicts unity.

Pas Lechem: Anything which changes must have had plurality in its first state, because it had two powers,
one: what it was, and two, the beginning [potential] for the second existence which it changed into, and it is so
that the philosophers agree that anything which changes had the potential for change inside it from the
beginning, since if this is not so, from where did it come out afterwards to actuality? because that which is not
in potential will never go out to actual. The commentators already expounded this from the verse "the day of
death from the day of birth" (Eccles. 7:1). If so, behold, it has two powers, namely the previous entity and the
beginning for the second entity, and it is not one.. Understand this.)

Similarity is also an incidental property (mikre) in anything which is similar (to something else), and whatever has an
incidental property is plural. But absolute unity, in its glorious essence, is not subject to any incidental properties
whatsoever in any respect.
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Pas Lechem: "similarity" - A comparison term which is ascribed to the bearer of that comparison, that it is
called "similar" to - it is Mikre, because it is attached to the Etzem (essence) of the bearer of that term.
"whatever has an incidental property is plural" - since behold it has essence and incident (2 things).

Tov Halevanon: If we say, for example, that Reuven is similar to Shimon, this comparison that we are
comparing Reuven with is an "incident" that occurred to Reuven, that he is similar in that respect... Anything
which has Mikre is considered more than something else, because Mikre is something which is added to the
Etzem (essence) of that thing.

If one will claim that the quality of "unity" is itself an incidental property in the Absolutely One.

Tov Halevanon: It is possible to ask - How can we say on G-d that He is the absolute unity. Behold, this is
also Mikre, it is a type of numerical property which is also ascribed to physical things. i.e. they are ascribed
the incidental property of number, namely the number one, two, etc. If so, the true unity is also an incidental
property and something additional attributed to His essence, and this is also plurality.

We will answer this as follows: The ascribing of true unity is intended to express the exclusion of multitude and
plurality. When we describe Him as One, we mean only the negation of any multitude or plurality. But the true Unity,
cannot be described by any attribute that would connote in His glorious essence any plurality, change, or variation.
With this we have completed our words, regarding the true unity and the relative unity. Note it well.

Pas Lechem: We are not ascribing to Him unity, just negating the opposite, namely plurality. Likewise, the
intent for any "attributes" we ascribe to Him such as "Living", "Wise", "Powerful" is only to negate the
opposite.

*** CHAPTER 9 ***

Tov Halevanon: he will now clarify that the Creator is the true Unity, in addition to what he clarified in chapter
7 that the creator is one)

The proof that the Creator is the true (absolute) Unity and that there is no true Unity besides Him is as follows.

Any composite thing only comes completely into existence when the parts of which it is comprised join together and
unite. The association (of the parts) is the unity.

And likewise, the existence of something composite is not possible without the (possibility of - TL) dividing (or
disintegrating) the parts of which it is comprised, since composition necessarily implies more than one part. The
divisioning of the parts is plurality.

And since the signs of composition, synthesis, and arrangement are found in the universe as a whole as well as in its
details and parts, in its roots and derivatives, it is necessarily subject to synthesis and division, and must contain the
basic principles of Unity and Plurality.

And since, in essence, Unity precedes Plurality, just like the number one precedes the other numbers, it follows that
the First cause of everything that is plural, which was at the head of all beginnings is itself not plural since all things
plural are preceded by unity.

(Tov Halevanon: - The head of all beginnings cannot possibly be plural, since if it were plural, then unity must
have preceded it, and we already said that He is the head of all beginnings.

And since causes must reach a limit at their beginning, and it is not possible for a thing to make itself, therefore it is
impossible for the cause of unity and plurality to itself be of unity and plurality like them (since that would necessitate
another unity that preceded it - TL)

And since the First Cause of the creations cannot itself be plural nor a combination of plurality and unity, it must
necessarily be that the Cause is a true (absolute) Unity.
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(Manoach Halevavos: It is not possible for the cause of unity and plurality to be unity and plurality like them
since anything which has unity and plurality, namely, unity from one side and plurality from the other - is
composite, and every composite is mechudash (created) and necessitates another maker since a thing
cannot make itself)

And we have already demonstrated that the more one ascends the succession of causes, the fewer the causes will
be until eventually the root of all numbers is reached - this is the true Unity, and this true Unity is the Creator.

(the following is another proof - TL)
Furthermore, it is known that anything which is found in something as an incidental property must also exist in
something else as its true essence and cannot be separated from that (something else) without destroying it. For
example, hotness, an incidental property of hot water, is the permanent essence in fire. Or, moistness, an incidental
property in various objects, is permanent essence in water.

(Marpe Lenefesh: hotness can only leave the fire if the fire is completely destroyed because it is in its
essence whereas for hot water, even if the hotness leaves the water, the water remains in existence because
the hotness was in the water only as an incidental property)

And it is known that anything which is found in an object as an incidental property, that object must have received the
incidental property from something else for which that incidental property is in its essence, such as hotness in hot
water which is incidental in the water. It was given to the water from fire whose hotness is in its essence or some
other energy source. And when we see moisture in moist things as an incidental property, we know that it was
transferred to them from water whose wetness is in its essence. Similarly for all things, if we examine their matters.

Pas Lechem: Any quality that we find in a subject as an incidental property, namely, that it is not a quality in
its essence but rather only an incidental property attached to it, we will know for certain that this quality must
be found in another subject as a true name reflecting its essence. Since the quality is "essence" in that thing
its name is called on it in truth, not as a borrowed, passing term. Therefore, it is called its true name.

He brought as an example, hotness in hot water, that even if we never saw fire but only saw hot water and we
know that hotness is not an "essence" property in water and is just acquired and attached to it from outside -
from this we would understand that there must exist something for which hotness is a quality in its essence
and from there the water acquired this property as an incidental property, namely, from fire (note: one can
heat water without fire, for example through friction or radiation. I think he means here the foundation of fire
which is general manifested energy)

Through this principle we can direct our words to the matter of unity. Since unity is found in every created thing as an
incidental property, as we introduced, it necessarily follows that it must be a true and permanent essence in the
Cause of all created things, and from it all created things derived the matter of unity as an incidental property, as we
explained.

When we investigated the matter of true (absolute) unity among the created things, we did not find it to be absolute
or permanent in any of them. If we try to apply it to any of the sugim (types, i.e. broad category such as animals),
minim (kinds, categories of a type such as horses), ishim (individuals, subcategories of kinds such as one individual
horse), Etzemim (essence of things), (mikre) incidental properties, planets, stars, spiritual bodies (angels, he called
them "bodies" since they are also of limited power - PL), numbers, numbered objects, (to summarize) anything which
is finite and limited, and we try to call it one, and try to ascribe the term "unity" to it - this we cannot correctly do to
call it "one" except in a passing (relative) sense. For each of them comprises things which are collectively called
"one" due to their similarity and joining together in one respect.

But essentially, each of them is plural, being subject to multitude and change, division and separation, association
and dissociation, increase and diminishment, motion and rest, appearance and form, and other incidental properties,
whether specific to it or general that belongs to every creation.

(Pas Lechem: For example, appearance, form and change is specific to physical things of our world and do
not apply to spiritual creations in the (higher) spiritual worlds... However the general incidental property of
plurality and finiteness applies to all things except G-d.

Absolute Unity is not found nor truly ascribed in any created thing. And since unity exists among the created things
as an incidental property, while all the evidence points to the Creator being One, we will deduce with certainty that
the relative unity that we ascribed to any of the created things emanates from the true (absolute) One. And this true
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(absolute) unity can only be ascribed to the Creator of all. He is the true One. There is no true (absolute) Unity
besides Him.

All the implications of absolute Unity we have mentioned befit Him alone. All the matters of plurality, incidental
properties, change, motion, comparison, or any qualities which is not consistent with true Unity cannot be ascribed to
Him, as David said: "Many, O L-ord my G-d, are Your wonderful works and Your thoughts towards us, there is no
comparison to You" (Ps. 40:6), and "To whom then will you liken G-d? Or what likeness will you compare unto Him?"
(Isaiah 40:18), and "Among the gods (angels) there is none like unto You, O L-rd; neither are there any works like
unto Your works" (Ps. 86:8).

It has been clarified and demonstrated that the Creator of the world is the true Unity and that there is no other true
Unity besides Him. For anything which is ascribed the term "one" besides the Creator, is a unity from one aspect but
plural from another aspect. But the Creator is one from every respect as we explained. What we have brought in this
matter should be sufficient for the intelligent person.

*** CHAPTER 10 ***

(Tov Halevanon: After he brought proofs that G-d is the true Unity, he returns to clarify that G-d has no
plurality from the view of the attributes of praise and good traits with which we praise G-d and which are found
in scripture...)

(Translator: Rabbi Moses Hyamson's translation was heavily consulted here and in the previous few chapters due to
the difficult language)
Regarding the Divine attributes, whether known from reason or from scripture, which are ascribed to the Creator -
the intentions in them are numerous according to the numerous creations and the kindnesses bestowed on them.

They (the Divine attributes) divide into two divisions: Essential (in essence) and Active (i.e. from His deeds).

(Marpe Lenefesh: Some attributes are in Him as etzem (essence), even if He did not create the world, while
others we call Him due to His deeds)

The reason we call them Essential (in essence) is because they are permanent traits of G-d, belonging to Him before
the creations were created, and after their creation these attributes continue to apply to Him and to His glorious
essence.

These attributes are three:
1. That He (permanently) exists
2. That He is One
3. That He is Eternal, without beginning.

(Pas Lechem: Even after the creation no existing thing can be associated with Him in these three
attributes...they can be ascribed exclusively to His glorious essence, unlike the "Active" attributes that the
creations can associate with them a bit, as will be explained, and as the Sages say (Shabbat 133b): "cling to
His ways, just like He is merciful so too be merciful, just like He is gracious, so too be gracious, etc.")

We ascribe to Him these three attributes and speak of them in order to indicate His Being and true existence, to call
attention to His glory, to make human beings understand that they have a Creator whom they are under duty to
serve (as to the question of why should we serve Him if He lacks nothing and needs nothing, this will be explained in
gates 2 and 3).

We must ascribe to Him "existence", for His existence is demonstrated by proofs based on the evidence of His
handiworks, as written: "Lift up your eyes on high, and behold who has created these things? He that brings out their
host by number: He calls them all by name. By the greatness of His might, and for He is strong in power; not one
fails" (Isaiah 40:26).

We must necessarily ascribe existence to Him because it is a principle accepted by our reason that for something
which is non-existent no action or result can come. Since His works and creations are manifest, His existence is
equally manifest to our intellect.

We ascribe to Him Eternity (no beginning), because rational arguments have demonstrated that the world must have
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a First (cause) which had no previous cause before it and a Beginning which had no prior beginning. It has been
demonstrated that the number of causes cannot be infinite. It logically follows, that the Creator is the First Beginning
before whom there is no Beginning, and this is what is meant by His Eternity, as written: "From everlasting to
everlasting, You are G-d" (Ps. 90:2), and "before Me there was no god formed, neither shall any be after Me" (Isaiah
43:10).

Regarding declaring of Him that He is One, we have already sufficiently demonstrated this by well known arguments
and it has been established by clear evidence, that true Unity is inseparable from His glorious essence. This unity
implies absence of plurality in His Being, the absence of change, transformation, incident, origin or destruction,
joining or removal, comparison or association or any other properties of things that are plural.

It is necessary for you to understand that these attributes do not imply any kind of change in His glorious essence,
but only to denote a negation of their opposite. What the attribution of them should convey in our minds is that the
Creator of the world is neither plural, nor non-existent, nor created (which are the opposites of unity, existence, and
Eternity - PL)

Likewise it is necessary for you to understand that each one of these three attributes we mentioned implies the other
two, when we analyze them. The explanation of this is as follows:
When true Unity is the inseparable and permanent property of a thing, that thing must necessarily also be Eternally
Existing (without beginning), since that which is non-existent cannot be ascribed neither unity nor plurality. Hence if
true (absolute) Unity is the attribute of any thing and essentially belongs to it, it logically follows that the attribute of
Existence with its implications also belongs to it. It must also be Eternal (eternally existing) because true (absolute)
unity neither comes into existence nor passes out of existence, neither changes nor is transformed. Hence, it must
be Eternal, for it has no beginning (and no end, for what has no beginning is endless - Rabbi Hyamson). Hence, that
which the matter of true Unity belongs has also the attributes of Existence and Eternity.

So too, we say that the attribute of permanent Existence, attributed to a thing, implies the attribution to it of absolute
Unity and Eternity (without beginning).

(Manoach Halevavos: "permanent existence" - this he derived earlier from the premises in chapter 5 that the
world must have a Creator, for the number of beginnings cannot be infinite, and that a thing cannot make
itself, hence the Creator's existence must be a permanent existence. For otherwise, how could He come to
exist after He did not exist since a thing cannot make itself?)

It implies absolute Unity since that which permanently Exists could not have come into existence from nothing, and
cannot pass from the state of existence into that of non-existence. Such a thing is not plural since that which is plural
is not permanently existent, as it must have been preceded by Unity. Therefore, that which exists permanently is not
plural, and is accordingly, One.

The attribute of Eternity (without beginning) also belongs to it, since that which exists permanently has neither
beginning nor end, and is accordingly Eternal.

So too, we assert that the attribute of Eternity, belonging to any Being, also implies in that Being, the attributes of
absolute Unity and permanent existence.

It implies Unity, since that which is Eternal has no beginning, and that which has no beginning is not plural, since all
things plural have a beginning, namely, a (parent) unity. Therefore, that which is plural is not Eternal, and that which
is Eternal can only be One. Therefore, the attribute of absolute Unity is implied in the attribute of Eternity.

Likewise, the attribute of existence is implied in that of Eternity. For the non-existent cannot be described as either
Eternal or created.

We have clarified that these three attributes are one in meaning and imply the same thing. They do not imply any
change in the Creator's glorious essence, nor do they imply any incidental property or plurality in His being, because
all that we are to understand by them is that the Creator is neither non-existent, nor created, nor plural. If we could
express His being in a single word which would denote all three of these attributes as they are understood by the
intellect so that these three attributes would arise in our mind when the one word was used, we would use that word
to express it. But since we do not find such a word in any of the spoken languages which would designate the true
conception of G-d, we are forced to express it with more than one word.

This plurality in the Creator's attributes does not, however, exist in His glorious essence but is due to inadequacy of
language on the part of the speaker to express the conception in one term. You must understand that, regarding the
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Creator, there is none like Him, and whatever attributes we speak of regarding Him, you are to infer from them the
denial of their opposite. As Aristotle said "negating attributes of G-d gives a truer conception of Him than affirming
attributes". For all affirmative attributes ascribed to G-d must necessarily ascribe properties of Etzem (essence) or
Mikre (incidental properties), and He who created etzem and mikre has not the properties of His creatures in His
glorious essence. But the denial of such properties to Him is undoubtedly true and appropriate to Him. For He is
above all attributes and forms, similarity or comparison. Therefore, you must understand from these attributes that
they refer to the negation of their opposites.

(Marpe Lenefesh: It is better to negate ascribing to the Creator attributes which are lackings on Him. For
example, it is more correct to say that the Creator is not plural, not non-existent, not created, which are
opposites, and which are more true than saying and affirming on Him that He is the "true Unity", "permanently
existing", "eternal", because we are not capable of understanding what is true Unity,...)

THE ACTIVE ATTRIBUTES

The active attributes of G-d are those which we speak of the Creator with reference to His works. It is possible, when
speaking of them, to associate Him with some of His creations. We were permitted, however, to ascribe these
attributes to Him because of the forced necessity to acquaint ourselves with, and realize His existence, in order that
we assume on ourselves the duty of His service.

We have already found that the Torah and the books of the Prophets extensively use these active attributes, as also
in the Psalms of prophets and saints. They are used in two manners:

One, attributes which denote physical form such as in the verse "So G-d created man in His own image, in the image
of G-d, He created man" (Gen. 1:27), "for G-d made man in His image" (Gen. 9:6), "by the word of G-d" (Numbers
9:18), "I, even My hands, have stretched out the heavens" (Isaiah 45:12), "in the ears of G-d" (Numbers 11:1), "under
His feet" (Ex. 24:10), "the arm of G-d" (Isaiah 51:9), "who has not taken My soul in vain" (Ps. 24:4), "in the eyes of
G-d" (Gen. 6:8), "G-d said in His heart" (Gen. 8:21), and other similar verses regarding physical limbs.

Two, attributes which denote bodily movements and actions, as written: "and G-d smelled the pleasing aroma" (Gen.
8:21), "And the L-ord saw...and the L-ord regretted" (Gen. 6:5-6), "and G-d came down" (Gen. 11:5), "and G-d
remembered" (ibid 8:1), "and G-d heard" (Numbers 11:1), "Then the L-ord awakened as one out of sleep," (Ps.
78:65), and many more activities of human beings like these attributed to Him.

Our Rabbis, when expounding the scriptures, paraphrased the expressions used for this class attributes and were
careful to render them in an honorable way, and ascribed them all to the "glory of the Creator". For example, the
verse "behold G-d stood over him" (Gen. 28:13), they rendered - "the glory of G-d was present with him"; "and G-d
saw" (ibid 6:5), they rendered - "it was revealed before G-d"; "and G-d came down" (ibid 11:5)- "the glory of G-d was
revealed"; "and G-d went up" (ibid 35:13) - "the glory of G-d departed from him".

They rendered everything in a reverential way, and avoided attributing them to the Creator in order not to ascribe to
Him any kind of physicality or incidental property.

The great master, Rabeinu Saadia, already expounded sufficiently at length on this in the Sefer Emunot Vedeot, in
his commentary on parsha Bereishis, parsha Vaera, and in Sefer Yetzira, and we do not need to repeat his
explanations in this book. What we are all agreed upon is that necessity forced us to ascribe physicality and to speak
of Him with the attributes of His creations in order that human beings can have some way to grasp the existence of
the Creator. The books of the prophets connoted Him with corporeal terms because these are closer to our mind and
understanding.

If they had spoken of Him in a more accurate fashion, using words and matters connoting spiritual things, we would
not have understood neither the words nor the matters, and it would have been impossible for us to worship
something which we do not know, since it is not possible to worship an unknown. Therefore it was necessary that the
words and concepts be according to the understanding ability of the listener so that the matter will first be grasped in
the listener's mind in an understandable, corporeal sense from the concrete terms. Afterwards, we will enlighten him
and explain to him that all this was only metaphorical, to bring the matter close and that the true matter is too fine,
too sublime, too exalted, and too remote from the ability and powers of our mind to grasp. The wise thinker will
endeavor to remove the husk of the terms and their corporeality and will ascend in his mind step by step until he will
reach the true intended meaning according to the power and ability of his mind to grasp.

The foolish and simple person will conceive the Creator in accordance with the literal sense of the metaphor, and if
he assumes the service of His Creator, and he endeavors to labor for His glory, he has in his simpleness and lack of
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understanding, a great valid excuse because a man is held accountable for his thoughts and deeds only according to
his ability, intelligence, understanding, strength, and material means. But if the foolish is capable of learning wisdom
and he neglects it - he will be held accountable for it and punished for his lacking and refraining from study.

If the scriptures had employed more accurate, truer terminology, then nobody would have understood it except the
wise, understanding reader and most of mankind would have been left without religion and without Torah (guidance)
due to their limited intellect and weak understanding in spiritual matters. But the word which may be understood in a
material sense will not damage the understanding person because he recognizes its real meaning, and it is at the
same time beneficial to the simple person so that it will fix in his heart and mind that there is a Creator which it is his
duty to serve.

This is similar to a man who came to visit a friend who was of the wealthy class. His wealthy host felt a duty to
provide his friend with a meal and also food for the animals which he brought with him. The wealthy man sent to him
an abundant quantity of barley for his animals and a small quantity of food fitting for him but only enough for his
need.

So too, the scriptures and the books of the pious abundantly employed material analogies when referring to the
attributes of the Creator according to the understanding of the masses and according to the common language
which the masses converse. Therefore, when referring to this, our Rabbis said "the Torah speaks like the common
language of men" (Bava Metzia 31b). And the scriptures gave few hints of spiritual matters which are intelligible only
to the (few) wise and understanding men.

In this way, even though all people have different views of G-d's glorious essence, nevertheless, all people are equal
with regard to knowing the existence of the Creator (and that it is one's duty to serve Him - ML).

Likewise we will say for all subtle matters found in the Torah such as the reward in the next world or its punishment.

(Tov Halevanon: Since the good reward cannot be understood by a foolish or a simple person. The crude
cannot understand spiritual pleasure, only physical pleasures, and likewise only physical punishments.
Therefore, the scriptures speak only of physical reward and punishment, and hinted in few places of spiritual
reward and punishment)

And likewise we will say for the clarification of the inner wisdom (the duties of the heart) which was our intention to
clarify in this book. The Torah was very brief in expounding their matters, relying on the intelligent men. The Torah
only hinted at it to arouse one on it, such as mentioned in the Introduction of this book, so that anyone who is able to
enquire and investigate them will be aroused to do so until he has understood and mastered them as written: "those
who seek G-d will understand all things" (Mishlei 28:5).

(Manoach Halevavos: For spiritual matters, the Torah gave few hints because this is only for the wise, and the
truly wise have a single, common viewpoint, and all of them grasp exactly the same matter with only these
few hints, according to what is fitting and possible for them, because the false and erroneous ways are
numerous but there is only one way of truth.)

The prophet (Moshe Rabeinu) has already warned us against thinking that G-d has a form or likeness as written
"Take therefore good heed unto yourselves; for you saw no manner of form on the day that the L-ord spoke unto you
in Horeb (Sinai) out of the midst of the fire" (Deut. 4:15), and "And the L-ord spoke unto you out of the midst of the
fire: you heard the voice of the words, but saw no form; only you heard a voice" (ibid 4:12). When saying "take good
heed", he warned us in our minds and thoughts to not represent the Creator under any form (tavnis) or to conceive
Him under the likeness (demus) of anything or any comparison (dimyon) since your eyes never perceived any form
or likeness when He spoke to you.

(Pas Lechem: "Tavnis" is the form. It is called "tavnis", derived from the (similar Hebrew letters of the) word
"binyan" (building), since the form is like a building, built from the assembly of specific parts according to a
determined amount. This term is used for living creatures such as "tavnis of all fish" (Deut. 4:18), since they
are built and synthesized from different organs/parts. And they are of form. This term is also used in buildings
such as "tavnis heychal" (the form of the inner temple), unlike fire or wind where the term "tavnis" is not
relevant to them since they don't have a specific form. It is only correct to employ for them the term "demus"
(likeness), since they are grasped in likeness by a mirror. But G-d is beyond any form or likeness...and for
other types of physical characteristics such as sleep, laughter, joy, sadness, or the like he said "dimyon"
(comparison), that would make comparable through these acts to His creations. Understand this.)

And it is written "To whom will you liken to G-d? What likeness will you compare to Him?" (Isaiah 40:18), and "to
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Whom will you liken Me that I will be equal to, says the Holy One" (ibid 40:25)

(Pas Lechem: Behold not only is it beyond the power of man to conceive in Him a likeness but even G-d
testifies on Himself that He has no connection whatsoever to any kind of likeness.)

And it is written: "For who in the heaven can be compared unto the L-ord?" (Ps. 89:7), and "Among the mighty ones
there is none like You, O L-ord" (Ps. 86:8), and many more like this.

Since it is impossible to form a representation of Him with the intellect or picture Him with the imagination, we find
that Scripture ascribes most of its praises to the "Name" of G-d (and not to His essence - PL), as written: "And they
shall bless Your glorious Name" (Nehemiah 9:5), and "that you may fear this glorious and revered Name" (Deut.
28:58), and "Let them praise Your Name, great and revered" (Ps. 99:3), and "of My Name he was afraid" (Malachi
2:5), and "But unto you that fear My Name shall the sun of righteousness arise with healing in its wings" (Malachi
3:20), and "Sing unto G-d, sing praises to His Name, extol Him that rides upon the skies, whose Name is the L-ord"
(Ps. 68:5).

All this is in order to honor and exalt His glorious essence because, besides clarifying that He exists, it is impossible
for us to clarify in our minds anything about His Being except for His great Name.

(Pas Lechem: Which the Torah has taught us that He is called by this Name... it teaches on the "revelation of
His glory".

Marpe Lenefesh: This is the "shem hameforash", the "shem haetzem" (name of essence), "this is My Name
forever" (Ex. 3:15). This name was not known, rather G-d revealed it to the prophets. All the other names are
taken from the honoring (titles) of humans and all of them have an explanation and definition, such as "Adon-
ay" which is like "Adoney Yosef" (the masters of Yosef), and the judges are called "Elohim", etc. unlike the
"Shem Hameforash" as the Kuzari extensively wrote about (Maamar 4 ot 1-3).

Tov HaLevanon - His true name, as He is. What we are not capable of uttering in its true way (Translator:
perhaps he means the 72 letter name uttered by the Kohen Gadol on Yom Kipur)

But as for His glorious essence and His true nature - there is no picture or likeness that we can grasp in our minds.
Therefore, His Name is frequently changed in the Torah and likewise in the books of the prophets.

Because we cannot understand anything about Him except for His Name and that He exists. His glorious Name is
also associated with heaven and earth and the Spirits, as Abraham said: "And I will make you swear by the L-ord,
the G-d of heaven and the G-d of the earth" (Gen. 24:3), and Yonah said: "I fear the L-ord, the G-d of heaven" (1:9),
and Moshe said: "the G-d of the spirit of all flesh" (Numbers 27:16). And the verse proclaims: "Behold, I am the
L-ord, the G-d of all flesh" (Yirmiya 32:27).

(Tov Halevanon: (His Name is changed in the Torah) such as the name "Yud-Hey-Vuv-Hey" which teaches
that He was, is, and always will be. Or the name "Adon-ay" which teaches that He is master over the
creations, or the name "Elo-him" - that He is powerful and all-capable, or the name "Sha-day" - that He is
"meshaded" the marachos. The verse adds "of heaven and earth" to teach that we do not completely
understand His true Name but rather we see Him according to what we understand through His existence and
deeds)

The reason for this is that He is known to us in the way possible through the traditions of our forefathers from whom
we have inherited the knowledge of His ways, as written "For I have known him (Abraham), to the end that he may
command his children and his household after him, that they may keep the way of the L-ord, to do righteousness and
justice" (Gen. 18:19).

Perhaps, G-d revealed Himself to them because they were the only ones in their generation who took on to serve
Him since the people of their generation worshipped other "gods" (idols, sun, moon, money, etc.)

Similarly we will explain for His being called (in scripture) "the G-d of the Hebrews" (Ex. 3:18), "the G-d of Yisrael"
(Gen. 33:20), as the verse says "not like these is the portion of Yaakov for He is the Creator of all" (Yirmiya 10:16).

(Pas Lechem: i.e. the verse has called G-d "the portion of Yaakov", also for this reason - since G-d chose
Yaakov for His portion, namely, to perform His service)

And David said: "O L-ord, the portion of mine inheritance and of my cup" (Ps. 16:5). And if we were able to grasp His
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true nature, He would not be known to us through other things.

(Tov Halevanon: His Divinity would not be a term described through our forefathers, heaven and earth, or
"spirit of all flesh".)

Since it is not possible for our intellects to grasp His true nature, when referring to His glorious essence the scripture
describes Him as the G-d of the choicest of His creations, rational or otherwise. Therefore, when Moshe Rabeinu
asked G-d "when the Israelites ask me what is His name, what should I answer them?", G-d answered him: "so shall
you say to the descendants of Israel: 'Ehe-ye' sent me to you'". And since G-d knew that the Israelites would not
understand the true nature of this name (Ehe-ye), He added an explanation and said: "thus should you say to the
Israelites: "The L-ord, the G-d of your forefathers, the G-d of Abraham, the G-d of Isaac, and the G-d of Jacob sent
me to you, this... (Ex. 3:15)".

G-d's intent (to Moshe) in this was that if the people did not understand these words and their implications through
intellectual reason, then tell them that I am known by them through the tradition they received from their ancestors.
The Creator did not establish any other way to know Him except through these two ways, namely, (1) that which
intellectual reason testifies through the evidence of His deeds which are visible in His creations, (2) and that of
ancestral tradition, as scripture says: "Which wise men have told from their fathers, and have not hid it" (Iyov 15:18).

And since our perception of all existing things is through one of three ways:
1. Physical perception, such as through sight, hearing, taste, smell, or touch.
2. Through our reason, by which the existence of something is demonstrated from its indications and effects, until
the reality of its existence and nature are established to us as if we perceived it with our physical senses.

(Marpe Lenefesh: see end of chapter 6, the example of finding a letter with orderly style and uniform
handwriting which demonstrates that there exists a man who knows how to write who wrote this letter, even
though we never saw him. Hence, the handwriting is proof on him as if we saw him with our senses. So too
for other similar things.)

This is called in the book of proverbs "understanding and intellectual discipline" (Mishlei 1:2-3).

(Manoach Halevavos: The habitual practice, that a man habituates himself to understand the ways of proofs,
and the premises and logical relationships to understand the intellectual things. And since a man must
discipline himself for some time to understand the depth of the things difficult for him, until he is habituated in
them - therefore it is called "intellectual discipline")

3. True reports and reliable tradition.

Since it is not possible for us to perceive the Creator through our senses, we can only know Him through true reports
or from proofs on Him based on the evidence of His deeds.

(Marpe Lenefesh: - the Kuzari wrote (Maamar 1 Ot 25): "it is the duty of the entire congregation of Israel to
believe all that is written in the Torah, since it has been clarified to them that great assembly (at Mount Sinai)
with their own eyes, and afterwards the ensuing tradition which is considered as if one saw it with his own
eyes.

And since the proofs drawn from the evidence of His deeds in the creations are established and greatly numerous,
therefore the attributes ascribed to Him because of them are also numerous.

The saints and the prophets described His attributes in different ways. Moshe Rabeinu said "The Rock, His work is
perfect, for all His ways are justice" (Deut. 32:4), and he also said: "He is G-d of gods, and L-ord of lords, the great
G-d, the mighty, and the awesome" (Deut. 10:17), and also "He exacts justice for the fatherless and the widow"
(Deut. 10:18). And G-d Himself described His own attributes as written: "And the L-ord passed by before him, and
proclaimed: 'The L-ord, the L-ord, G-d, merciful and gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in goodness and truth,
keeping mercy unto the thousandth generation, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, etc.'" (Ex. 34:6).
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(Tov Halevanon: All of these different attributes is because we are not capable of reaching even the tiniest
part of praise that is befitting to Him.

Marpe Lenefesh: We are not capable of understanding even one of His praises. For example, when we praise
Him with the praise "righteous judge", "merciful", "gracious", - who is capable of knowing or making known
how He is a righteous judge? Sometimes He decrees on this man poverty, destitution, and sufferings, and
everything was just, while other times such a person lacks no good. Likewise for merciful and gracious or the
like. Therefore any praise we say of Him due to the signs of His wisdom and deeds is not even a drop in the
ocean compared to what is befitting Him.)

(That G-d possesses) these attributes we see from the evidence of His deeds towards His creations and also from
the wisdom and power which His deeds reflect. And if we investigate this matter with our intellect and understanding,
we will fail to grasp the smallest of the smallest of part of His attributes, as David said: "Many, O L-ord my G-d, are
Your wonderful works which You have done, and Your thoughts which are toward us..." (Ps. 40:6), and "Who can
utter the mighty acts of the L-ord? who can show forth all his praise?" (Ps. 106:2), and "And blessed be Your glorious
name, which is exalted above all blessing and praise" (Nehemiah 9:5). And the Sages said in the Talmud (Berachos
33b):

A certain person led the prayer service before Rabbi Chanina and said: "the great, the mighty, the awesome, the
powerful, the glorious, the potent, the feared, the strong, the powerful, the certain, and the esteemed G-d!". R'
Chanina waited until he finished. When he finished, R' Chanina said to him: "did you complete all the praises of your
Master? What need is there for all of this? even us, these three praises that we say (in the daily prayers), if not for
the fact that Moshe Rabeinu said it in the Torah (Deut. 10:17), and the men of the great assembly came and
established it in prayer, we wouldn't be able to say them! And you say all these praises and continue? It is analogous
to a king of flesh and blood who had thousands upon thousands of golden coins, and they would praise him for
possessing silver coins, isn't this a disgrace to him"?

And "to You silence is praise" (Ps. 65:2), to which our teachers said: "the best potion is silence, the more you praise
a flawless pearl, the more you depreciate it" (Megila 18a).

Therefore, you should exert your mind until you know the Creator through the evidences of His works and not strive
to know Him in His glorious essence. For He is exceedingly close to you from the side of His deeds but infinitely
remote in any representation of His essence or comparison with it. As already stated, we will never be able to find
Him in this way. When you arrive at the stage where you abandon (trying to find Him) through your thoughts and
senses because He cannot be grasped in this way, and you instead find Him in the evidence of His deeds, as though
He were inseparable from you - this is the pinnacle of knowledge of Him which the prophet exhorts us on in saying
"Know therefore this day, and consider it in your heart, that the L-ord He is G-d in heaven above, and upon the earth
beneath: there is none else" (Deut. 4:39).

One of the Sages said: "the more one increases knowledge of the Creator, the more one is awe-struck with regard to
His nature" (realizes how little he understands of Him - TL).

Others said: "the truly wise person in the knowledge of G-d realizes his ignorance regarding His glorious essence
while the ignorant person thinks that he understands G-d's glorious essence." (his understanding of G-d is in the way
of materializing or through form or likeness - TL).

One of the Sages was asked on the Creator: "what is He?". He answered: "One G-d". The asker then asked: "What
is He like?". He answered "A great King". He then asked: "Where is He?" He answered: "in the mind".

Tov Halevanon: i.e. the mind's eye, He cannot be found in any place. Only through reason we know His
existence, that at least He exists

The asker: "I did not ask you on this"

Tov Halevanon: i.e. I did not mean to ask on existence in the mind, namely, intellectually where is He. Rather I
meant, concretely - where is He in space?

The sage answered: "You asked me on attributes which apply to created things, not to the Creator. And the attributes
which can be ascribed to the Creator, I replied to you, (and even these (i.e. one G-d, great King, that He dwells
secretly in the hidden realm of intellect, are not befitting Him and - ML) the reason we ascribe them to Him is)
because otherwise it would be impossible for us to know Him.
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It is said of one of the Sages who would say in his prayer: "My G-d, where can I find You, yet where can I not find
You. You are hidden and invisible yet everything is filled with You, similar to the verse "Do I not fill heaven and earth
says the L-ord" (Yirmiya 23:24).

Tov Halevanon: He is not localized in any place whatsoever, but from the side of spiritual life force of
everything created, it is clear to us that nothing is devoid of Him.

The pinnacle of knowing Him is to reach the stage where you admit and believe that you are completely ignorant of
the truth of His glorious essence.

Pas Lechem: that you admit this before Him, and believe in your heart that this is truly so, and not like one
who praises flesh and blood who says praises but His heart does not believe in them.

If you form in your mind a picture or representation of the Creator, strive to investigate His Being.

Tov Halevanon: through the proofs which demonstrate that the Creator is exalted above any likeness or form
and that they are merely Mikre (incidental properties) of His creations.

Then you will clarify His existence.

Pas Lechem: you will clarify that His existence is hidden and beyond any comparison.

And you will reject any type of likeness of Him, until you will find Him only through the way of reasoning.

(Pas Lechem: "way of reasoning" - this refers to His deeds which are proofs to us of His existence.

The analogy of this:
We realize the truth of existence of the soul without perceiving of it any form or likeness, or appearance or smell,
even though its effects are visible and its acts are recognizable in us.

Tov Halevanon: The soul does not occupy any "place", even though it fills the body, it has no physical place.
And that which the Sages say that the soul dwells in the heart or the brain, this only refers to the beginning of
its influence. But certainly it does not dwell there in space..

Likewise the intellect whose effects and signs are evident and noticeable, yet the intellect has no form or likeness,
nor can we compare it in our thoughts.

Marpe Lenefesh: - through the intellect we think and understand things, yet we don't understand what it is.

And all the more so - the Creator of everything, which there is none like Him. And a philosopher said: "if our efforts to
fully know the soul are vain, all the more so for the matter of the Creator".

Since we have reached until here in our discussion, it is not necessary to proceed further.

(Marpe Lenefesh: - Likewise the Kuzari wrote several times - that distant proofs and logical explanations
cause a man to stray and bring him to apikorsut (heresy), and he extensively wrote on this throughout his just
book. And his opinion throughout the book is that a man should be simple with G-d (Deut. 18:13) without
investigations and proofs, see there)

The reason being, that it is our duty to be in fear and awe, and to guard from it, as some of the Sages said: "that
which is beyond you, do not expound, that which is hidden from you, do not investigate. That which is permitted to
you - contemplate. Do not have any business with hidden things" (Ben Sira in Megila 13a).

And our Sages said: "whoever is not concerned for the honor of his Creator it is better for him had he not been
created" (Chagiga 11b). And they expounded on the verse "Shall it be told him that I speak? if a man speaks, surely
he shall be swallowed up" (Iyov 37:20) - Whoever comes to speak the might of G-d will be destroyed (Talmud
Yerushalmi Berachos 9a). And the verse says: "And he struck the men of Beth Shemesh, because they had looked
into the ark of the L-ord" (Shmuel 6:19) (who stared at it with coarse hearts, without due awe- PL), and "It is the glory
of G-d to conceal a thing" (Mishlei 25:2), which means to conceal His secret from men who are not wise (since due
to their weak intellect there will remain nothing left for them to believe in - TL), and "the secret of G-d is with them
that fear Him" (Ps. 25:14).
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Furthermore regarding the physical senses we mentioned and the mental faculties, namely, memory, thought,
imagination, counsel/will, recognition, which all refer to one power, namely, the mind which gives them the ability to
apprehend things.

THE PHYSICAL SENSES
Each one of the (physical) senses has a distinct ability to perceive certain types of sensations which the other
senses lack. For example, form and color can only be perceived by the sense of sight. Voices and music can only be
perceived by the sense of hearing. Scent and various odors - only by the sense of smell. Various tastable things -
only by the sense of taste. Hot and cold and many matters of quality - by the sense of touch.

Each sense has a power to perceive its relevant sensation to a definite extent, beyond which it is incapable of
perceiving further. For example, sight has the ability to perceive something close by, and the further away one goes,
the weaker its ability to apprehend it, until eventually it ceases to apprehend it completely. Likewise for the sense of
hearing, and also for the other senses.

And it is impossible to grasp a sensation without the appropriate sense designated for it. One who strives to grasp it
with a different sense will fail to accomplish his desire. For example, one who strives to grasp a melody with the
sense of sight or visible things with the sense of smell or taste with the sense of touch - he will not be able to find
them or grasp them, despite that they exist, because one is trying to perceive them without the limbs designated for
perceiving these sensations.

Likewise we will say for the mental faculties we mentioned. Each one of them has a distinct power to perceive a
specific thing which the others cannot, and a limit to which it can grasp no further, as we mentioned for the physical
senses.

Likewise we will say for the mind (in total) which grasps intellectual things by itself or through proofs. For things that
are close to it, it will grasp its truth directly through itself, while for things which are remote and hidden, it will grasp it
through building proofs which point to it.

And since the Creator is infinitely remote and hidden for us from the side of His glorious essence, the intellect can
grasp only that He exists. (since neither the physical nor the mental senses have any path or approach to build any
proofs on Him - TL)

And if it strives to grasp His glorious essence or to imagine Him - even His existence will be hidden to it (and one will
think that He does not exist - TL), because it strove to grasp something beyond its ability, as we mentioned for trying
to grasp a sensation with the wrong sense.

Therefore, we must seek the existence of G-d through the evidence of His deeds in the creations - and these will be
proofs on Him for us. And when His existence is established for us in this way, we must then cease and not seek to
liken Him in our thoughts or to try to represent or figure Him in our imagination, or attempt to apprehend His glorious
essence. For, if we do this, thinking we will understand Him more closely - even the realization of His existence will
disappear from us, because anything we imagine in our minds will be other than Him. And scripture says: "Have you
found honey? eat only as much as is sufficient for you, lest you be filled with it, and vomit it" (Mishlei 25:16).

(Tov Halevanon: This verse is an analogy on the study of the hidden, that one should learn or examine only
until the limit he is capable of grasping, since otherwise he will vomit even that which he learned and no
emuna (faith) will be left in him.)

I saw fitting to try to bring the matter close to you using two illustrations.

The First of the two will demonstrate that each physical sense perceives its class of sensations and then it reaches
its limit whereby the next physical sense picks up where it left off. And afterwards, it will also reach its limit and the
next sense will start, and so on for all the senses. When they all reach their limit of perception, the intellect will then
start to perceive what is in its power to apprehend. This will be demonstrated by means of one object.

Imagine that a stone was thrown far away. It makes a whistling/crashing noise and strikes a man. The man
perceived with his sense of sight the appearance of the stone and its form. Then he perceives with his sense of
hearing the whistling/crashing noise, then he perceives with his sense of touch the coldness and hardness of it.
Afterwards, the physical senses cease to apprehend any more of the stone. Then the intellect perceives that the
stone must have had a thrower who threw it, since it is clear to it that the stone did not move from its place by itself.

That which is normally perceived through the physical senses cannot be apprehended by the intellect without the
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physical senses. And all the more so, that which is normally perceived by the intellect cannot be perceived by the
physical senses.

Marpe Lenefesh: He is now giving a reason why the intellect did not perceive the matter from beginning to
end. He says: it is impossible for the intellect to perceive that which is perceived by the physical senses,
namely, the noise and the touch. If he did not see the rock, hear the noise, or feel the strike, the intellect
would not have known whether or not there was any stone which produced a noise or struck. Likewise for
other similar things. From there he will make a kal v'chomer (major to minor logical inference) - if the intellect
cannot perceive that which is normally perceived with physical senses, all the more so that it is impossible for
the physical senses to perceive what is normally perceived by the intellect (since the intellect is on a higher
plane.

The second illustration will demonstrate that for spiritual matters, once we are convinced of their existence, it is not
proper to investigate their nature because this approach only ruins our intellect. This is like one who tries to
understand the sun from observing its light, radiance, shine, and its power to dissipate darkness. If he accepts its
existence, he will benefit from it, use its light, and attain all that he seeks from it (and will know for certain that the
sun exists - TL). But one who strives to study its roundness and focuses his eyes to stare at it - his eyes will dim and
(eventually) their sight will be lost and he will not benefit from the sun. (not even from its light - TL).

The same thing will happen to us. If we study the existence of the Creator from the evidence of His signs in the
creations, the wisdom manifested in them, His power shown in all His creations - we will think and we will understand
His nature. Then our minds will be illuminated with knowledge of Him and we will attain all that is possible for us to
attain, as written "I am the L-ord your G-d who teaches you for your benefit, who leads you by the way that you
should go" (Isaiah 48:17).

But if we exert our minds to understand the matter of His glorious essence, and to try to liken or represent Him in our
minds - we will ruin/diminish our intellect and understanding, and we will not grasp even what was known to us, as
would happen to our eyes if we stared at the sun. We must be careful in this matter, and remember it when we
investigate on the matter of the existence of G-d.

(Marpe Lenefesh: - As we find recorded in books, that most of the early philosophers became insane. And we
see even in our generation - those groups which go after their opinions and investigations, either they
became crazy or they go out to evil ways... Perhaps this explains: "Ben Zoma looked and was damaged, and
Acher went out to evil ways" (Chagiga 14b regarding the 4 great Sages who entered Paradise upstairs using
holy names). One must be careful and guard to not represent G-d with any likeness or form, G-d forbid. We
must remember this in our investigations in this gate when examining the matter of the existence of the
Creator. We must also guard to not represent Him or ascribe to Him any kind of physical form. Likewise, the
Moray (Rambam's Guide for the Perplexed Part 1 ch.35) wrote: "just like it is necessary for the masses to
realize and the young ones to be taught that G-d is one, and that one must not serve other than Him. So too,
it is necessary to educate them in this in the way of tradition that G-d does not have a body and that there is
absolutely no comparison in any way whatsoever between Him and His creations." He then ends off with
"even though they don't understand the reasons for the matter and don't know the logical proofs which
establish the matter in the mind, just like you are not obligated to teach him by proofs that G-d exists. Rather,
let them accept everything in the way of tradition, and afterwards when they grow, the matter will be explained
to them stage by stage according to their intellectual ability", see there for more details)

Likewise, we must be careful regarding His attributes, whether those which describe His glorious essence or those
the prophets ascribe to Him - not to take them literally or according to what would seem in a physical sense.

(Pas Lechem: In scripture there are verses with expressions of His glorious essence which are said in first
person form such as "See now that I, I am He, and there is no god with Me" (Deut. 32:39), while other
expressions which the prophets speak in third person)

Rather, we must know clearly that they are in a metaphorical and incidental sense according to what we are capable
of grasping with our powers of recognition, understanding, and intellect, due to our crucial need to know Him and His
loftiness. But He is infinitely greater and loftier above all of this, and like the verse says "Blessed be Your glorious
Name, that is exalted above all blessing and praise" (Nehemiah 9:5).

One of the philosophers said: "He whose mind is too weak to understand the matter of divesting (he cannot strip off
the physical from the terms which connote abstract spiritual matters - ML), he holds fast to the terms in the Divinely
given scriptures, and does not realize that the terms in scripture are adapted to the intelligence of those to whom
they were addressed, not according to (the intelligence) of the One who addressed them. Rather they are like the
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whistling call to a herd of cattle at the time of water drinking, which brings them to drink far more effectively than
clear and accurate words."

When you master this level of the Unity in your intellect and understanding, devote your soul to the Creator, strive to
grasp His existence from (observing) His wisdom, His power, His grace, His mercy, and His abundant providence
over His creations. Become pleasing to Him by doing His will. Then you will be among the seekers of G-d (and it is
written: "those who seek G-d will understand all" (Mishlei 28:5) - ML), and then you will receive from Him the help
and strength to understand Him, and to know His true nature, as David said: "The secret of the L-ord is with them
that fear Him; and He will show them His covenant" (Ps. 25:14). I will clarify for you some illustrations in the second
gate of this book. When you practice them, and go in their path, the matter will be easier for you with G-d's help.

THINGS DETRIMENTAL

The things detrimental to the (wholehearted acceptance of G-d's) unity are numerous. Among them, to association of
other beings with the Creator. This occurs in several ways.

Among them, believing in multiple gods, worshipping forms, the sun, moon, constellations, fire, plants, animals.

(Manoach Halevavos - That one serves them, by associating them with G-d, even though one knows that the
stars and idols are themselves not divine, and intends only to draw down their spiritual powers, and even
though one thinks this will be pleasing to G-d that one serves His creations)

Among them, ascribing physicality to the Creator, while understanding the true intent of scripture.

Among them, hidden association, namely trying to find favor with other people with regard to religious matters. This
occurs in several ways. I will clarify them in the fifth gate of this book, with G-d's help.

(Marpe Lenefesh: - "hidden" in that other people do not know his intent, that he associates something else
with G-d, namely that he serves G-d with fraudulent intent, but "visibly" he appears as if he is serving G-d
alone...)

Among them, turning (excessively) to the physical pleasures. This is subtle association - that a man associates the
service of his lusts with the service of the Creator. And the verse says: "There shall not be in you a strange god", to
which our Rabbis expound: "what is the 'strange god' which is in the body of a man? - This is the evil inclination"
(Talmud Shabbos 105b).

(Marpe Lenefesh: - When a man turns to the physical pleasures, he will not stop nor rest day and night, and
all of his aspirations will be to fulfill his desires. And all of his acts are not l'shem shamayim (for G-d), because
he will always look first - whether he will receive benefit from it. If yes, then he will do it. But if not, he will drop
it all)

Perhaps the simple and foolish person, when he reads this book and considers what we wrote in this gate will say to
himself: "will the matter of unity of G-d be unknown to anyone who reads even one page of the Torah whereby this
author needs to stir us and instruct us it?"

I will answer this as the wise man answered: "Answer a fool according to his folly" (Mishlei 26:5). For one who asks
this is too weak of understanding to grasp the extent of a universal topic which is addressed to different classes of
people. Such a universal topic is grasped differently depending on whether the person understood much of it or little
of it, and whether he is of strong intellect or of weak intellect.

(Tov Halevanon: so too, for one who claims to have understood the matter of unity by learning one page this
is because his understanding is weak and he does not benefit from the matters of the Unity hinted at in the
Torah. His benefit is like the benefit of a blind man from the light of the sun, as will be explained.)

The analogy to this - the benefit of the light of the sun which is universal to all men. We find this benefit divides into
three classes:
The first class: Those whose eyes are healthy and free from all diseases. They benefit from the sun, use its light,
and attain all types of benefit from it.

The second class: The totally blind, whose eyesight is completely lost. The light of the sun does not damage nor
benefit them. Their benefit from it is through other people (who guide them).
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The third class: People whose eyes are too weak to tolerate the light of the sun, and the sun's light will damage them
if they don't avoid it. If they hasten to heal their eyes with medications, potions, and therapeutic diets, and at the
same time are careful not to expose their eyes to the light of the sun - it is possible that they will become healthy and
they will benefit from the sun which was previously damaging to them. But if they delay healing their eyes, they will
quickly lose their eyesight completely and belong to the class of the totally blind.

Similarly, the classes of understanding G-d's unity taught in the Torah divides into three classes. The matter is taught
to all rational beings, just like the light of the sun is available to all seeing beings.

The first class: Men of clear intellect and pure understanding.

The second class: Men whose intellect is completely too weak to understand anything of what is written in the Torah.

The third class: Men whose intellect is too weak to grasp what the first class is able to grasp but they have sufficient
intelligence to comprehend most of the near and easy matters.

The first class, namely, the men of complete intellect, free from all detriment. When they put to heart to understand
what they encountered in the Torah on the matter of the Unity, they will understand it, and its matter will enter their
heart through their powerful understanding and pure intellect. They are of those who don't need this book, except to
remind them of what has escaped their attention.

(Marpe Lenefesh: - Certainly they don't need to plumb in-depth to bring proofs on the Unity of G-d, since none
of this is hidden to them due to their powerful intellect and understanding. Also, every man, especially those
who study the Torah, need that there should be before them a "book of remembrance" of mussar and yira,
especially this book, so that one can rebuke and reprimand himself always from within the book, lest and
perhaps one goes out from the bounds of the service of G-d, without realizing. Therefore it is necessary to
consider and examine one's acts always. Because the yetzer (evil inclination) is close by, and does not leave
a person who does any good thing until he has enticed him to abandon it, like the author wrote in the fifth
gate...as the maggid (angel) prescribed to the Beis Yosef (to study daily from the Chovos Halevavos to
subjugate the yetzer)...and in my book "HaZechiros", I elaborated a bit also from other early books on the
greatness of the obligation on every Jew to always toil in books of yira and mussar, and especially Torah
scholars, since the greater a man, the greater is his yetzer.)

The second class do not know G-d's Torah, all the more so the matter of Unity in it. They hear its teaching but do not
comprehend its matter. They will have neither benefit nor damage from this book.

The third class who understand the matter of the Unity mentioned in G-d's Torah with some understanding, but they
don't have the intellectual power to understand its matter and realize its true meaning. If a teacher instructs them and
makes them understand its matter through the way of true proofs and sound intellectual reasoning - its meaning will
become clear to them, and its secret will be revealed to them, and they will reach the level of the first class.

But if they shirk from investigating and are lazy in examining in that which will strengthen their understanding and
sharpen their intellect - they will sink to the level of the foolish.

To those of this class, this book will be of great and comprehensive benefit, because they are capable of
investigating. It will benefit them just like potions benefit those with weak eyesight, who hope to be healed by their
application.

Scripture already compared the foolish man - to a blind man, wisdom - to light, and foolishness - to darkness, in
saying: "Then I saw that wisdom excels folly, as far as light excels darkness" (Eccles. 2:13), and "The wise man's
eyes are in his head; but the fool walks in darkness" (Eccles. 2:14), and "Hear, you deaf; and look, you blind, that
you may see" (Isaiah 42:18).

(Pas Lechem: The wise man is he who sees the future consequences. When he stands at the beginning of a
matter, he contemplates and thinks about what will happen at the end of it. Unlike the fool, who is like one
who walks in darkness who does not see what is ahead of him)

And they compared wisdom and mussar - to a tree of life (which a man eats from and lives forever - PL), as written:
"It is a tree of life to them that lay hold upon it" (Mishlei 3:18), and "For they are life unto those that find them"
(Mishlei 4:22).
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(Tov Halevanon: Not only does wisdom benefit to heal the eyes of the intellect but rather it is an elixir of life to
the entire body and the soul)

May the Almighty teach us the way to the knowledge Him, direct us to His service, and bestow on us His grace, in
His mercy and compassion. Amen.
=================================

*** TRANSLATOR'S SUMMARY ***
The following is a brief summary of the logical proof of the existence of G-d from the Shaar Yichud according to the
translator's limited understanding. Note that it is impossible to arrive at a water-tight mathematical type proof as the
author wrote in his introduction to this book:

I propose to take the most direct (easiest) method of arousing, teaching, and instructing, using language
clear, direct, and familiar, so that my words will be more easily understood. I will refrain from deep language,
unusual terms, and the arguments in the way of "defeat" (nitzuach), which the logicians call in arabic
"Algidal", and likewise for remote inquiries which cannot be resolved in this work, for I only brought such
arguments as are satisfactory and convincing according to the methods proper to the science of theology.

As the philosopher said "it is not proper to seek of every inquiry a conclusion in the way of mofet (irrefutable
proof), since not every topic in rational inquiry can be demonstrated to this extent. Likewise, we should not be
satisfied in the science of nature with the method of 'sufficient' (since a full "raya" proof can be achieved there
through experiment). Nor in the science of theology should we strive to apprehend with the senses or draw
comparisons with physical phenomena."

(Tov Halevanon commentary: "defeat" (nitzuach) - It is known that the science of logic divides into
three methods nitzuach (defeat), raya (proof), and mofet (definitive proof). Nitzuach (defeat) is when
one cannot decide on either of the two views definitively, only that one view has more and stronger
questions and claims which can be raised against it than the other view. The view which has fewer and
weaker questions against it will prevail over the other view, and it is proper to follow that view even
though it may also have some questions which can be raised. The "proof" (raya) is where one view
has many questions and claims which can be raised against it while the other view has no claims
against it.

Certainly, it is proper to uphold it. This is better than nitzuach (defeat). Because here there are no
claims and questions against it from the aspect of rational inquiry, but nevertheless, perhaps his inquiry
was somehow flawed [for example, due to lacking certain information]. The "mofet" (definitive proof) is
that which is impossible to refute, in almost any way whatsoever, similar to the miracles of the prophets
which were openly visible to the senses [at that time]. Behold, science is divided into three divisions:
theology, nature, mathematics. It is known that for most of the science of theology, it is impossible to
bring a "raya" (proof), and all the more so, a mofet (definitive proof).

For due to the enormous depth and awesomeness of this science, and the limitations of human
intellect, it is almost impossible to establish a clear view which is without any doubts. But they can be
clarified in the way of Nitzuach (defeat), and a few of its topics through "raya" (proof) which are close
to being mofet (definitive proof). For the science of nature, on the other hand, which is not as deep,
one can explain much of it in the way of raya (proof), and some even from mofet (definitive proof). But
the science of limudit which is the science of mathematics and geometry, all of its matters are clarified
through mofet (definitive proof). This is what the author wrote that not all rational inquiry is found as
mofet (definitive proof), but as nitzuach (defeat) or rayah (proof).)

(Pas Lechem commentary: for it is impossible to explain things in theology using our physical senses
or to explain it through a familiar analogy, because it is exalted above and beyond all senses and
comparison. It has no connection whatsoever with these things.)

Let us begin. By understanding the (theological) proof that G-d must exist, we will automatically get an introduction to
G-d. Although it is impossible for us to understand Him directly nevertheless we can at least understand to some
small extent what He is not.

Now, the logical proof of G-d is based on three premises
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1. A thing cannot make itself.
2. causal chains cannot be infinite in number.
3. Anything composite is not eternally existing.

Regarding the first premise: It is self-evident that something which is totally non-existent cannot do anything. And if it
does something, then it is already existing.

If you ask, physicists find particles (quantum fluctuations) which appear and disappear in empty space. Answer: as
explained in chapter 5, the particles do not pop out of nowhere. They are consequences and properties of a pre-
existing space-time medium governed by pre-existing laws of quantum mechanics. Thus, there are not at all coming
from absolutely nothing. See there for more.

Regarding the second premise, causal chains cannot be infinite in number. This means you cannot explain the
existence of an egg by saying there is an infinite regress of chicken-egg, chicken-egg, and so on, endlessly.

Another analogy, if we have a room of parallel mirrors with infinite reflections of a human face. You can't reasonably
explain the existence of the faces in the mirror by saying there is no source face and they are all just reflections of
each other. In reality, there must exist a source, a real human face otherwise nothing would be reflected in the
mirrors.

Hence according to these two premises, to explain the effect of the existence of the universe requires us to conclude
that something exists which is eternal (without beginning). Now, the question is what can be eternal?

The third premise states that anything composite cannot be eternal (without beginning). The eternal by definition
cannot have anything preceding it. So for example, "dough" needs flour and water to exist, hence "dough" cannot be
eternal since its existence depends on the pre-existence of flour and water.

What about something like an electron or a photon or even spacetime? These things are composite in a subtler
sense. They are composites of themselves and their "boundaries/limitations/properties". For example, an electron
has position, spin, charge, mass, momentum, energy, etc. Therefore it is a composite of itself and whatever
boundaries, limitations or properties were set on it. Hence it is a composite of two matters - 1) its own existence and
2) from the aspect of that which it must have a cause which set its boundaries/properties/limitations. i.e., it has to be
a result of a previous "something" that either "made" it or "shaped" it or "defined" it - something which CAUSED its
borders/properties, etc. to be what they are.

For example, a video game has certain characters, each one having certain properties, abilities, or position on the
screen, etc. These things must have been set by a computer programmer. They cannot just exist eternally, without
beginning.

Hence, the only thing that can be Eternal (without beginning) is that which has no properties or limitations in any
way. It is completely infinite and boundless in all respects. It has no parts or boundaries. This is a completely
different "kind" of existence than anything we are familiar with. Anything else which has some sort of limitation or
property cannot be eternal.

This automatically rules out anything physical or more than one Eternal (since then each supposed Eternal would be
limited in some sense and therefore automatically could not be eternal) and leaves only the One G-d. He is One in
an absolute sense.

Obviously, we have no way whatsoever of comprehending such an infinite existence, but we can know for sure that
the Eternal must exist otherwise we would not be here. By studying the world with this outlook, we can learn about
the Eternal.

Once this is clear, it follows that prophecy is necessary for Him to tell us what this is all about and this leads us to the
first and foremost book on prophecy - the torah. (see torah authenticity at dafyomireview.com/430 for much more on
this).

Here's a quote from the Pas Lechem commentary in ch.7 which summarizes this.
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He began with the title: "powerful" because according to our understanding, He existed before everything,
since immediately after we grasp that there exists a Creator who created the world from nothing, we will
immediately recognize His power, namely, the act of creating something from nothing...After this, when we
reflect on the details of creation, and we study them and their parts - we will see signs of His wisdom and we
will know that He is wise. Afterwards, we contemplate His providence in governing the world, we will know
that He is living and among us always. Understand that all of these descriptions are obligatory and follow one
after the other, with the creation of the world as their first source.

To summarize, G-d is the "muchrach hametziut" (the necessary existence), and that which is the necessary
existence IS the Existence itself. He is so intensely One that really there is nothing besides Him.
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